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VOSBURG v. PUTNEY
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On February 20, 1889, an incident between two boys occurred in a
classroom in Waukesha, Wisconsin. One of the boys was barely into his
fifteenth year, the other two days short of twelve. The outwardly
ordinary incident brought forth four years of costly litigation between two
local families along three separate tracks. Prominent lawyers and
physicians and national, state and local politicians became involved in
various capacities. Vosburg v. Putney came three times before the
Supreme Court of Wisconsin, and the court's opinions, the second one
in particular, were soon selected for coursebooks on Damages and Torts
and became well known to generations of students, teachers and scholars
of law. Even a century later, the "case" continues to stimulate thinking
about the judicial process, legal doctrine and liability theory. Some Torts
teachers talk of organizing the entire introductory Torts course around the
issues it raises, and vendors on campus fringes sporadically cash in on
Vosburg v. Putney T-shirts.

The centennial of Vosburg v. Putney seems a fitting occasion for a
closer look at the case, its setting and the actors, as well as the process
itself and its aftermath.2

* Professor Emeritus, University of Wisconsin Law School.
1. Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891). This opinion was also

reprinted in two selective reporters: 14 L.R.A. 226 (containing "all current cases of
general value and importance") and 27 A.S. 47 (containing "cases of general value and
authority").

2. A semester's sabbatical leave awarded by the Chancellor of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison enabled me to conduct the most essential research and to prepare the
initial draft. I am thankful for this generous and indispensable support. My assistants
Martin Osborne and Marc Harris, Jean Loerke and Terry Becker of Waukesha Historical
Museum, Lucille Christiansen of the Waukesha Circuit Court Archives, and James Hansen
of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, each aided me with competence, diligence
and unflagging patience during the early stages of the project. Additional data were
collected later with the help of many knowledgeable and responsive individuals. At the
risk of, but without intention of slighting anyone by, omission, I wish to acknowledge the
contributions of: Andrew and Priscilla Vosburg; Warren Vosburg; Lydia Putney; Marion
Meyer; Margaret Conover; Jessie Ludowese; George Love; Ethel Smith; John Engelbert
of Waukesha Freeman; Richard Hunter of Hunter, Sommers & Lavin; John Macy of
Arenz, Molter, Macy & Riffle; Clayton Cramer of Cramer, Multhauf & Curran; Robert
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I. BACKGROUND

Seth Taylor Vosburg3 was born on December 18, 1843, in Montgom-
ery County, New York. His parents, Henry and Eunice Hibbard
Vosburg, were Presbyterians of Dutch-Scottish ancestry. They had six
other children, at least three of whom lived to adulthood. When Seth was
about four, the Vosburg family moved to Wisconsin and settled in the.
newly organized Waukesha County. The Town of Vernon, where the
Vosburgs bought farmland and made their home, was one of the Eastern
Scottish colonies in the state. During the last year of the Civil War, Seth
enlisted as a hundred-day volunteer and, after a few months at home,
reenlisted and served for another year. He saw no combat and was
mustered out with the rank of corporal at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, on
March 24, 1866. In the Fall of 1869, Seth married Janet Laidlaw, a
Scottish lass whose parents farmed in the same area. In the late i870s,
the young couple bought land in the Town of Delafield and held on to it
for the next several years. Three children came into the marriage of Seth
and Janet. Their eldest son, Andrew Hibbard, was born on December
16, 1874; another son, John Henry, was born in the Spring of 1879,
while the couple was still in Vernon. A daughter, Jessie Isabelle, was
born in Delafield in 1884.

Peterson, Jr. of Borgelt, Powell, Peterson & Frauen; Arthur Laun, Jr. of Quarles &
Brady; James Van Ess of Carroll College; Neil Palmer of Wisconsin Electric Power Co.;
James Kalven; Daniel Meyer of The Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago;
Inga Zile; Alan Breed, M.D.; Richard Lange, M.D.; David Mann, M.D.; John Orwin,
M.D.; Richard Roberts, M.D.; Thomas Ryan, M.D.; John Whiffen, M.D.; Mark Adams
of the State Medical Society of Wisconsin. Willard Hurst, Robert Rabin, Lawrence
Friedman and Jean Love read and helpfully commented on an earlier draft. Finally, my
heartfelt thanks to my colleagues Tom Palay and John Kidwell and above all, Dean Daniel
Bernstine for much needed encouragement and support to bring the study to the printed
page.

3. 1885 WIs. STATE CENSUS, WAUKESHA COUNTY, TowN OF DELAFIELD 6;
1880 U.S. CENSUS, Wis., WAUKESHA COUNTY, DELAFIELD TOWNSHiP, vol. 30,
enumeration district 255, sheet 24; E. QUINER, THE MILITARY HISTORY OF WISCONSIN:
A RECORD OF THE CIVIL AND MILITARY PATRIOTISM OF THE STATE, IN THE WAR FOR
THE UNION 855-57, 864-66 (1866); 2 ROSTER OF WISCONSIN VOLUNTEERS, WAR OF THE
REBELLION, 1861-1865, at 662-63, 832-34 (1886); Edward C. Wicklein, The Scots of
Vernon and Adjacent Townships, Waukesha County, Wisconsin 1, 3, 13, 38, 42, 84, 86
(1974) (available at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin); group photograph including
Seth T. Vosburg (on file with author); Pioneer Notebooks, Waukesha County, Wisconsin,
"Vosburg" pages (available at Waukesha County Museum)[hereinafter Pioneer Note-
books].
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Andrew Hibbard Vosburg ' was of slight build, much like his father,
and not particularly robust. Andrew was frequently bedridden with a
succession of childhood illnesses. He caught scarlet fever at the age of
eight and had two or three bouts with the measles. Yet he was raised as
an ordinary country boy, obliged to do the customary chores around the
homestead, endure discomfortand face the usual hazards associated with
rural life. Bumps, bruises and lacerations were part of his workaday
experience. Accidents just happened to Andrew; or perhaps they
happened to him more often because he lacked the strength and dexterity
the rigors of his environment demanded. He suffered a particularly
serious mishap on July 1, 1887, during the Vosburgs' last summer in
Delafield. While wielding an axe, Andrew seriously cut his left knee.
His father who, as luck would have it, happened to be in the vicinity, put
a pinch of common chewing tobacco on the wound until a physician was
fetched and the cut sutured. The injury was severe enough to keep
Andrew confined to bed under a doctor's care for four to six weeks and
hobbling for another ten, but he was back in school when it opened in
early September. He remained in the local school until Seth sold the farm
in Delafield and moved the family to the Village of Waukesha on
December 28.

Waukesha's village status was deceptive. Not only was Waukesha,
and not Oconomowoc, the city of millionaires' estates,' the county seat
but, by the time of the Vosburgs' arrival, the "Spring Era" of Waukesha
was at its zenith, and the place was glorying in its appellation as the
"Saratoga of the West."6

Twenty years earlier, a rich New Yorker, Colonel Richard Dunbar,
who reportedly suffered from incurable diabetes, had drunk twelve
tumblers of water from a spring in a horse pasture on the edge of the
village. This bucolic adventure miraculously restored Dunbar to health
and vitality and, in due course, led to the remarkable flowering of late-
nineteenth-century Waukesha. Driven by recaptured vigor, Dunbar
founded the Bethesda Mineral Spring Company in 1869 to exploit his

4. Record at 11-12, 16-17, 18, Vosburg v. Putney, 56 N.W. 480 (Wis. 1893)
[hereinafter Record III]; Record at 9, 54, Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891)
[hereinafter Record III; Record, Minutes 6,7, State v. Putney, Justice of the Peace, Town
of Waukesha, Waukesha County, Wis. (1889) (on file with author) [hereinafter Record
J.P.]; Personal War Sketches, Win. B. Cushing Post No. 19, Waukesha County,
Wisconsin, Grand Army of the Republic 53 (available at Waukesha County Museum);
Pioneer Notebooks, "Vosburg" pages; Interview with Warren H. Vosburg, in Ft. Myers
Beach, Florida (Mar. 30, 1988); Photographs of Andrew H. Vosburg (on file with the
author).

5. See generally JEAN L. JOHNSON, ILLUSTRIOUS OCONOMOWOC (1978); JEAN
L. JOHNSON, WHEN MIDWEST MILLIONAIRES LIVED LIKE KINOS (1981).

6. 3 ROBERT C. NESBIT, THE HISTORY OF WISCONSIN 527-28 (1985).
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singular discovery. Before long, dozens of springs, resorts and spas were
in operation, and the wonder water of Waukesha was marketed through-
out the country. By the end of the 1880s, Waukesha boasted thirty
hotels, including the 300-room Foundation Spring House, which claimed
to be the largest hotel in the Midwest at the time. The village also had
a 1,300 seat theater, an opera house and a six-level lookout tower.
Incorporation of Waukesha as a city was repeatedly postponed (it was
finally made a city in 1895) out of concern for frightening away the
vacationers who, the Waukeshans surmised, preferred to imagine
"Saratoga of the West," as a sleepy hamlet. In the meantime, each
dazzling summer season attracted hordes of ailing wealthy Southerners
and Easterners. They brought affluence to the local entrepreneurs and
jobs to the likes of Seth Vosburg.'

It is not clear how Seth occupied himself initially upon arriving in
the village, but after the well-known Barker Lumber Company purchased
a yard in Waukesha in November of 1888, he took a teamster's job with
the company, hauling building materials and coal.

Andrew entered the Union School for the Spring Term of 1888.8
The Union School was the oldest permanent school in Waukesha south
and east of Fox River, the part of town destined to become its business
and administrative center. It had opened for classes in 1856 and,
following the enactment of the 1879 state law on compulsory school
attendance, offered a complete four-year high-school curriculum beyond
the eight grades of elementary education. The school enjoyed a good
reputation for the quality of its teachers and for its physical plant.9

Having completed the Spring Term of 1888, Andrew reentered the
Union School in early September for what turned out to be an unpleasant-
ly eventful academic year for him. Shortly before January 1, 1889, it
seems, some boys at school seized Andrew and threw him against a
faucet, spraining the ankle of his right leg. Some time in January he

7. WISCONSIN LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU, STATE OF WISCONSIN 1989-90

BLUE BOOK 769; Fountain Spring House, Waukesha, Wisconsin (pamphlet available at
the State Historical Society of Wisconsin); Lillian Krueger, Waukesha "The Saratoga of
the West," 24 Wis. MAO. HIST. 394 (1941); Miss Neubecker Presents Paper, WAUKESHA
FREEMAN, Nov. 13, 1947 at 16.

8. Record at 21, Vosburg v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99 (Wis. 1890) [hereinafter
Record I]; The Barker Lumber Co., WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec. 6, 1888, at 1; Barker
Lumber Co., WAUKESHA J., Nov. 2, 1889, at 1.

9. 1883 Proc. Bd. of Supervisors, Waukesha County, Wis. 12-15; Our Union
School, MILWAUKEE DAILY SENTINEL, Nov. 15, 1855, at 2; Preparations for the Fourth
of July Celebration-Hotel Arrivals, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, June 21, 1885, at 10;
Waukesha, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Aug. 22, 1886, at 6; Waukesha Had a Splendid
School System, WAUKESHA COUNTY CENTENNIAL EDITION OF THE WAUKESHA DAILY
FREEMAN, May 1934, at 94.
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received an abrasion while romping on the slopes of Arcadian Heights in
the village. As Andrew and his companion were reaching the bottom of
the hill on coupled sleds, or "bobs," a group of boys were waiting for
them and pulled Andrew off the sled. While being dragged or tossed,
Andrew scraped off the skin above his right knee on ice, rocks or
pavement. However, aside from approximately three days missed that
winter on account of mumps, Andrew attended school regularly until
February 20, 1889; on that day he occupied a seat directly across the aisle
from George Putney, a boy two years his junior.'0

George Sidney Putney" was born on February 22, 1877, into a
prominent Waukesha family. The Putneys traced their ancestry to one
John Putney of England, who was born about 1637 during the reign of
Charles I, and at the age of twenty or so had voyaged to Massachusetts.
The family name is said to have been taken from the Parish of Putney in
the County of Surrey in England, now part of the southwest corner of
Greater London and occasionally mentioned in light English literary
works.'" The name is also implanted into the geography of the United
States as Putney, Vermont. John Putney's fourth-generation descendant
Aaron Putney of Rushville, New York, had eleven children, four of
whom were among the earliest settlers of Waukesha County. One of the
four, Aaron Sidney Putney, and his wife, Sarah Mower, came into the
area in 1837, received a land grant, and farmed for the next two decades.
They experienced, in the words of a chronicler, many of the rigors that
epitomize tales of pioneer life:

Their first home was in a log cabin, in which a blanket
hung for a door was all that shut them from the outside, where
Indians, wolves and deer roamed at pleasure. Mr. Putney often
went on horseback to Madison in order to have bread stuff
ground, and on these journeys carried parched corn in his
pocket, on which he subsisted until his return. 3

10. Record I, supra note 8, at 4, 6-7; Record I, supra note 4, at 9, 50; Record
III, supra note 4, at 5,7.

11. Waukesha Matters, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Sept. 11, 1882, at 2; 1 Death
Records, Waukesha County, Wis. 74; Genealogical and Biographical Notebooks,
Waukesha County, Wisconsin (1964), "Putney" pages (available at Waukesha County
Museum); 5 Marriage Records, Waukesha County, Wis. 18; Pioneer Notebooks supra
note 3, "Putney" pages; Putney Family Album (available at Waukesha County Museum);
Telephone interview with Marion Love Meyer (Oct. 28, 1991).

12. See, e.g., P.G. WODEHOUSE, LORD EMSWORTH AND OTHERS 168 (1982);
JOHN C. MORTIMER, TITMuss REOAINED 207 (1991).

13. PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF WAUKESHA COUNTY, WISCONSIN

341 (Chicago, Exclusive Publishing Co. 1894)[hereinafter BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD].
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By some accounts, Aaron and Sarah also had eleven offspring by the
time they moved, in 1867, to the Village of Waukesha, where Aaron
opened a general store. Since the founding of the Putney enterprise
coincided with the dawning of the "Spring Era," the enterprise prospered.
Upon the older Aaron's death in 1876, his sons, Aaron Sidney, Jr., and
Henry Orson, took over the business, which was by now carried on as
Putney Bros. and located in a substantial three-story stone building which
their father had built in the village center. The renown of the Putney
name was further enhanced by a cousin of the younger Aaron and Henry,
Colonel Frank Howell Putney, a wealthy investor, lawyer and county
judge. Among his downtown construction projects was the Putney Block,
the largest commercial building in Waukesha at the time.

Henry's wife, Marietta Alexander, who had borne daughters Hattie,
Nettie and Nellie before the arrival of George Sidney, died of pneumonia
a month before George's second birthday. Nine months after Marietta's
death, Henry remarried. His second wife, Mary Ellen, or Mary Ella
Love, now George's stepmother, was fifteen years younger than her
husband and, before long, presented him with another daughter: Mary
Love. Apart from this and the fact that the Putneys were well off, little
is known about George as a child. He may have been small for his
twelve years but nonetheless a scrappy youngster. Mary Ellen's brother,
who at one time worked at the Putney Bros. store, was alleged to have
said that he "was real sorry for ... [his] sister having the George Putney
in charge," that George "was a sucker of a boy and . . . had a bad
temper. "14

George had a run-in with Andrew in either early or middle February
of 1889. It seems that George and Andrew's class was about to have an
examination. The teacher directed George to take another seat further
back in the room and, for the duration of the exercise, collected the
textbooks from the class and piled them on the desk George had vacated.
After the test, George returned to his usually assigned desk, from which
the pupils were now retrieving their textbooks. When Andrew ap-
proached to reclaim his, George interposed himself. Andrew got hold of
the book anyway, George retook it, and Andrew pulled it out of George's
grip once more, putting an end to the pointless affair. 5

14. Record II, supra note 4, at 56, 90.
15. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 2, 3; Record I, supra note 8, at 5-6; Record 11,

supra note 4, at 6.
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II. THE INCIDENT

Wednesday, February 20, 1889 dawned bright, but fiercely cold.
Andrew Vosburg dressed warmly that morning to brave the six-degree-
below-zero temperature. He put on long wool drawers, high wool
stockings and wool trousers. The morning classes began at 9:00 and,
with a fifteen-minute break at 10:30, lasted unexceptionably until noon.
After the dinner-hour, as the noon recess was then known, the big school
bell rang at 1:20, summoning the pupils to the afternoon session
scheduled to commence at 1:30. It was during this ten minute interval
that the pupils were expected to assemble in the designated rooms and
take their seats. Upon reentering the room, the children were permitted
to converse but only in a whisper.16

Seventh-grade teacher Elizabeth More read to her class during the
latter part of the ten-minute "whispering recess." Perhaps she sought a
calming transition from the bustle of the noon intermission to the
discipline of afternoon studies. If this was her design, it did not come off
on February 20. Both Andrew and George had returned to their desks,
which were in the same row, on opposite sides of an aisle twenty-four
inches wide. Andrew was part way in his seat, his left leg under the
desk, his right one angling out in the aisle. With his chin resting on his
left hand and his left elbow on the desk top, he was looking at the
teacher, who either was about to begin or had just begun reading to the
class, and who was positioned somewhat to Andrew's left.17 Whether
Andrew was entranced by her or by the story she had selected we shall
never know, nor shall we ever divine the true motives of George's actions
moments later. For what it is worth, one of Miss More's erstwhile
charges remembered her decades later as "rather tall and slender, . . .
above average in looks, . . . and ... very popular"; a "pretty girl" with
whom boys around this age were beginning to fall in love."5 In any
event, George, who was on Andrew's right, made a sudden move and (to
put it cautiously) deliberately caused the shoe on one of his feet to come
in contact with Andrew's angling leg. Andrew turned around, looked at
George, and said nothing. However, a couple of minutes later, Andrew
burst out crying, whereupon More sent him out into the hall. Although
he came back to the classroom after the 3:00 recess, Andrew did not take

16. Record 11, supra note 4, at 5, 52-53; Record III, supra note 4, at 12, 60;
Snyder, Early School Days (unpublished paper read at Waukesha Historical Society
meeting, May 27, 1950, available at Waukesha County Museum).

17. Record I, supra note 8, at 5, 7-8; Record II, supra note 4, at 11; Record III,
supra note 4, at 13, 59.

18. Snyder, supra note 16.
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part in the exercises, and More neither questioned the two boys about the
incident nor asked Andrew about his condition.19

The teacher's limited intervention and ostensible unconcern may
seem odd today. But a hundred years ago teachers' duties were deemed
chiefly pedagogical rather than custodial. Furthermore, there seemed to
be a widely shared assumption that the world was a rough place. Grave
illness and serious accidents were common, and death was a frequent
visitor claiming the young and the mature as well as the very old.' As
a rule, the children had to accept the consequences of their altercations
and risk-taking.

Elizabeth More was no stranger to these ways. A vivacious young
woman, "Lizzy," as she was affectionately known, did not shun the
untamed sports of her older pupils or parcel out blame when the game
went down. A contemporary of hers offered the following glimpse of the
teacher and her wards:

In winter, one of the most popular sports was
coasting . . . . When conditions were right they would start
[the sleds] at where the water-works tanks are now located and
swinging onto Madison Street go as far as the Five Points.
There was danger when crossing the Milwaukee tracks that the
train might come, and one night a train did come just as a sled
load came down the hill. Fortunately, the train was moving
very slowly and the sled load of youngsters slid under a car
between the wheels. Since that someone was usually stationed
at the tracks to watch out for trains.

Another night a train came and the boy guiding the bobs turned into
the side of the street, unfortunately hitting a pole. Miss More was on the
bobs and was one of the several people who were injured. She came to
school next morning wearing dark glasses to cover up a pair of black eyes
and with numerous patches of court plaster on her face to cover scratch-
es.

21

19. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 1-4; Record I, supra note 8, at 4, 6, 25; Record
II, supra note 4, at 5, 11-12; Record III, supra note 4, at 6, 8, 52, 54.

20. On school discipline, see generally Hannah Kings, How to Maintain Order
in the School-Room, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Jan. 17, 1889, at 1; Waukesha, MILWAUKEE
SENTINEL, March 5, 1880, at 7; Snyder, supra note 16; on restrictive liability rules, see
generally Robert L. Rabin, The Historical Development of the Fault Principle: A
Reinterpretation, 15 GA. L. REV. 925 (1981); on hazards of life, see generally MICHAEL
LESY, WISCONSIN DEATH TRIP (Anchor Books 1991).

21. Snyder, supra note 16.
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Andrew left the building after the school was dismissed at 4:00. He
was walking with a pronounced limp, and someone eventually gave him
a ride home. On the following day, Thursday, Andrew returned to
school. A boy who was boarding with the Vosburgs at the time carried
Andrew's books and dinner pail, but the friend's initial assistance was not
enough to sustain Andrew through the day. He left school at noon and
hitched a ride home with another local Samaritan.'

III. THE INJURY, TREATMENT AND CONVALESCENCE

The visible locus of Andrew's discomfort was a mark on his right
shinbone beginning two inches below the knee and extending about
another two or three inches downward. The mark, at first dim red in
appearance, was about one and one half inches wide and lay toward the
inside of the bone's crown. For the first few days, Janet Vosburg treated
her son with home remedies. She bathed the swelling around the mark
with arnica and smartweed and poulticed it with flaxseed, but noted no
improvement. In fact, Andrew's condition worsened; he began having
chills and was vomiting by week's end. On Sunday, the Vosburgs
contacted Dr. Joshua Bacon, who was the only Waukesha physician with
whom they were acquainted. Although Dr. Bacon was unable to make a
house call on that day, he sent medication to relieve the symptoms.'

A native son of Waukesha, Dr. Joshua Bacon' had attended the
Union School, studied at the local Carroll College and, in 1873,
graduated from Harvard Medical College. By the time he took Andrew
into his care, Bacon had practiced medicine in Waukesha for fifteen years
and had in the past served as the village health officer. He was a member
of the American Medical Association and of the state and county medical
societies.

Dr. Bacon made his first house call on Monday, February 25, just
after the noon meal. He found Andrew in a high fever, his right leg both
above and below the knee considerably swollen, inflamed and painful.
He noted an abrasion roughly the size of a quarter or half-dollar above
the kneecap. The abrasion appeared to him to be drying down and

*22. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 2,4, 6-7; Record I, supra note 8, at 4, 23;
Record II, supra note 4, at 5, 6, 12-13; Record III, supra note 4, at 8-9.

23. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 7; Record I, supra note 8, at 4,6, 22-24;
Record II, supra note 4, at 8, 16-17, 18-19; Record III, supra note 4, at 9, 13-14.

24. Medical History Data Compiled by Women's Auxiliary of the Waukesha
County Medical Society for the State Medical Society of Wisconsin: Physicians, "Bacon"
pages (available at Waukesha County Museum) [hereinafter Waukesha Physicians]. For
an uncomplimentary view of Dr. Bacon, see The Industrial School, MILWAUKEE
SENTINEL, Oct. 2, 1879, at 4.
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healing. There was also a patch of brownish discoloration of the skin on
the right tibia a couple of inches below the bend of the knee. In order to
relieve Andrew's pain, Dr. Bacon "[a]pplied fomentations . . and gave
him anodynes," specifically morphine. When the swelling increased
despite continuation of this treatment over the next several days, Dr.
Bacon informed Seth that he wanted to consult with another physician.
Unacquainted with the medical fraternity, Seth left the choice to the
doctor, adding that "if we are going to have counsel, I'd like good
counsel." Soon thereafter Dr. Bacon invited Dr. Solon Marks of
Milwaukee and Dr. Hugo Philler who practiced medicine in Waukesha.
The former was brought in once or twice early in March. He did not
remain on the case, however, and his contribution to the course of the
treatment was probably small. On the other hand, Dr. Philler signed on
and attended Andrew alongside Bacon until September 30, 1890.' Yet
despite this professional linkage, the contrast between Dr. Bacon and his
colleague could not have been more striking. Where Bacon was
unassuming and conventional, Philler was outspoken and flamboyant and
wore his learning, experience and cultivation with a touch of Continental
hauteur.

Hugo Phillerl was born in 1838 in the Province of Lower Silesia,
in the Kingdom of Prussia. He studied medicine at the University of
Breslau at first and subsequently, at the University of Greifswald, from
which he graduated in January of 1861. He sailed for the United States
almost at once and set foot on American soil on August 25, 1861. Barely
two days after landing, Philler joined the Union Army, which was still
reeling from the recent rout at Bull Run. He was enlisted as a mere
private because of his inability to speak English. Yet six months later
Philler presented himself to a board of United States surgeons and
successfully passed the required examination for admission into their
ranks. Commissioned as First Assistant Surgeon of the 45th New York
Infantry Regiment, Philler was at many of the great Civil War battles,
including Antietam, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville and Gettysburg, and
with General Sherman on his march to the sea. Upon his discharge from
service, Dr. Philler came to practice medicine in the Village of Waukesha
only to find himself shunned as an upstart by the six ensconced physi-
cians. His career took a turn for the better, however, after he successful-
ly removed a two-pound fatty tumor from the shoulder of a Town of

25. Record I, supra note 8, at 8-9, 22; Record II, supra note 4, at 21-22, 36, 66,
90; Record III, supra note 4, at 41.

26. Waukesha Physicians, supra note 24, at "Philler" pages. At the first trial in
Vosburg v. Putney, when questioned regarding his qualifications as a medical expert, Dr.
Philler testified: "I am a physician and surgeon practicing at Waukesha; have had
diploma; it is burned; I lost my property by fire." Record I, supra note 8, at 16.
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Genesee farmer under the watchful eyes of a band of the patient's fellow
Irishmen each toting a menacing shillelagh. Building on his suddenly
acquired benign notoriety "as the young chap who cut out old Kelly's 'big
lump'," Dr. Philler went on to earn widespread admiration and respect.
His stiffly erect, spare figure, characteristically wrapped in a military
cape and topped by a natty slouch hat, became a familiar feature of the
local scene. Besides practicing medicine, Dr. Philler wrote scientific
papers, gave German and French lessons and often spoke out on local
issues. One of his proposals for communal betterment appears particular-
ly noteworthy in retrospect. In 1888, the mineral springs were still a
seasonal magnet that caused the village's permanent population of about
6,000 to swell by 50% over the summer months. During the same
season, Dr. Philler observed, the water flow in the Fox River, which
served as the town's cloaca maxima, fell off sharply. The river's reduced
waste-carrying capacity magnified the v&ready significant health hazards.
Dr. Philler recommended that Waukesha build an incinerator adequate to
accommodate the needs of its growing population. He was convinced that
incineration was "the only practical, safe and sensible way of disposing
of garbage and sewerage, destroying the noxious odors that pollute the air
and the disease germs pregnant in air, earth and water." He called upon
the citizens of Waukesha to back the local Board of Health in its fight
against outbreaks of infectious diseases, so that "the corner-stone of the
far-famed Bethesda will not need to be called, in the near future, the
tomb-stone of Bethesda."" It is this perspective on cleanliness and
health and his vast experience in military and civilian surgery that Dr.
Philler brought to the consultations with Dr. Bacon.

Dr. Philler accompanied Dr. Bacon on a house call at the Vosburgs
on or about March 5, 1889. Andrew was running a temperature of
104"F, and his right leg was greatly swollen, glistening, very painful to
touch and very hot. His respiration was short and superficial. Both
physicians agreed that a surgical procedure was necessary. On March 8,
Dr. Bacon put Andrew under ether and Dr. Philler made an incision to
relieve pressure in the swelling. A moderate amount of pus escaped, a
drainage tube was inserted and an iodoform dressing applied. Aside from
the daily change of the dressing, the leg remained in this state for the next
several days. There was almost no further discharge at first but the flow
increased by the sixth day or so, and the need for another surgery became
apparent.2

27. Waukesha Physicians, supra note 24, at "Philler" pages.
28. Record I, supra note 8, at 8-9, 16; Record II, supra note 4, at 36, 42;

Record III, supra note 4, at 19.
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On March 15, the two attending physicians, on Philler's initiative,
brought along Dr. Benjamin Jacob to assist them with the operation.
While Dr. Philler's desire to have assistance at what turned Out to be a
more radical procedure is understandable, the record is barren regarding
Philler's reasons for choosing Jacob, who was a relatively recent graduate
in medicine, with no more than eight years in practice, and a newcomer
to Waukesha."

In any event, the physicians, performed another operation on
Andrew's leg on March 15. The patient was again etherized, and Dr.
Philler made an incision to the bone with the intention of scraping it. But
when the leg was opened, the doctors found that the bone itself had
undergone destruction to such a degree that they could scrape and break
the bone with their fingers. Dr. Philler was removing so much decayed
matter that one of his colleagues present, perhaps Jacob, exclaimed:
"Don't go any further; you [sic]: go through the tibia." Dr. Philler
suggested amputation as the safest course of action, an option unaccept-
able to Seth Vosburg. "If there is one chance in a hundred, doctor, to
save the leg,". Seth is said to have replied, "try to do it now." And this
is what the doctors did? 0

Since the onset of Andrew's symptoms, the Vosburgs had been living
in anxiety and stress. Andrew slept. poorly and hardly ate for the first
seven or eight weeks. He could not move on his own, nor could he be
moved with ease. The dread of losing their child hung over his parents.
Seth and Janet stayed up with him night and day. Only after Andrew's
condition had stabilized did they take. turns to watch over their son.
Fourteen weeks went by before Andrew was strong enough to sit in a
chair. The doctors continued to dress Andrew's leg daily. Only by late
summer had Andrew recovered sufficiently to hobble around on crutches.
His tibia, however, had not yet been restored to a sound state and was
exfoliating, that is, frequently throwing off fragments of dead bone. 31

On March 21, the Waukesha Freeman, the leading local paper,
reported the Vosburgs' misfortune in a front-page story entitled "Bad
Results of a Schoolboy's Kick." The story omitted the Putney name and
inaccurately related the circumstances of the incident:

About three weeks ago, while playing on the grounds at the
Union School, a lad by the name of Vosburg was kicked by a

29. Record II, supra note 4, at 69; Waukesha Physicians, supra note 24, at
"Jacob" pages.

30. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 5; Record I, supra note 8, at 9, 16-17; Record
II, supra note 4, at 39.

31. Record 1, supra note 8, at 5, 9-10, 20; Record II, supra note 4, at 17-19;
Record III, supra note 4, at 15-16, 18-19.
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companion on the leg, just below the knee. The injury ap-
peared from the first much more serious than such a trifling
cause usually inflicts, and nearly all of the time since the boy
has suffered acute pain. Last Friday a surgical operation was
performed, and more than a score of pieces of decayed bone
were taken from the injured limb. At last accounts the boy was
doing well, and the physicians hope that he will recover, though
apprehensive that another operation will be necessary.

Dr. Bacon is the attending physician, and he was assisted
in the operation by Drs. Philler and Jacob. The parents'of the
lad say that he was well before, but the physicians think that his
system could not have been in a healthful condition. 2

Even before the paper publicized the "bad results," some people had
learned of Andrew's plight and had looked in on him. Among them were
neighbors, like Samuel Boyd, as well as individuals previously not well
acquainted with the Vosburg family, like Professor Walter Rankin.33

The reason for Rankin's visit is not evident. Rankin was the
President of Carroll College, a small but well regarded preparatory
school, or academy, in Waukesha chartered by the territorial legislature
in 1846. A Princeton graduate, Rankin was a prominent citizen, and one
can safely assume that he and the Vosburgs did not travel in the same
social circles. Granted, there was a denominational connection. The
Vosburgs were Presbyterians, and Carroll College operated under the care
and control of the Presbyterian Synod of Wisconsin. But although the
church might very well have taken interest in the adversity of a member
family, it is quite another matter whether it would choose a person of
Rankin's stature to be its messenger. Possibly, teacher Elizabeth More,
a former student at Carroll, had arranged the visit to assist the Vosburgs
with advice. As a young man, Professor Rankin had read law. But since
his visit occurred in the early phase of Andrew's illness, when claims of
right were not uppermost in his parents' minds, perhaps not too much
should be made of this fact. Rankin's acquaintance with the Putney clan
was more probable. The possibility should not be excluded that

32. Bad Results of a Schoolboy's Kick, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Mar. 21, 1889,
at 1.

33. Record II, supra note 4, at 14, 57.
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circumstances had cast him into the role of intermediary between the two
families.'

More, who knew Andrew only as one of her charges, also called on
Andrew within a few days after the incident. Her visit, more than the
others, may have helped in the end to persuade the Vosburgs to seek
redress in court. In her conversation with the Vosburgs, the teacher
apparently communicated details about the incident that were damaging
to George Putney. It may have been on this occasion that the Vosburgs
learned of George's alleged boast to his fellows at school, in particular to
a boy named George Harding, Jr., that he, George Putney, "would
give ... [Andrew] more when he came back."35

A day or two before the first incision in Andrew's leg, Dr. Bacon
looked up Henry Putney, George's father, to pass the word that he was
treating Andrew Vosburg, who claimed that George had kicked him. A
few weeks later George's parents called on the Vosburgs for the first and
only time. Andrew and his mother, Janet, were there; Andrew's father,
Seth, and Professor Rankin were either already there or arrived as the
Putneys were leaving. In any event, other than returning the greeting,
Seth took no part in the ensuing conversation.'

There are two accounts of what transpired. Both accounts agree,
however, that the Putneys came to learn about Andrew's condition and
what had brought it about.

One version37 has Henry Putney asking Andrew "how the trouble
occurred" and Andrew relating to him the quarrel he had with George
over a book. Since Andrew is too weak to say much more, Janet
volunteers that Andrew, who had left the house sound in the morning of
February 20, came home that night limping and, when questioned,
replied, "That sucker of a Putney boy kicked me on the shin." As to
Andrew's present condition, Janet adds that, according to Dr. Marks, the
kick broke the covering of the bone. Mr. Putney responds to this by
shaking his head in disbelief and wondering how a boy of George's small
stature could have inflicted such a great hurt. The gathering of these

34. BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD, supra note 13, at 590-92; Wicklein, supra note 3 at
39, 42; Carroll College History Dates Back to 1841, WAUKESHA COUNTY CENTENNIAL
EDITION OF THE WAUKESHA DAILY FREEMAN, May 1934 at 43, 44; Dorothy G. Fowler,
Wisconsin's Carroll College, 29 Wis. MAO. OF HIST. 137 (1945); Historical material
about Walter Lowrie Rankin (available at Waukesha County Museum); Letter from James
E. Van Ess to Zigurds Zile, Carroll College Reference Librarian and Archivist (June 3,
1988) (on file with author).

35. Record I, supra note 8, at 26; Record II, supra note 4, at 21.
36. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 10; Record I, supra note 4, at 14, 59, 61, 63,

89-90; 92-93.
37. Record II, supra note 4, at 89-90, 93.
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evidently ill-at-ease strangers thereupon breaks up, with the Putneys
expressing their sorrow and adding, "If there is anything we can do for
you let us know."

The other version38 differs sharply. It features more garrulous and
upbeat dramatis personae and, in the end, allows the Putneys to exit with
knowledge that their son George's connection with Andrew's misfortune
is tenuous, at best. Or, to borrow from a newspaper story, this version
allows the Putneys to take leave "satisfied ... that it was not a case when
[sic] their son had been extraordinarily blamable."39 Upon arrival,
Henry and Mary Ellen Putney find Andrew "real bright" and hear Janet
Vosburg's assurances that he is "getting along. . . real well." Andrew
maintains that he and George "never quarreled ... [and] were always
good friends." Janet, on her part, fills in the background for the visitors'
benefit: Andrew was lame before February 20. On that day, he came
home and lay down behind the stove as was his habit. The next morning
he went to school and Janet "didn't think much about it." However,
Andrew came home in the afternoon limping more noticeably than before
and told Janet that he had asked Miss More for permission to leave the
classroom and, while he was in the school basement, a big boy came
along and insisted that Andrew get down for a game of marbles. When
Andrew declined, the big boy grabbed him by the coat collar and swung
him around striking Andrew's leg against a broken faucet-an encounter
remarkably similar to the episode which, according to Andrew, had taken
place before January 1.4  When Dr. Bacon had asked Andrew if he
hadn't hurt or bruised his leg, Andrew maintained he had not. Hadn't
some boy kicked him, the doctor had asked again. And again Andrew
denied any such thing. Only when Dr. Bacon had pressed on, did it
finally dawn on Andrew that, yes, "some days back George had kicked
him." Only then did the Vosburgs learn of an alleged Putney connection.
As Janet spins her yarn (according to this version of the Putney visit),
Andrew listens in tacit acquiescence. Though understandably relieved,
the Putneys, nonetheless, offer to sit up nights with Andrew, only to be
rebuffed by Janet, who announces that Andrew has recovered to where
sitting up with him is unnecessary. When rising to take leave, the
Putneys say they're very sorry that their son is linked with this affair and
inquire if they couldn't get some fruit for Andrew. Janet squelches this
gesture of compassion, too. He is "getting along nicely," she replies and
furthermore, "he don't care for fruit."

38. Id. at 57-64.
39. Facts of the Case: Evidence in the Vosburg-Putney Trial, WAUKESHA

FREEMAN, Jan. 23, 1890, at 1.
40. Record II, supra note 4, at 62; cf. supra text accompanying note 10.
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By the time of the Putney visit, Andrew had already received
extensive medical care. It included Dr. Bacon's daily house calls, visits
by Dr. Philler and the consultants, two operations and medication.
Neither version of the Putney visit mentions money, however. This is not
surprising. It would surely have been both unseemly and premature for
the Vosburgs to raise the question. Andrew's grave condition had to be
the family's immediate concern. Furthermore, the magnitude of
Andrew's loss was still far too uncertain. His medical prognosis was not
good; amputation of his diseased limb was a likely prospect. And even
if the limb could be saved, one had to expect further medical expenses for
the duration of his convalescence. Indeed, the subsequent events proved
this to be the case. The two physicians alternated in making daily house
calls and continued to dress Andrew's leg every day until November
1889, when they switched, first, to two-day intervals and, later on, to
alternate days. They adhered to this. schedule of care for almost another
year. When Dr. Bacon had to be away from home for several months
beginning in February of 1890, Dr. Philler took over Andrew's care
entirely and stayed on the case until the end of September.41

The Vosburgs eventually received a bill for $125 from Dr. Bacon
and one for twice that amount from Dr. Philler. With the cost of
medication conservatively estimated at $50, their total expense of treating
Andrew came to no less than $425. This was a staggering sum of money,
roughly equal to the Vosburgs' annual net income. Although there is no
record of Seth's actual pay, a Wisconsin teamster, according to the labor
statistics for 1887, earned an average annual wage of $413.85. The
somewhat higher-than-average wage paid to teamsters, in Milwaukee was
attributed to unionization. Labor unions had not yet come to Waukesha,
however. Waukesha workers, undifferentiated by occupation, earned, on
the average, $422.21 annually. 2

41. Record J.P., supra note 4, at 5; Record I, supra note 8, at 9-10, 17; Record
1Il, supra note 4, at 9-10, 22, 41.

42. Record 1, supra note 8, at 21; Record Ill, supra note 4, at 14-16, 41;
Waukesha Laborers, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Oct 18, 1888, at 1; 2 Wisconsin Governor's
Message and Accompanying Documents 139, 158, 232 (1889). Several years later, after
the Village of Waukesha had become a city, a municipal ordinance of Feb. 11, 1896 fixed
the daily wage of "man and team" employed by the city at $3.00 and that of a "laborer"
at "not less than 1.50." 1 Record of Waukesha Common Council 10-11.
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IV. ATrEMPTS AT SEITLEMENT

Soon after the initial house calls, the Vosburgs had started keeping
a record. "Pa said ... [they] ought to keep track of things." 3 Thanks
to this foresight, they had some sense of what they had spent on
medication and how much they owed the doctors for services received by
the late summer of 1889 and, on the basis of this knowledge, could
estimate their future outlays. Burdened with past charges, anticipated
expenses and the prospect of their son's permanent disability, the
Vosburgs got in touch with Waukesha lawyer Timothy Ryan.

Timothy Edward Ryan 4 was born in 1859, in the State of New
York, to Irish immigrant parents. When he was thirteen, his parents
settled in the Town of Pewaukee in Waukesha County. After taking a
course at the Spencerian Business College in Milwaukee, Ryan taught in
Waukesha county schools for six winters. He read law in the Milwaukee
firm of Van Dyke and Van Dyke for a year, before leaving the firm for
the University of Wisconsin at Madison. Upon graduating from the
University's law department with an LL.B. in the class of 1885, Ryan
entered into a partnership with a prominent Waukesha attorney and
Democrat, Patrick Carney, and was soon noticed as "brainy and bright."
A staunch Democrat himself, Ryan served as the village attorney in the
late 1880's and unsuccessfully ran for Attorney General on the Democrat-
ic Party's'ticket in the 1888 elections. The law firm of Carney and Ryan
lasted four years, into 1889. In that year, Ryan left the firm and, in
October, formed a partnership with Ernst Merton, a well known and
successful lawyer from Racine County.

43. Record I, supra note 8, at 6.
44. BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD, supra note 13, at 541-42; 11 THE COLUMBIAN

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY AND PORTRAIT GALLERY OF THE REPRESENTATIVE MEN OF
THE UNITED STATES: WISCONSIN 227-28 (1895) [hereinafter COLUMBIAN BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY]; 2 HISTORY OF THE BENCH AND BAR OF WISCONSIN 545-47 (John R.
Berryman ed., H.C. Cooper, Jr. and Co. 1898)[hereinafter Wis. BENCH AND BAR]; MEN
OF PROGRESS-WISCONSIN: A SELECTED LIST OF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND
PORTRAITS OF THE LEADERS IN BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL AND OFFICIAL LIFE 471

(Andrew J. Aikens and Lewis A. Proctor eds., Evening Wis. Co. 1897) [hereinafter MEN
OF PROGRESS]; THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN: ITS HISTORY AND ITS ALUMNI 622
(Reuben G. Thwaites ed., 1900) [hereinafter U.W. ALUMNII; Another Lawyer for
Wa'ukesha, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Oct. 16, 1889, at 8; Lights of the Labor Party,
MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, July 30, 1888, at 4.
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Attorney Ernst Merton,45 like Dr. Hugo Philler, hailed from the
Kingdom of Prussia. He was born near Berlin in the turbulent year of
1848. When Merton was eight, his indigent family came to the United
States and took up residence in Milwaukee where he attended a Lutheran
school until the age of fourteen., For the next fifteen years, Merton
worked as farm hand and itinerant salesman. Dependent entirely upon his
own efforts for subsistence, Merton could not afford to study in a law
office but read law on his own, in his spare moments. Only in 1877 was
he in a position to join an attorney's office as apprentice. Merton was
admitted to the bar a year later and to practice before the Wisconsin
Supreme Court, in 1883. He launched his professional career in
Burlington and soon became a star lawyer, particularly in criminal
defense. In 1884, the First Congressional District Democratic Convention
unanimously nominated Merton to be the party's candidate for Congress.
Merton reluctantly accepted but lost the race to his Republican opponent.

Unfortunately, we do not know the terms on which the Vosburgs
eventually retained Ryan and Merton or the expectations the retainer
engendered. We know, however, that contact with the Putneys was
thereafter established, a demand for compensation made, and a settlement
offer received, although not necessarily in that order. At some point,
Seth and Janet Vosburg and one of their attorneys called on Henry Putney
at his store, and the incident "was talked over amongst [them]." The
Putneys offered to pay Dr. Bacon's bills and an additional amount of
$125 towards medical and other needs in return for releasing George from
any liability arising out of the February 20 incident. The Vosburgs,
however, were not willing to settle for less than $700,' which to them
was a paltry sum, barely sufficient to meet the financial obligations
already accrued, to set aside a reserve against outlays associated with
Andrew's convalescence and potential complications, like the amputation
of Andrew's diseased leg, and to pay the lawyers for negotiating the
settlement. To the Putneys, by contrast, particularly if they looked at
George's role as peripheral, the sum of $250 might have seemed a
generous price for the nuisance value of a threatened lawsuit.

45. BIOGRAPHICALRECORD, supra note 13,452,457; COLUMBIANBIOORAPHICAL
DICTIONARY, supra note 44, at 279-81; 2 Wis. BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 542-
44; First District Democrats. Ernest [sic] Merton, of Burlington, Nominated for Congress,
MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Sept. 25, 1884, at 3.

46. Record II, supra note 4, at 60-61; A Costly Kick, Wis. STATE J., Jan. 18,
1890, at 1; Facts of the Case: Evidence in the Vosburg-Putney Trial, supra note 39; The
Result of Boys' Play, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Jan. 18, 1890, at 8.
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V. STATE OF WISCONSIN V. GEORGE PUTNEY

On Saturday, October 19, 1889, following the failed attempt to
settle, Andrew's father came before the Town of Waukesha Justice of the
Peace Alonzo Tyler and swore out a criminal complaint stating that
"George Putney did with force and arms assault, beat, bruise and
otherwise ill-treat Andrew Vosburg against the peace and dignity of the
state of Wisconsin."47

Alonzo Tyler"8 was an amiable man in his mid-fifties. Born in New
York, he had moved west at an early age and for many years worked as
a railroad conductor in Illinois, California and Wisconsin. He had also
intermittently ventured into the footwear and grocery trades and the
undertaking business. Soon upon Tyler's return to Waukesha in 1886,
after a ten-year sojourn in California, the village Republican caucus
nominated him for the post of village justice of the peace. His election
led to a friendly test case to determine whether the village was legally
entitled to another justice besides the serving police justice William
Green. The circuit court interpreted the law as allowing only one justice,
and Tyler had to vacate the office. However, within a few weeks, the
board of the Town of Waukesha appointed Tyler to fill a vacancy in the
town's office of justice of the peace.

The office of justice of the peace had been instituted by Article VII,
Section 15 of the Wisconsin Constitution.' The section provided that
"electors of the several towns ... and ... villages ... shall ... elect
justices of the peace, whose term of office shall be for two years ....
The justices, thus elected, shall have such civil and criminal jurisdiction
as shall be prescribed by law." The legislature granted the village justice
of the peace concurrent jurisdiction and powers throughout the county
with other justices of the peace and, if there was no office of police
justice in the village, exclusive original jurisdiction of all criminal cases
arising therein. If, however, the village had created the office of police
justice, the police justice was empowered to hold the police court, and
within the limits of the village have the jurisdiction of a justice of the
peace and have concurrent jurisdiction of all criminal cases arising
therein.'

47. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Complaint.
48. Changesin Waukesha Town Officials, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, July 14,1888,

at 7; Deaths, WAuKESHA FREEMAN, Apr. 6, 1893, at 1; Waukesha, MILWAUKEE
SENTINEL, May 27, 1888, at 11; The Week in Court, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, May 31,
1888, at 1.

49. WIS. CONST. art. VII, § 15 (repealed 1966).
50. WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 885-886 (1889).
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The justice had jurisdiction to try all charges for offenses the
punishment for which did not exceed six months' imprisonment in the
county jail, or a fine of one hundred dollars, or both. Included within the
justice's jurisdiction was the offense of assault and battery described as
follows:

Any person who shall commit an assault and battery upon
another, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail
not more than six months nor less than ten days, or by fine not
exceeding one hundred dollars nor less than one dollar, or by
both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the
court.51

As a general rule, an infant between the ages of ten and fourteen was
presumed incapable of committing a crime. But convincing evidence that
the infant was capable of knowing the distinction between good and evil
could overcome the presumption. "Malice, when clearly proved," the
rule said, "supplies age."52 In this instance, however, George Putney's
capacity to draw the distinction was irrelevant. The statutory section
under which George was charged referred to what was known as simple
assault, a misdemeanor. Simple assault differed from assault with intent
to commit'felonies such as assault with intent to murder, rape or rob, or
assault with intent to do great bodily harm. In these cases, the prosecu-
tion had to prove the specific intent. By contrast, in the case of simple
assault, proof that the actor intended the natural consequences of the thing
done sufficed.53

Justice was swift. No sooner had Seth Vosburg signed the complaint
than Tyler issued a warrant for the apprehension of George Putney. The
statute required that, "[oin the return of the warrant with the accused, the
justice ... shall proceed to hear, try and determine the cause within one
day." Village Marshal Regan returned the warrant duly served and
hauled in George Putney, by now a full twelve years old, at 10:00 on
Tuesday, October 22. But George "not being ready to plead was granted
a continuance to 2 o'clock in the afternoon." At 2:00, George was in

51. WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 4739, 4388 (1889).
52. EDWIN E. BRYANT, A TREATISE ON THE CIVIL AND CRIMINAL JURISDICTION

OF JUSTICES OF THE PEACE AND THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF CONSTABLES IN

EXECUTING PROCESS IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 866 (2d ed. 1885).
53. WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 4373, 4376-77, 4379, 4383 (1889); State v. Bloedow,

45 Wis. 279, 280 (1878).
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Justice Tyler's court again. The justice read the complaint and the
warrant to George, who pleaded not guilty.'

Criminal cases brought in a justice court were triable to a jury.
However, if the accused pleaded not guilty and did not demand a jury
trial, the justice was to "proceed to try such issue, and to determine the
same according to the evidence."" No demand for a jury was made on
George's behalf.

Now that the parties were ready for trial, Tyler issued a subpoena
ordering Drs. Philler and Bacon, teacher Elizabeth More, the Vosburgs'
acquaintance David Boyd, Andrew's schoolmate George Harding, Jr., and
Seth, Janet and Andrew Vosburg to appear at the justice's office
"forthwith," that is, in the same afternoon, to give evidence in the case
of State of Wisconsin against George Putney, on the part of the plaintiff.
Marshal Regan traveled a total of fifteen miles to round them up,
charging 10 cents per mile. Both Ryan and Merton accompanied the
Vosburgs; attorney Haight was there to conduct the defense.'

The family of Theron Wilber Haight,57 like the Putneys, traced its
arrival to America to the early 1600's. Having first established them-
selves in Massachusetts, Theron Haight's ancestors subsequently moved
to Connecticut and the State of New York where he was born in 1840.
As an adolescent, Haight received a thorough grounding in the classics,
which left a lifelong imprint on his outlook and manner. In order to
obtain the necessary funds for completion of university education, he
came to Waukesha in the Spring of 1860 and, like Timothy Ryan years
later, taught in the county schools. The outbreak of the Civil War
prompted Haight to change his plans. He returned to New York to enlist
in the 24th New York Infantry Regiment. Haight was mustered out as a
battle-tested veteran and came back west in 1864. He studied law in the
office of Gen. J.H. Paine and Son in Milwaukee and subsequently taught
commercial law in the Spencerian Business College. His career in
journalism took off at the same time, at the city editor's desk of the
Milwaukee Sentinel. In 1870, Haight bought and for the next several
years edited the Waukesha Freeman and, in 1878, opened a law office in
Waukesha. Over the years, he chaired the County Republican Committee

54. WIS. STAT. ANN. § 4744 (1889); Record J.P., supra note 4, at Warrant and
Judgment.

55. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 4748 (1889).
56. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Subpoena, Minutes 9, 10 and Judgment; 1889

Proc. Bd. of Supervisors, Waukesha County, Wis. 103, 106.
57. BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD, supra note 13, at 203-06; DIcTIONARY OF

WISCONSIN BIOGRAPHY 154 (1960); MEN OF PROGRESS, supra note 44, at 276-77;
SOLDIERS AND CITIZENS' ALBUM OF BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD 792-94 (1890) (containing
personal sketches of army men and citizens prominent in loyalty to the union).
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and held the offices of county supervisor and village attorney. Having
studied French and German, he was widely read in world as well as
English literature and wrote literary reviews and essays. When he
appeared before Justice Tyler as George Putney's defender, Haight was
a partner in the Waukesha law firm of Haight and Pierce and had ten
years' experience as justice of the peace.

Why the litigation was initiated in this fashion will never be known.
Perhaps anger and grief alone motivated Seth to either choose or agree to
this route. But irrespective of whose idea it was to press criminal charges
against little George, Ryan and Merton were now in on the action and
must have had some sort of a battle plan. Yet their strategy was by no
means patent and remained obscure as the dispute between the two
families swelled. Initiation of the criminal case as a negotiating device,
under the circumstances, cut both ways. On the one hand, it stated that
the Vosburgs meant business; on the other hand, it was a humiliating slap
at the Putneys likely to prompt them to dig in their heels. Another
immediate negative effect of the action was to augment the Vosburgs'
financial woes, unless Ryan and Merton had elected to forgive their fees.

There was without a doubt an element of surprise in the
complainant's move. While Ryan and Merton had ample time to weigh
the pros and cons of calling certain witnesses and to assess the nature of
testimony likely to be elicited, poor George Putney and his counselor,
Theron Haight, were allotted less than four hours to prepare. It was
doubtful, however, whether the surprise redounded to the complainant's
advantage beyond the action in the justice court. To be sure, a statute
provided that a transcript from the docket of any justice of the peace of
any judgment and anterior proceedings was evidence to prove the facts
contained in the transcript, in any court in the county wherein the justice
had rendered his judgment. Thus, if the ultimate facts to support civil
liability for battery were also the elements of the misdemeanor of simple
assault, a judgment of conviction in the justice court might have appeared
to be a boon to the complainant in a future civil suit. But the courts had
narrowly interpreted statutes of this sort as merely declaratory of the
common law regarding the hearsay prohibition and the exceptions thereto.
According to the general common law rule, a verdict or judgment in a
criminal case could not be given in evidence in a civil action to establish
the facts on which it was rendered. In support of the general rule, the
courts typically cited the absence of mutuality, the lack of identity of the
parties and the differences in the rules of procedure and decision."s

58. WIS. STAT. ANN. § 4143 (1889); 1 SIMON GREENLEAF, A TREATISE ON THE
LAW OF EVIDENCE § 537 (14th ed. 1883); CHARLES T. MCCORMICK, HANDBOOK ON THE
LAW OF EVIDENCE § 230 (1954).
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The general rule did not forbid admission of former testimony for a
non-hearsay purpose such as impeachment of a witness. For instance,
were Haight to call George in his own defense, the Vosburgs could
impeach his testimony in a civil action by proving its inconsistency with
admissions George might have blurted out before Justice Tyler. But the
risks for the Vosburg side were greater. While Haight could dispense
with George's testimony, the complainant had to call witnesses to sustain
the charge. A future civil suit was likely to require the testimony of
most, if not all, of the same witnesses. Consequently, the defendant
stood to gain from the opportunity to search the record for discordant
scraps. But the Wisconsin Supreme Court had curtailed the future utility
of testimony taken on a trial before a justice by holding the minutes of
such testimony inadmissible. The court had noted, however, that the
justice himself was a competent witness to prove what the individual had
testified to on the trial before him, "and doubtless he might have referred
to the minutes if written by himself, to refresh his recollection.""

Notwithstanding their limited function in other litigation, the
preserved minutes of the testimony taken in this case bespeak admirable
care. They have the ring of a verbatim rendering rather than paraphrase,
which is odd. Justices of the peace were not courts of record. That is,
the statute did not require that they provide a "phonographic reporter."
Tyler himself took down the testimony on twenty folios at the statutory
rate of twelve cents per folio, thereby earning $2 .4 0 .' Despite Tyler's
impeccable penmanship, a ten-page typed copy of the minutes was also
prepared, the only typewritten document in the file.6 This is quite
unusual because typewritten pleadings and minutes were still uncommon
even in the courts of record. Thus, one of the unanswered questions is
whether someone requested this level of care or whether Tyler himself
came up with the idea either because he sensed the significance of the
case or was eager to earn a larger wage.

In presenting the complainant's case, Ryan and Merton made no
effort to prove misconduct that might have required adult mentality on
George Putney's part. They were content with testimony that George,
without provocation, had suddenly risen from his seat and deliberately
kicked Andrew and that the kick had been sufficiently hard to cause a
serious injury to Andrew's leg. Andrew Vosburg and Elizabeth More
gave consistent accounts of the incident. David Boyd, Drs. Philler and
Bacon, and Andrew himself supplied details which tended to establish the

59. Zitske v. Goldberg, 38 Wis. 216, 229 (1875).
60. WIs. STAT. ANN. §§ 3638, 3774 (1889); Record J.P., supra note 4, at

Judgment.
61. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Minutes.
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gravity of Andrew's injury. Dr. Philler also testified to having enter-
tained the opinion that tuberculosis germs had entered Andrew's leg
through the axe cut and that Andrew, at the time of the first house call,
"'had all the symptoms of... tuberculosis." Nonetheless, he shared Dr.
Bacon's opinion that the severe impairment of the function of Andrew's
leg was causally attributable to the kick. And to the extent that Andrew's
testimony related to the causal relationship, it too tended to negate pre-
existing conditions to which his present disability might have been
traced .2

Haight's cross-examination zeroed in on the obvious weak spot in the
case against his client: if a preexisting diseased condition of the leg was
necessary to produce Andrew's disability, then there was no reason to
suppose that the kick had been anything but an inconsequential everyday
contact between two children, which, although deliberate, did not justify
criminal prosecution and punishment.'

Haight asked only three brief questions of his sole witness, Henry
Putney, and those were only to establish George's age on February 20."

. Since the defense made no effort to deny or play down the deliberate-
ness of George's act it was not essential for the complainant to call
George Harding, Jr., who presumably had been subpoenaed to tell about
George Putney's alleged boast after the incident. Whatever the reason,
George Harding, Jr., although present in court, did not testify.

Testimony was closed at 6:00, and Tyler pronounced the judgment:

The Court after due deliberation finds that the defendant
George Putney is guilty as charged in the complaint and that the
defendant is hereby adjudged by the Court to pay a fine of Ten
dollars and the costs in this action taxed at Eighteen and 19/100
dollars. Or in default of the payment of said fine and costs
(amounting to Twenty-Eight and 19/100 dollars) be committed
to the common jail of ... [Waukesha] County for the term of
(30) thirty days and stand committed until said fine and costs
are paid.

Haight immediately gave a verbal notice of appeal. Tyler placed
George "in charge of the Marshal" and fixed the amount of recognizance

62. Id. at 1-3, 3-4, 4-8.
63. Id. at 8-9. There was, apparently, bad blood between Haight and Bacon that

may have affected Haight's manner when cross-examining the doctor. A few years back,
Haight had written a newspaper ariicle accusing Bacon of dishonesty which gave rise to
"considerable interest ... [in Waukesha] over the prospect of a duel" between the two.
Waukesha, MILWAUKEE SUNDAY SENTINEL, July 8, 1883, at 9.

64. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Minutes at 10.
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bond at one hundred dollars, to ensure George's appearance at the next
term of the circuit court and that "in the meantime . . . [he] keep the
peace and be of good behavior." Since, however, according to the
record, the bail was actually tendered by George S., Henry 0. and Aaron
S. Putney and approved by Tyler on the following day, October 23, it is
conceivable that the convict George remained in the marshal's custody
overnight. Indeed, the account of fees paid to Marshal Regan includes an
entry of $1.00 for "Care of Defendant."'

In giving the notice of appeal, which he executed in writing on the
next day, Haight relied on the statute granting every person convicted
before a justice of the peace of any offense the right to "appeal from the
sentence to the circuit court then next to be held in the same county,"
conditioned on a monetary recognizance and commitment to good.
behavior, terms incorporated in Tyler's judgment. The Supreme Court
of Wisconsin had interpreted the statute to mean that such appeal opened
the case to a trial de novo in the circuit court. In other words, the so-
called appeal had the effect of superseding and vacating the judgment of
the justice. It secured to the defendant a new trial upon all questions of
law and fact and, if conviction resulted, the circuit court was to enter an
entirely new judgment.'

Justice Alonzo Tyler returned a copy of the proceedings in the case
to the circuit court, where they were filed on October 31, 1889. Three
weeks later, Haight served notice on the Waukesha County District
Attorney, Adelbert Tullar, that he would move the circuit court to have
the case dismissed "for the reason that the papers on file . . . show
conclusively that . . . defendant [George Putney] was wrongfully
convicted and sentenced." 6'

It might be too facile to attribute Tyler's decision to the weaknesses
of the justice-of-the-peace system." The system originated to suppress
local breaches of the peace. Justices' jurisdiction over petty criminal
matters antedated their limited civil jurisdiction. Simple assault, perhaps
the most common breach of the peace, was within the justices' traditional
jurisdiction everywhere.' Since the offense did not presuppose a mens
rea but merely the presence of elements of civil battery, and since the
Supreme Court of Wisconsin had previously held a six-year-old boy liable

65. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Judgment and Bail.
66. Record J. P., supra note 4, at Notice of Appeal; Wis. STAT. ANN. § 4714

(1889); State v. Haas, 9 N.W. 9, 10 (Wis. 1881).
67. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Notice of Motion for Dismissal of Case and

Discharge of Defendant.
68. See Robert L. Myers, The Justice of the Peace and Trespass, 29 DIcK. L.

REv. 201, 201 (1925).
69. Id. at 208.
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in damages for trampling down his neighbor's shrubbery and flowers, 7'
it was not at all obvious that Wisconsin law precluded a minor's
misdemeanor liability for a simple assault. To be sure, a jail sentence for
a twelve-year-old in default of a $10 fine may sound shocking today, and
perhaps it caused some consternation even in 1889, but the outcome
seemed supportable.

Alonzo Tyler was not learned in law and, thus, belonged to the
category of dispensers of justice often derided as semiliterate bunglers.
In this case, however, legal training would not ineluctably have led to a
contrary result. Moreover, nothing suggests that Tyler conducted the
proceedings other than competently. His record, for one, was meticulous-
ly prepared. Granted, justices of the peace in Wisconsin, like their
counterparts elsewhere, earned fees on a piecework basis. That is, the
justices were paid strictly for what they actually had done. Understand-
ably, the county supervisors who were charged with disbursement of
public funds to cover the fees incident to the administration of the
criminal laws ordinarily scrutinized the justices' accounts with a touch of
suspicion and every now and then disallowed some claims.7 It is also
true that Tyler's paperwork and presiding at the hearing earned him
$6.40,72 a tidy sum for what might have been less than a full day's
work. But it does not follow that a decision of acquittal would have
reduced his take. Only a refusal to entertain the case at all would have
had that effect. Latter-day critics of the justice-of-the-peace system have
asserted that the financially-interested justices skewed their decisions to
favor complainants who, as a class, brought them business.' In this
view, a decision upholding Seth Vosburg's complaint sent waves of
encouragement to disgruntled or vindictive Waukeshans to haul their
fellow citizens before the merciless arbiter. However, another aspect of
the justice system worked to neutralize the force of this hypothesis. As
an elected official, the justice was not beyond local political scrutiny. His
desire to continue in office and the need to get the votes could very well
moderate his performance. Excessive zeal in pursuit of fees today could
very well mean cessation of revenue tomorrow. Tyler, who was serving
his first two-year term as the Republican choice, was hardly advancing his
personal interest by convicting George of a crime and giving him a

70. See Huchting v. Engel, 17 Wis. 237, 239-40 (1863).
71. For general criticism of the justice-of-the-peace system, see Robert S.

Keebler, Our Justice of the Peace Courts-A Problem in Justice, 9 TFNN. L. REv. 1
(1930); Chester H. Smith, The Justice of the Peace System in the United States, 15 CAL.
L. REv. 118 (1927). On disallowance of charges, including some submitted by Alonzo
Tyler, see 1890 Proc. Bd. of Supervisors, Waukesha County, Wis. 40-41.

72. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Judgment.
73. See, e.g., Smith, supra note 71, at 121; Keebler, supra note 71, at 13.
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suspended jail sentence. His decision not only embarrassed one of
Waukesha's most visible Republican families but also made a loser out of
the Putneys' lawyer Theron Haight, a prominent Republican leader, and
put the Republican District Attorney Tullar in the position of having to
uphold the State's case against a Putney in the circuit court.7'

The Republican-minded Waukesha Freeman was not known for
mincing words when alerted to mischief in justice courts.75  Yet it
reported Tyler's decision without a trace of implication that the decision
was the product of ineptitude or iniquity. The paper featured the story
under the headline "Still A-Troubling" on the front page and hinted of
still bigger things to come:

Readers will remember that a few months ago [on March
21] The Freeman gave'an account of an injury which a boy
named Vosburg apparently received from the kick of a play-
mate, George Putney, at school. Vosburg was confined to his
bed for a long time, is now unable to go without crutches, and
will probably be a cripple for life. The Vosburg family after
unsuccessful attempts at settlement brought suit for assault
against Putney. The case was tried Tuesday before Justice
Tyler and resulted in a verdict of guilty, and a fine of $10 and
cost. Appeal was immediately taken to the Circuit Court.

The testimony went to show that Vosburg's leg was in a
diseased condition at the time of the kick, and that it did not
receive medical attention for some weeks after the kick. It was
also demonstrated that there had been no quarrel between the
boys. Vosburg is about 15 years of age, and Putney 11. It is
said that a suit for damages and a suit for malpractice will grow
out of the trouble.7'

The characterization of George as Andrew's "playmate" reinforced
the image of two little pals innocently at play on the school grounds,
which the Freeman had floated in March. The paper's selective
references to the prior "diseased condition" and "[lack of] medical
attention," as well as its musing on the likelihood of a medical malprac-
tice suit left little doubt where it stood regarding attempts to link George
Putney to Andrew Vosburg's misfortune. Furthermore, the veil of the
Freeman's prose barely concealed the identity of the likely target of the

74. 2 Wis. BENcH AND BAR, supra.note 44, at 549-50.
75. See, e.g., Curbstone Canyons, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, March 1, 1888, at 4.
76. Still A-Troubling, WAUKEsHA FREEMAN, Oct. 24, 1889, at 1.
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predicted malpractice suit. According to Andrew's uncontroverted
testimony in Tyler's court, Dr. Bacon made his first house call on the
fourth day after the kick. In fact, he called on the fifth day, but the
discrepancy was immaterial. Dr. Philler, who did not have his day book
with him for refreshing his recollection, testified that "[i]t might have
been six weeks after the injury that... [he] was called." This testimony
was at variance with the actual facts to a far greater degree: Dr. Philler
came on the case two weeks after the kick.' But neither did this
discrepancy significantly undermine the newspaper's hunch. From the
record developed in Tyler's court, Bacon came across as a passive healer
manifestly wanting in diagnostician's acumen and floundering until the
entry of Dr. Philler who, in the Freeman's words, "saved the leg."

VI. ANDREw VOSBURG V. GEORGE PuTNEY: FIRsT TRIAL

No medical malpractice suit grew out of the incident. The second
prong of the Waukesha Freeman's speculation about the further repercus-
sions of the kick was, however;? validated on the very same day. Taking
advantage of the relatively favorable post-trial publicity and without
awaiting the outcome of Haight's appeal, Ryan and Merton had the circuit
court appoint Seth Vosburg Andrew's guardian ad litem for purposes of
a civil action against George Putney. This formality out of the way, Seth
signed a complaint on Andrew's behalf.

The complaint alleged that on February 20, 1889 George "violently
assaulted . . . Andrew . . . kicked him and otherwise ill-treated him and
that ... Andrew. . . was thereby made ill and lame and confined to his
bed for a long time and suffered great physical pain and mental anguish
and was permanently crippled," and demanded judgment in the sum of
$5,000, with costs and disbursements.78

On October 26, 1889, Seth Vosburg signed another complaint, also
drafted by Ryan and Merton, stating his own claim against George. 9

A few days after the service of summons in the two actions, Henry
Putney petitioned the circuit court to appoint Haight's associate, William
Pierce, as guardian ad litem for George for purposes of defending the
actions. The circuit judge granted the petitions on November 7. Mr.
Haight took on the two newly filed civil cases in addition to the on-going
criminal case. He also brought in another well-known Waukesha
attorney, Milton Griswold, the senior partner in the firm of Griswold,

77. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Minutes 5.
78. Record I, supra note 8, at 2.
79. Original record, Complaint, Vosburg v. Putney, 56 N.W. 480 (Wis. 1893)

(copy of the record in author's possession) [hereinafter Orig. Record III].
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Martin and Chafin which, by the time Andrew's case came to trial, had
metamorphosed into Griswold, Chafin and Parkinson.'

Milton Seward Griswold"1 was born in 1839 in the State of New
York. His ancestors were of colonial stock, his great-grandfather having
served in the War of the Revolution and his grandfather in the War of
1812. When Milton was five years old, his parents settled on a 180-acre
claim in what was to become Waukesha County. He spent his boyhood
in the pioneer home until the age of twenty and received his early
education in the county schools. In 1859, he enrolled in the classics
course at the University of Wisconsin in Madison and, though intermit-
tently absent for reasons of ill health and in order to attend lectures at the
University of Michigan Law School in Ann Arbor, received the arts
baccalaureate in 1864. After bar admission the same year, Griswold
continued the study of classics independently and, in 1866, received the
A.M. degree from the University of Wisconsin.' Griswold remained a
student of literature throughout his life. He wrote and published poetry,
was elected the poet of the Alumni Association of the University of
Wisconsin, and retained the reputation of a man eminently knowledgeable
in Latin and Greek. After practicing law in Madison and Menomonee
Falls, Griswold moved to the Village of Waukesha in 1870, where he
successfully ran for the office of county judge on the Republican ticket
three years later. After serving the four-year term, Griswold declined
renomination and resumed the practice of law.

The reasons for retaining Griswold were not self-evident. Griswold
was not a trial lawyer; his expertise was in probate and real estate
matters. While in other lines of legal knowledge he was ranked "above
the general average," it was said that his sterling integrity and judicial
temperament adversely affected him as an advocate. "Having that
temperament," a local observer wrote, "he was unable to render himself
blind and deaf to the good points in his 6pponent's case, . . . as clients
almost always desire their attorneys to do."' Indeed, Griswold's own
recent injury in a fall' might have predisposed him to empathy with the
victim. Haight himself was by any measure a cultured man wanting

80. Original record, Petition and Order to Appoint Guardian Ad Litem, Vosburg
v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99 (Wis. 1890) (copy of the record in author's possession)
[hereinafter Orig. Record I]; Orig. Record Ill, supra note 79, at Petition and Order to
Appoint Guardian Ad Litem; Change in Law Firms, WAUKESHA DEMOCRAT, Jan. 4,
1890, at 3.

81. BIOGRAPHICALRECORD, supra note 13, at 489-90; U.W. ALUMNI, supra note
44, at 260, 263, 468; M.S. Griswold, For Declaration Day, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, May
30, 1889, at 1.

82. BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD, supra note 13, at 490.
83. Waukesha, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Nov. 11, 1888, at 11.
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neither for literary or oratorical skills nor legal experience. Griswold's
close ties with the Putney clan, including George's father Henry as well
as Colonel Frank Putney, thus provide the most likely explanation for his
enlistment."

Haight and Griswold drafted answers of general denial to the
Vosburg complaints and, on November 13, 1889, had them served on
Ryan and Merton." With the issue joined in both cases, the parties
were set for trial.

Since 1881, Waukesha County, along with Dodge, Ozaukee and
Washington counties, belonged to the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit of
Wisconsin. The circuit court had the general jurisdiction prescribed by
the state constitution, including the power to hear and determine all civil
and criminal actions not exclusively cognizable by a justice of the peace
or some other inferior court. The statute fixed the general terms of the
circuit court in Waukesha county on the first Tuesday in December and
the fourth Tuesday in May.8 Commencement of the 1889 December
term fell on December 3. The cases of Andrew Vosburg, a minor, by
Seth T. Vosburg, guardian ad litem v. George Putney and Seth T.
Vosburg v. George Putney were on the court's calendar of "issues of fact
for jury"; the case of State of Wisconsin v. George Putney was on the
"criminal" calendar.87

The circuit judge was Andrew Sloan of Beaver Dam, one of the most
illustrious trial judges in the state. Judge Sloan was a man endowed with
a keen mind and, notwithstanding his rugged looks and commanding
presence (he was six feet four inches tall), of gentle disposition. His
leading traits, in the words of the author of one of many biographical
sketches and tributes, were "extreme frankness, honesty, indomitable will
and energy. "8s

84. Griswold was an honorary pallbearer at Col. Frank Putney's funeral in 1914
and, a year later, eulogized Henry Putney at the latter's funeral. Genealogical and
Biographical Notebooks, Waukesha County, Wisconsin (1964-), "Putney" pages
(available at Waukesha County Museum).

85. Orig. Record I, supra note 80, at Answer; Orig. Record III, supra note 79,
at Answer. See also Record I, supra note 8, at 2-3; Record III, supra note 4, at 3-4.

86. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 2424 (1889).
87. Circuit Court Calendar, WAUKESHA DEMOCRAT, Nov. 30, 1889, at 3; Circuit

Court Calendar, WAUKESHA J., Nov. 30, 1889, at 1; Will Keep Them Busy, WAUKESHA
FREEMAN, Nov. 28, 1889, at 1.

88. Memorial and Genealogical Record of Dodge and Jefferson Counties,
Wisconsin 26, 27 (1894) (on file with author).
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Andrew Scott Sloan" was born in 1820 into the family of an upstate
New York lawyer. He began the study of law when he was eighteen
years old and was admitted to the New York bar in 1842. Over the next
several years, he practiced law and alternately served as clerk of the
court, register of deeds and county clerk in his native state. After his
father's untimely death, Andrew Scott's mother and his younger brother,
Ithamar Conkey Sloan, moved to Wisconsin. Andrew Scott Sloan opened
a law office in Beaver Dam and, as years went by, compiled an enviable
record of varied public service in Wisconsin: Mayor of the City of
Beaver Dam, state assemblyman, representative of the Third District in
the Thirty-Seventh Congress (1861-1863) and state Attorney General
(1874-1878). A Republican in his early public life and a friend of
Abraham Lincoln, Sloan switched his partisan allegiance after the 1872
split in the Republican Party. Sloan was elected and reelected to the
office of State Attorney General on the Reform-Democratic Party ticket.
He directed the successful prosecution of the state's case ° against the
railroad companies' constitutional challenge of the Potter Law fixing
maximum passenger and freight rates. In this effort, Andrew Scott
received assistance from his brother, Ithamar, who had succeeded him as
two-term congressman in Washington (1863-1867) and who subsequently
became a faculty member (1875-1894) and the dean (1885-1889) of the
University of Wisconsin Law School in Madison.

Andrew Scott Sloan's judicial career began in 1858 with an interim
appointment to what was then the Third Circuit. In the spring of 1860,
Judge Sloan was nominated for Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
Wisconsin in opposition to Luther Dixon, who sought reelection. With
a total of 116,621 votes cast, Sloan lost to the incumbent by no more than
395 votes. He was the Dodge County judge from 1868 to 1874. In
1881, Sloan was elected without opposition to judgeship in the newly
created Thirteenth Judicial Circuit. He also ran unopposed in the spring
of 1887. Some months earlier, the Milwaukee Sentinel had gauged the
mood of the voters within the four-county area and concluded that there
was no doubt that Sloan could hold the judicial office as long as he
desired. When the time for nominations came, the Waukesha County Bar
unanimously endorsed a call to Judge Sloan to seek reelection. On this

89. DICTIONARY OF WISCONSIN BIOGRAPHY, supra note 57, at 329-30; 2 Wis.
BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 523-26; As Seen in Court, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL,
Dec. 6, 1886, at 2.

90. Attorney General v. Railway Companies, 35 Wis. 425 (1874). On the
significance of the decision, see: ROBERT S. HUNT, LAW AND LOcOMOTIVES 107-11
(1958); JOHN WINSLOW, THE STORY OF A GREAT COURT 339-43 (1912); Herman J.
Deutsch, Disintegrating Forces in Wsconsin: Politics of the Early Seventies-Railroad
Politics, 15 Wis. MAGAZINE OF HIST. 391 (1932).
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occasion, attorney Platto of Milwaukee observed that similar petitions
were likely to come from outside the four counties as well because "Judge
Sloan's reelection was a matter of interest to the entire state. "' Indeed,
a call from the Milwaukee Bar followed shortly. "[H]aving observed
your courteous, dignified and honorable bearing on the bench ... ," the
Milwaukee lawyers wrote, "and appreciating the rare learning, tact and
ability, and the conscientious devotion to duty that have marked your
career on the ... bench,... [we] hereby join and write with ... [our]
brethren of the Waukesha bar in their request."92

Judge Sloan had attracted statewide and even national attention for
his handling of the so-called "riots cases" growing out of intervention by
state militia to suppress labor unrest in Milwaukee. Sloan was called to
preside in a county outside his circuit after affidavits of prejudice had
been filed against the local judge early into the hearings.' As Judge
Sloan's fame spread, it was even suggested that President Cleveland
nominate him to fill the vacancy caused by the death of the United States
Chief Justice Waite in 1888.1 Judge Sloan was in his seventieth year
when he opened the December term of the Circuit Court on Tuesday,
December, 3, 1889, in the Waukesha County Court House.

The Waukesha County Court House was a stately two-story stone
building, about seventy by forty-two feet on the outside, completed in
1849. Its design reflected the Greek Revival influence characteristic of
American architecture of mid-nineteenth century. The jury room and
several county offices were on the first floor; a moderately spacious
courtroom occupied the second floor."

The Thirteenth Circuit rules designated the first day of each term as
motion day.' Motions were made in two of the three cases on which
this essay focuses. There was Haight's motion to vacate Tyler's judgment
in State of Wisconsin v. George Putney and the motion of Ryan and
Merton to continue Seth Vosburg v. George Putney. Judge Sloan tackled
the ninety-four case calendar with dispatch and "in a lively manner." He
heard arguments and ruled on thirteen motions and tried three cases to
jury verdict before the end of the day. He "discharged George Putney
from the charge of assault and battery on account of his tender years" and

91. A Call for Judge Sloan, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Dec. 12, 1886, at 2.
92. Compliment to Judge Sloan, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Dec. 21, 1886, at 3.
93. See NESBIT, supra note 6, at 380-410; MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Jan. 12, 1887,

at 2.
94. Judge Sloanfor Chief Justice, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Apr. 2, 1888, at 4.
95. Elizabeth G. Brown, Two Courthouses on Main Street, Waukesha County,

Wisconsin, 1846-1959, 15 AM. J. OF LEO. HIST. 3, 3-9 (1971); photograph of the frst
Waukesha courthouse (available at Waukesha County Museum).

96. THIRTEENTH JUD. CIR. RULES, Wis. STAT. ANN. at 1410-11 (1889).
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continued Seth's civil suit.' Regrettably, no official record of Sloan's
decision in the criminal case against George survives. As a consequence,
District Attorney Tullar's position, Haight's arguments for the defense,
and Sloan's reasoning in granting the motion remain unknown.

The case of Andrew Vosburg v. George Putney came to trial in the
afternoon of Wednesday, January 15, 1890, an event noted in Milwaukee
as well as in Waukesha, though not every reporter or editor got the facts
right. A Milwaukee Sentinel story headlined "Wants $5,000 for a kick,"
ran:

Waukesha, Jan. 15.-The suit.of L.S. Vosburg to recover
$5,000 damages from Mr. H.O. Putney for injury alleged to
have resulted from a kick received by a son of Vosburg, was
taken up in the circuit court this afternoon."

Ryan and Merton opened the plaintiff's case by calling Andrew
Vosburg and teacher Elizabeth More to tell about the incident. Andrew
testified that George had kicked him from a standing position and that he
had cried out in pain after a few minutes of lost sensation. All that the
teacher could remember was "the tableau . . . of George standing in the
aisle by his seat . . . and kicking across the aisle, hitting the Vosburg
boy. '"" In addition, Andrew's testimony and that of his parents de-
scribed the aftermath of the incident, from Andrew's return home,
through his grave illness, to his present disability.m

The plaintiff's counsel made no effort to exploit the boys' possessory
quarrel over the textbook, the testimony concerning which had come out
in the justice court. Ryan and Merton were content to rest their case on
George's deliberate trespass against Andrew's person-a liability rule
which they took to be both strict and broad.'0 1 In fact, it was one of
the defendant's counsel who brought up the previous quarrel in his cross-
examination of Andrew as if to impress upon the judge and jury the
silliness and triviality of this whole affair being dragged into the court.',,
The defense returned to the nature and motive of George's act when

97. The Circuit Court, WAUKESHA COUNTY DEMOCRAT, Dec. 7, 1889, at 3; The
Circuit Court. Business Dispatched in a Lively Manner by the Judge, WAUKESHA
FREEMAN, Dec. 5, 1889, at 10; Circuit Court Calendar, WAUKESHA J., Dec. 7, 1889,
at 1; see also Circuit Court Calendar, WAUKESHA J., Nov. 30, 1889, at 1.

98. Wants $5,000for a Kick, MiLwAUKEE SENTINEL, Jan. 17, 1890, at 8.
99. Record 1, supra note 8, at 4-5, 8.

100. Record I, supra note 8, at 4-8, 21-23.
101. Brief for Respondent 4-5, 6-7, Vosburg v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99 (Wis. 1890)

[hereinafter Br. Rsp't I].
102. Record I, supra note 8, at 5-6.
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questioning him later in the case. In George's memory, the kick that had
made headlines was "just a touch on the shin." As far as he could
remember, Andrew "didn't feel the kick; he hadn't ought to felt it very
much. It wasn't hard." "Do you know why you did that?" Haight
inquired. "I wanted his attention, wanted to get him to look around,"
George responded. "Did you intend to hurt him at the time?" the counsel
went on. George: "No, sir." Judge Sloan overruled plaintiff's
objections to both questions, but added: "There is no claim, as I
understand it now. There was a little at first. They had a little difficulty
before that, but I suppose there can be no claim of intention, no malice
about it, no intent to do injury. "3

This evidence seemed sufficient for finding the defendant's conduct
presumptively wrongful and the plaintiffs harm serious. What remained
was to link the harm to the conduct, which turned out to be no simple
matter. The attempt became a multi-year contest over both substantive
rules and evidentiary rulings pertaining to factual causation.

The contest essentially reduced itself to three interrelated subsidiary
disputes. The first concerned the condition of Andrew's right leg, his
"lameness" before the incident. Proof of a preexisting disability tended
to diminish the causal significance of the kick. In this perspective,
Andrew's disability was a mere continuation of an earlier one, and
George's conduct, however wrongful, was extraneous to the causal chain.
Or, at most, the kick was a factor in accelerating but not appreciably
affecting the nature, course or extent of Andrew's pathology. The second
subsidiary issue was about the efficacy of George's kick, light as it might
have been, to initiate or trigger the crippling disease or, at least,
materially to affect its nature or course. Finally, there was the question
of what other agencies could have produced the same disability and
whether they had, in fact, produced it in this instance. Both sides called
lay witnesses to testify regarding the first of these subsidiary disputes;
plaintiff alone brought expert witnesses to testify regarding the other two.
Haight gambled on his ability as a trial advocate to undermine whatever
testimony adverse to the defendant the plaintiffs experts might try to
bring into the case, and he executed his strategy with impressive skill.

The previous injury to Andrew's right leg was by now no secret.
Andrew had testified in Justice Tyler's court about the sledding accident,
and Dr. Philler, in the same forum, had volunteered a theory of latent
tuberculosis. Andrew again readily admitted having injured his right leg
just above the knee-cap while sledding early in January. He and his
witnesses, however, denied that he had before February 20 walked with
a limp either because of the injury or for any other reason. Farmer John

103. Id. at 25.
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Laing testified that Andrew had done "all kinds of chores" for him during
the preceding January and February outside school hours. He had seen
Andrew every day but never lame. "I took him about six miles out in my
buggy to Daniels', bought some cattle, and he drove them home for me,"
was Laing's recollection of Andrew's stamina. Andrew's parents, too,
traced their son's lameness to the afternoon of February 20. Janet
Vosburg had seen her boy walking home from school with a limp.
"Andrew, what's the matter?" Janet remembered having asked. To which
Andrew had replied: "That sucker of a Putney boy kicked me on the
shin," prompting Janet to admonish him not to talk like that. And Seth
had received the same answer to his question later that evening. "

George's sole witness, Mary Shultis, who admitted being "very
friendly with Mr. Putney's people," injected the only discordant note.
Although she knew Andrew only as a boy who every once in a while
walked past her home, she had nevertheless taken notice of "his being
lame various times as he passed ... , [s]ome mornings ... much lamer
than others." She also recalled having spied Andrew from across the
street in downtown Waukesha in the latter part of January 1889.
According to her, Andrew was "walking with his hand on his right knee,
weeping tears from his eyes." She had related her observation, Mrs.
Shultis thought, at first, only to her son and husband. "Didn't tell
defendant, and didn't tell Mr. Putney until this winter. Said, incidentally,
that the boy was lame before."1 5

Ryan and Merton called Drs. Bacon and Philler not only to further
describe the extent of Andrew's disability but, more importantly, to trace
his disability to George's kick. After interrogating the physicians about
their observations and treatment procedures, the counsel asked them to
state their opinion regarding causation. Dr. Bacon answered that, "[n]ot
knowing anything about the case," he thought that the injuries and also
the debilitated condition of the patient's system had caused the disease of
the leg. "I think the proximate cause is from the injuries on the outside
of it. The proximate cause; you have got the effect; call it the exciting
or remote cause," Bacon concluded not all too helpfully. The transcript
shows that his formulation was received without objection. On redirect
examination, Bacon rephrased his opinion, again without objection. In his
judgment, "the exciting cause in this case was the kick or blow received
upon the shin bone." It did "not require much of a blow to injure that
bone;" Bacon said, "it is only slightly covered by tissue.""°  At this

104. Record J.P., supra note 4, at Minutes 4, 6; Record I, supra note 8, at 6-7,
21, 22, 32-33.

105. Record 1, supra note 8, at 26-27.
106. Id. at 10, 13.
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stage of the trial, we shall note, neither the exact nature nor the severity
of the physical contact had yet been established.

Plaintiff's counsel elicited similar statements from Dr. Philler.
"What, in your judgment," the counsel asked, "was the exciting cause of
the condition of this leg as you found it?" The defendant objected on the
ground that the foundation had not been laid, that is, the witness had not
been asked to assume the truth of certain essential but still disputed facts,
the kick for one. Judge Sloan, however, thought the foundation was there
and permitted Dr. Philler to answer the question. "Under the history I
learned at the time," the doctor said, "a certain traumatism, a certain
injury received while at school, from the foot of another classmate. In
other words, the blow upon the shin-bone." His answer on redirect was
more confined: "The exciting cause to the injury that disabled the boy is
the blow received from some dull object, whatever it was.""

Defendant's cross-examination of Drs. Bacon and Philler took up half
of the entire testimony at the trial. Its thrust was to show that the
plaintiff's experts were unsure of the precise nature of Andrew's disease
and, therefore, could not reliably attribute it to this or that cause.

Both physicians were adherents of the germ or microbe theory of
disease, still but grudgingly received by American medical science."
According to this theory, they explained, the origin of every inflammation
of bone (osteitis), of bone and bone marrow (osteomyelitis), or of bone
membrane (periostitis) was traceable to the immigration of pus-forming
germs like streptococcus or staphylococcus. These germs could enter the
human body 'through an external lesion or via the alimentary canal.
Having found entrance, the germs did not necessarily produce inflamma-
tion at once or ever. Something else, in addition to the presence of

107. Id. at 17, 21.
108. Etiology, the study of the causes of disease, was still a new science when the

case first came to trial. It was only within the last twenty-five or thirty years that medical
researchers, building on the pioneering discoveries of Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch, had
accumulated evidence showing that many ailments were due to the invasion of the
organism by microscopic beings: microbes or germs. Disease came to be seen as a
struggle between the organism and the microscopic invaders. But the advances in microbe
or germ theory in Europe were not matched by a like progress in the United States, where
pure science was in a state of relative neglect. Furthermore, the promising developments
in etiology abroad encountered indifference and even opposition within the American
medical profession. See HENRY GRADLE, BACTERIA AND THE GERM THEORY OF
DISEASE 1-21 (1883); Robert A. Buerki, Reception of the Germ Theory of Disease in The
American Journal of Pharmacy, 13 PHARMACY IN HIST. 159, 160-62 (1971); Phyllis A.
Richmond, American Attitudes toward the Germ Theory of Disease (1860-1880), 9 J. OF
THE HIST. OF MEDICINE AND ALLIED SCIENCES 428 (1954). Set against this backdrop,

Vosburgs' medical experts stood out as well informed. This certainly seemed to be the
case of Dr. Philler whose training at a German university and access to medical literature
in both German and French had widened his horizons.
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germs, an exciting cause, was necessary "to give them a chance for
growth." A blow to a sensitive tissue, like the thin covering of the shin
bone, could be such a cause. But there could be other causes as well.
Want of proper nutrition, exposure to cold or dampness, and overexer-
tion, for example, could have a depressing effect on a person's resistance
to the germs and set off an inflammation."

As this mini-lesson in medical science progressed, it would have
been difficult for the jury not to catch on to the main idea of the germ
theory or to miss the point that possible exciting causes abounded in
Andrew's environment. Nor could the jury have failed to notice that
Andrew was not a rugged boy. Yet the liberal use of medical jargon
rendered portions of the testimony needlessly incomprehensible. When
Haight tried to get Dr. Philler to expound on his views regarding "bone
inflammation produced by growth at the junction of the epiphysis and
diaphysis ... [or] by what is called juxta epiphyseal strain," Judge Sloan
could take it no more. "I am quite sure of this," the judge cut in,

109. Record I, supra note 8, at 10-13, 18-19. The testimony of Drs. Bacon and
Philler essentially summarized what was known about osteomyelitis in their day.
Osteomyelitis was perhaps the most frequent of all inflammatory diseases of the bone.
It was most prevalent in damp, changeable climates, in particular, in the winter and spring
months, and affected with preference individuals during the period of growth and
development of bone. Osteomyelitis had been identified as an infectious disease, and the
marrow of the spongy bone tissue as its primary seat. Traumatism and other agencies that
retard or arrest circulation in the vessels of the marrow were thought to be merely
determining or precipitating causes. Nicholas Senn, Spontaneous Osteo-myelitis of the
Long Bones, 40 CHI. MED. J. & EXAMINER 10 49-50 (1880). What appears mainly to
have changed over the past one hundred years, apart from the, terminology (acute
hematogenous osteomyelitis or AHO), is the means of diagnosis and treatment. C f Jon
T. Mader, Osteomyelitis, in HARRISON'S PRINCIPLES OF INTERNAL MEDICINE 548 (Jean
D. Wilson et al. eds., 12th ed. 1991). Notably, the etiology of acute hematogenous
osteomyelitis in humans remains unknown. A recent laboratory study with rabbits
demonstrated that the animals which received a bone fracture only did not develop AHO;
the animals with induced bacteremia (from intravenously injected staphylococcus aureus)
only had occasional small foci of osteomyelitis; and the animals with both fracture and
bacteremia developed significant osteomyelitis in almost all cases. Yet the otherwise
significant study left a related and important question unanswered.

What does the injury [in this case, the fracture] do to localize the infection in
that area only? The concept of 'locus minoris resistentiae' states that in some
ways an injury lowers the resistance of the tissue to infection .... However,
no good explanation for the observed relationship between injury and infection
is yet available.

Raymond T. Morrissy & Darrell W. Haynes, Acute Hematogenous Osteomyelitis: A
Model with Trauma as an Etiology, 9 J. OF PEDIATRIC ORTHOPAEDICS 447, 455 (1989).
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so far as this trial is concerned the use of these terms disables
the reporter and pretty much disables me, and won't throw any
light to the jury on the case. It may make a record for the
Supreme Court, that the court will help you out, but you might
as well talk Hebrew to me. 110

At the end of the defendant's case, Haight recalled Dr. Philler, and
grilled him aggressively regarding two interrelated matters: first, whether
"a blow which showed, as its result for hours after, nothing but a dim red
mark, and then ten or twelve or fifteen hours after showed a black and
blue marked condition" was within Philler's medical experience; and,
second, assuming hypothetically that Andrew was lame between January
2 and the end of January, whether advanced osteomyelitis was not a likely
explanation for his condition on February 20. The doctor would not
permit the lawyer to pin him down on the first point, and a heated
exchange between the two ended inconclusively."' Philler did, howev-
er, hold his own on the second point and, if anything, reinforced the
plaintiff's theory:

Allowing that he hurt that knee soon after January 2, and that
it continued sore, that way, until February 25, before it healed
up, that he was lame in it; he never fell; it doesn't appear that
he received any other injury to the knee . . .; that . . . [he
developed] osteomyelitis ... [which] finally inflamed the outer
tissue of the bone and flesh surrounding the periosteum, so that
by the 21st of February he was confined to bed, the cause of the
myelitis was doubtless the blow received the second time-the
second blow-the blow received beneath the bone [sic] . ...
I say this disease commenced with inflammation of the marrow
of the bone. From my reading, I state, that when an infective
disease of the bone begins with the marrow, within five days the
marrow may become sufficiently diseased to continue the
disease into the bone tissues, and within ten days altogether the
inflammation may be carried to the periosteum." 2

Plaintiff's evidence on the issue of compensatory damages was
nonspecific. As a minor, Andrew neither paid for his medical treatment
nor had a record of past earnings to serve as a guide in assessing his lost
earning capacity. Most of the evidence related to his past pain and

110. Record I, supra note 8, at 20.
111. Id. at 27-30.
112. id. at 31.
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suffering and the fact that he would have to live with a serious physical
handicap and in dread of completely losing his right leg. The only
attempt to address Andrew's prospective economic loss came -during the
questioning of his father Seth:

Q. How many children have you.
A. Three (Obj. to.)
THE COURT:-I suppose it hasn't really anything to do with
the case.
COUNSEL:-I want to show the situation of the family.
THE COURT:-What for?
COUNSEL:-If this defendant is guilty of the offense charged,
if he was the primary cause, the proximate cause of the injury;
if he was a man able to educate the boy himself it would make
quite a difference as to the amount of damages he should have.
If he has a rich father who could take care of and provide for
and educate, fit him for professional work, I don't think the
jury would be warranted to give as large a verdict.
THE COURT:-Perhaps so. He may answer. (Exc. by
deft.) 113

The taking of evidence was completed in the afternoon of the
following day, Thursday, December 16, and both sides made their closing
arguments. Plaintiff's counsel, probably Ryan, tossed out a thinly veiled
accusation of impropriety on the other side: "I was almost ready to say,
the Putney boy said something he had been taught to say upon the stand.
I do not say it. The testimony will bear me out."114 This remark might
have been chosen to neutralize the adverse implication of Haight's
question to Andrew, early in the case, whether he, Andrew, had learned
any of his testimony by heart."' When Haight now objected to what
he considered an offensive remark, Judge Sloan responded that he was
inclined to "let counsel on either side take their own course in summing
up." But, he added pointedly, "[t]hey do it at their own peril." 16

After the closing arguments, Haight and Griswold requested the court
to instruct the jury on four propositions which constituted the defendant's
theory. The most basic one was crafted to appeal to the jurors' "own
knowledge and experience of life" and their sense that a blow such as
Andrew allegedly had received was of such a usual and ordinary character

113. Id. at 21.
114. Id. at 33.
115. Id. at 6.
116. Id. at 33.
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"as might naturally be expected to happen to any healthy boy attending
a' large' public school, . . . an unavoidable accident for which . . .
[George could not] be held responsible in damages." In other words, the
judge was to tell the jury that the low-level physical violence woven into
the fabric of mass public education was outside the purview of liability
law. This formulation was to nudge the jury toward concluding that
George had done nothing wrong. The second proposition, by contrast,
implicitly assumed the wrongfulness of George's act but aimed to
disabuse the jury of any notion that the law would hold George responsi-
ble for anything but "the natural and usual" results of his act. The
remaining two propositions addressed the issue of factual causation by
focusing on Andrew's wound from the sledding mishap. The jury was to
exonerate George, if the disease germs which ultimately brought about the
inflammation and bone destruction in Andrew's leg had entered through
the wound. Such antecedent infection should be regarded as "the primary
cause" for the ensuing complications of which George could not be asked
to account. A fortiorari, if the germs were in the leg already in an active
state engendering disease which independent of an external blow would,
in all probability, have speedily developed, and the blow was but a cause
which hastened the development of the disease by perhaps only a few
days or weeks, then the defendant could not be held liable for such
disease and the bone destruction that followed. In short, George was
liable for substantial damages only if his kick alone produced the disease
and its complications'.1

Judge Sloan refused the defendant's requestis and, since Ryan and
Merton had not come forward with a proposal, delivered his own general
charge," 9 which was considerably wordier than the defendant's ver-
sion.

The gist of Judge Sloan's charge was in its opening paragraph which
incorporated the theory of plaintiff's action. Sloan reminded the jury that
the fact that George had "consciously, knowingly" kicked across the aisle
and "hit . . .[Andrew] somewhere upon the lower part of the leg" was
not in dispute. That being so, the plaintiff was entitled to recover the
direct and natural damages resulting from that act. Ordinarily, he would
have stopped there, the judge said. But because this rule was frequently
styled unjust, he thought that a few comments were needed.

Much of what Judge Sloan added to his clear, sparse formulation of
the rule was meant to be in justification of the rule. Echoing Oliver

117. Id. at 33-34.
118. id. at 34.
119. Id. at 34-37.
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Wendell Holmes, Jr., whose classic work"2 had appeared a few years
earlier, Sloan spoke of the genius of the common law which to him was
"nothing more than the experience and learning and observation. . . as
applied to the actual affairs of life." One could undoubtedly find in its
past many things that seemed unjust, harsh and absurd today. But, Sloan
continued, the common law was flexible and adaptable to the changing
concerns of human life. As barbarism receded and civilization and
intelligence took its place, "the common law modified by the experience
of later years [emerged] as the perfection of human reason." Thus, the
rule applicable to the instant case "rightly understood" was neither harsh
nor unjust, but the result and observation of wisdom and experience. The
distinction between a conscious act, for which liability lay, and an
accident, which was not a conscious act without one's fault and for which
the actor was not liable, Sloan thought, was supportable. His illustration
for the jury's enlightenment was slightly off the mark, though the
inaccuracy was probably harmless under the circumstances:

[I]f in reaching over to the clerk, in passing a book or paper, I
hit this ink stand and knock that over and strike him on the head
and produce, a serious injury, it would be an unavoidable
accident; but if I shove it over knowingly, consciously, then law
comes in and says I am liable for all the necessary, natural
consequences of the act.'

The question of fact before the jury, the judge went on, was to
determine whether "this kicking on the shin-bone was . . . the cause of
the present condition of that boy." It was for the jury to say "if the act
-was the exciting cause [of this result], no matter what might have been the
condition of the boy-the leg of the boy-before that."

As to damages, Sloan instructed the jury to "get the situation of
parties, the age, the surroundings in life, the nature and extent of the
injury, and make up ... [its] mind what a fair compensation... [was]
for the injury received." He specifically asked the jury to take into
consideration Andrew's "pain and suffering, the fact that he is disabled
for life." The award was to be only to compensate, not to punish and, in
any event, a "fair sum" rather than "an exorbitant or unreasonable" one:

Towards the end of his charge, Judge Sloan turned to an aspect of
this litigation that may have troubled him all along and which Haight and
Griswold's proposed instruction had also sought to address. His words
testified rather to the good sense of this common law judge than to the

120. OLIVER W. HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW (1881).
121. Record I, supra note 8, at 35-36.
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wisdom of the applicable common law liability rule in the defense of
which he had so eloquently spoken moments before:

It is a peculiar case, an unfortunate case, a case I think I am at
liberty to say, ought never to have come into court. The
parents of these children ought, in some way if possible, to have
been adjusted between themselves [sic].'

Finally, Judge Sloan explained to the jury the form its verdict should
take. His illustration of a plaintiff's verdict was straightforward: "We
find for the plaintiff and assess the damages at so much." But for some
reason, Sloan did not merely advise the jury to employ the counterpart
formula: "We find for the defendant." Instead, he chose prefatory
language which conditioned a verdict for the defendant on the jury's
finding that Andrew's "injury ... [was] not in any ways the result of this
kick."

Attorneys Haight and Griswold filed exceptions to the charge.
Besides impugning it "as prejudicial in general tone and tenor to
defendant's case," they particularly objected to several statements: that
one was responsible for merely doing an act knowingly, consciously; that
liability for the natural, direct result followed, if the kick was the exciting
cause, no matter what the previous condition of the leg; that the dispute
should have been settled out of court; and, lastly, that a defendant's
verdict should be rendered upon the jury's finding that "the injury . ..
[was] not in any ways the result of this kick."".

The twelve-man jury included: two farmers, Adam Graser and
George Fiedler; two carpenters from the Village of Waukesha, John Deck
and Albert Griffin, both elected to the County Board of Supervisors
shortly thereafter; William Gredler, a real estate agent, land developer
and hotel owner in the village; James Dent, a 58-year old absentee farm
owner and since 1888 "among the esteemed and respected residents" of
the village and county, a Republican who, in the past, had served in
various elective offices, including the state legislature, and who was
shortly thereafter elected to the county board; William E. Swan, the
Republican county treasurer; William M. Saunders, a farmer living in
retirement following a financially advantageous land sale; James Hardy,
a renter of farmland in the Town of Waukesha; J.S. Hughes, Waukesha

122. Id. at 37.
123. Id. at 37-38.
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Village Clerk; and Walter Stewart and J. Johnson, neither of whom could
be more closely identified. 12

The process of jury selection offered an explanation for the presence
of a disproportionate number of active as well as aspiring local officials.

State law charged the town supervisors, village trustees, and
aldermen of city wards with yearly preparation of rosters of not less.than
ten nor more than twenty persons "believed to be qualified" for jury
service. The names were to be taken from the last poll list and the
rosters sent to the county board. The Board of Supervisors of Waukesha
County, which comprised sixteen towns, a village, and a city could, thus,
receive between 180 and 360 names of persons believed to be qualified
to act. The county board was to whittle the total down to 140 names and
deliver the reduced list to the circuit court. Thereafter, service during a
particular term and at a trial was determined by a draw." z

It was at the initial stages of nomination and screening that the cross-
section of each trial panel was to a fair degree marked out. In preparing
a jury list, the supervisors, trustees, aldermen and county boards were
required to select such persons only as they knew, or had good reason to
believe, were possessed of the qualifications prescribed by law, and were
of approved integrity, fair character, of sound judgment, and well
informed. This, on the one hand, tempted the responsible local and
county officials to select those of their political cronies or supporters who
were eager to serve and, on the other hand, allowed them to leave alone
others who were begging off for business or personal reasons. While the
long list of categories of persons statutorily exempt" from jury duty
suggested that the service was perceived as burdensome, many waived the
exemption. For example, William E. Swan, excused from jury duty by
reason of his office, chose to sit on the present case.

Some years back, the Milwaukee Sentinel had run an investigative
piece on the abuses of the jury selection system in nearby Milwaukee,
highlighting the prevalence of "professional jurors," that is, men sitting
on juries for many consecutive years. 27 A year before the present trial,
on January 15, 1889, the paper revisited the topic. The elected officials
who made up the rosters, the Sentinel wrote, considered jury service their
patronage and used it according to their calculation of where it would do

124. Orig. Record I, supra note 80, at Jury List. The data regarding the
prospective jurors were obtained from a variety of sources, including biographical
sketches, official records, newspaper articles, county directories, etc. Copies and
referenced notes are on file with the author.

125. Wis. STAT. ANN. §§ 2526-2527, 2532-2533, 2535, 2540 (1889).
126. WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 2525-2530.
127. Chronic Jurors, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Apr. 30, 1881, at 2.
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them the most good. On the whole, the process promoted self-selection
of jurors who sought the position "for the pay and the power."" s

All together twenty-four names had been drawn before the twelve
jurors were selected for the instant trial. Eight were excused, and each
side used two peremptory challenges against four others. The plaintiff's
side struck H.T. Jeffrey, owner of a fifty-four acre farm and Judson
Shultis, the son of Adam Shultis, a rich landowner and possibly kin to
Mary Shultis, who was to testify in the Putneys' behalf. The defense took
out Charles Barber, still another Waukesha village carpenter, and John
Jentz, n' a tenant farmer.

The case was given to the jury in the evening of January 16. James
Dent was elected foreman. After being out all night, the jury found for
the plaintiff and assessed his damages at $2,800. The verdict in the three-
day proceeding was front-page news in Milwaukee and Madison, as well
as in Waukesha."3 On the same day, January 17, 1890, Judge Sloan
handed down a judgment on the verdict. After the plaintiff's costs had
been taxed and allowed in the amount of $73.52, a notice of entry of
judgment was served on the defendant's attorneys, on February 4, 1890,
in the amount of $2,873.52.1

Haight and Griswold moved the court to set aside the verdict and
grant a new trial on the grounds set out in the written exceptions to the
judge's charge to the jury. In addition they claimed the court had erred
in saying in the presence of the jury that it "does not understand the
language used between counsel and the witness [i.e., expert witness Dr.
Philler] any more than if it were Hebrew, and ... that it would be of no
importance in the case if it were understood," that the verdict was
contrary to the law and the evidence, and that the damages were
excessive. The motion was filed in the circuit court on January 30 and
denied on February 4, 1890, the last day of the court's December
term. 132

In reporting the end of the trial, the Milwaukee Sentinel brought up
what was perhaps the oddest aspect of the case, hitherto neglected in the
press coverage. Under a headline "The Result of Boys' Play," the
Sentinel remarked: "The defendant of course cannot pay the judgment,

128. .The Jury System, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Jan. 15, 1889, at 4.
129. See supra note 124.
130. Orig. Record 1, supra note 80, at Verdict; A Costly Kick, Wis. STATE J., Jan.

18, 1890, at 1; Award for a Kick, MILWAUKEE DAILY J., Jan. 17, 1890, at 1; Circuit
Court Proceedings, WAUKESIA DEMOCRAT, Jan. 18, 1890, at 3; Facts of the Case:
Evidence in the Vosburg-Putney Trial, WAUKESIA FREEMAN, Jan. 23, 1890, at 1.

131. Orig. Record 1, supra note 80, at Copy of Judgment and Notice of Entry of
Judgment.

132. Record 1, supra note 8, at 38-39.
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and, as the father cannot be compelled to pay it, it can only remain as a
cloud over the lad." The report went on to say that "[a]nother suit...
[had] been commenced by the father of the injured lad, Seth T. Vosburg,
against H.O. Putney, father of George, for $2,500 damages for his son's
services." This statement was patently false but spared the paper the
trouble of looking into and explaining why the Vosburgs and their
attorneys were so tenaciously pursuing two civil suits against a young
boy, when a victory in either promised little more than an uncollectible
judgment.'33

Another aspect of the case troubled the Waukesha Freeman. "The
Vosburg-Putney action bids fair to be one of the most important ever tried
in Waukesha county," the Freeman began its front-page article, "as on its
ultimate disposition by the Supreme Court may depend the general
interests of parents sending their children to the public school." While
the rest of the piece neutrally summarized the evidence, explained the
outcome in the circuit court and identified the various proceedings that the
classroom incident had up till now spawned, an editorial in the same issue
picked up the introductory theme and launched an attack on what it said
was an alarming growth in the frequency of lawsuits to obtain money
damages for alleged injuries to body, name or prospects over "the last
score of years." The calendar of the current term of the circuit court
vividly illustrated the hold which this sort of "lawing" had on people, the
editorial said. If the coming two decades were to see an increase in
filings at the same rate, it would be difficult, it prophesied, "for the most
peaceable man to steer his course as to keep himself free from liability."
Moreover, his share of public expense thus incurred would be no small
change.

Under the old regime when a man stubbed his toe on the
sidewalk and got a barked shin and a general shaking up, he
simply lamented his bad luck and doctored himself back to
health as quickly as possible. Now he brings suit against the
city or village in which the accident happened, and generally
succeeds in obtaining a greater or less sum. So when his buggy
tips over on the highway, or his neighbor or his newspaper
speaks slightingly of him, or his daughter loses her beau, or his
child gets hurt at play."

"Children-at-play" had by now become a rote theme in the press'
characterization of the origin of the claims against George Putney. This

133. The Result of Boys' Play, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Jan. 18, 1890, at 8.
134. For Cash Damages, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Jan. 23, 1890, at 4.
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slant, if systematically popularized, could very well influence the way the
next jury looked at the facts in the action brought by Seth or upon retrial
of Andrew's case, in the event that the latter was taken to the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin, reversed on appeal and remanded.

VII. ANDREW VOSBURG V. GEORGE PuTNEr. FIRST APPEAL

The decision to appeal came quickly. Haight and Griswold made a
pro forma motion of appeal immediately after Judge Sloan had denied
their motion for a new trial. On July 11, 1890, they served a notice of
appeal on Ryan and Merton. At the same time, Henry Putney and J.M.
White, another Waukesha merchant, signed an undertaking to pay all
costs and damages which may be awarded against the appellant, not
exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars. 35

In the interim, perhaps encouraged by the outcome of Andrew's case
and hopeful of affirmance in the higher court, Ryan and Merton had
prepared a notice of trial in Seth Vosburg v. George Putney at the next
term of the Circuit Court. The notice was served on Haight and Griswold
on April 28. At the opening of the term on May 27, however, the
plaintiff's counsel sought and were granted another continuance."

Andrew's case came before the five-member Supreme Court of
Wisconsin on October 20, 1890. There was an oral argument by Haight
on behalf of the appellant; Ryan argued for the respondent.'37 The
court was an experienced one. Chief Justice Orsamus Cole was in his
thirty-sixth year on the bench; Associate Justice John Cassoday, the most
recent addition to the court, was in his tenth. Associate Justices William
Lyon, Harlow Orton and David Taylor had served as trial judges and
furthermore, shared some forty-six years of combined experience on the
high court.138

The appellant's brief'39 assigned ten separate matters for error,
grouping them into four categories for purposes of argument. The first
concerned Judge Sloan's ruling on the admissibility of evidence regarding
the Vosburg family circumstances which, according to Haight and
Griswold, no rule of law deemed relevant in an action for trespass or
negligence.

135. Orig. Record I, supranote 80, Notice of Appeal and Undertaking on Appeal;
Circuit Court Proceedings, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Feb. 6, 1890, at 1.

136. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Notice of Trial.
137. Wisconsin Supreme Court Journals, Oct. 20, 1890.
138. See 1 Wis. BENCH AND BAR, supra note44, at 112-21, 159-66,204-13,213-

30, 230-46.
139. Brief for Appellant at 5-19, Vosburg v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99 (Wis. 1890)

[hereinafter Br. Appellant I].
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The next group of errors, they asserted, sprang from "the emphatic
and repeated assertions of the court that the condition . . . of the
plaintiff's leg . . . [just prior to the hit] was not a matter having any
bearing upon the question of liability or of damages in the action." They
felt confident in saying that no court of last resort in any English-speaking
country had ever yet held a child under fourteen years of age liable for
damages for the extraordinary, unusual and unlikely results of a negligent
act which might be deemed unlawful in a sane adult. For negligence or
an act not amounting to a wanton wrong to be held the proximate cause
of an injury, Haight and Griswold maintained, the injury had to be the
natural, probable and, thus, foreseeable consequence of the act. But "acts
of undiscerning infants, of lunatics and of idiots," all of which the
Wisconsin Supreme Court had "properly classed together," were not such
as would amount to a wanton wrong. For this reason, the defendant here
had to be "relieved from all but nominal liability." That is, defendant's
counsel did not deny that a child under fourteen could be held in an action
for trespass but it seemed "monstrous" to them that

in those classes which the law recognizes as being devoid of
discerning judgment their property should be exposed to the
rapacity of eager attorneys in search of fees throughout the
country for results of their most ordinary actions that could not
have been foreseen by the sharpest sighted adults of their
acquaintance. With such a doctrine once established, especially
with a compulsory school law in force, it would seem as though
the State of Wisconsin had done its utmost towards preventing
any boy from growing up without the burden of a judgment at
law upon his shoulders."4

The defendant's third point, building on the immediately preceding
one, was that trespass did not lie for an injury indicated by conduct
entirely free of negligence, that is, for an injury arising from an inevitable
accident. Successful past actions for trespass against infants implied the
infant's negligence. Haight and Griswold ventured that, if a couple of
three- or four-year olds were "at play" at the upper edge of a precipitous
wall and one pushed the other over the side unconscious of the danger,
"the resulting accident might be classified as unavoidable," for it would
be almost certain to occur in the case of two such children at play. So
with children under the age of discretion in a large public school,
"[where] thumps and bruises from other boys of like age . . . are about
as certain to occur as the month is to go by, and which, to a reasonable

140. Id. at 10.
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extent at least, would seem to be properly relegated to the category of
unavoidable accidents." They gleefully pointed to Judge Sloan's inkstand
illustration as an argument against Sloan's own position. If the judge was
not liable for knocking the inkstand upon the clerk's head, they explained,
it was because "that result was not within the scope of his intention in
making the movement." The act of the "little defendant," as the little
defendant's lawyers put it, was likewise "devoid of any intention to do
injury. "141

The fourth and final group of assigned errors had to do with the
court's permitting "wild talk of the physicians... virtually to decide the
question of causation." "[A] random expert opinion was obtained that
young Vosburg's condition was caused by the kick of the 11 years old
Putney at school," although these medical experts did not even pretend to
know any of the facts upon which they predicated their opinion. This
invaded the province of the jury. Furthermore, Haight and Griswold
contended, the court laid the burden on the defendant of establishing
another cause, instead of requiring the plaintiff to-negative other possible
causes. By telling the jury at the end of his long charge that the
defendant could have a verdict only if the jury "'should find the injury
... not in anywise the result of this kick,"' the trial judge had effectively
barred a verdict favorable to the defendant. The jurors could no more
have found that it was not in some sense the result of the kick, than that
it was not the result of bone growth, of cold, of dampness, of strain of
the joint, or of a slight collision with some other object, they conclud-
ed. 142

Ryan and Merton's brief for the respondent" lacked the crispness
of the opponents' prose. Their argument began, instead, with a rambling,
paragraph-long sentence of two hundred and twenty words. They
deplored George's having allowed "his revengeful nature to .

overcome his better judgment and . . . [drive] him to the commission of
such a cruel act." Because of both the act's nature and its serious
consequences, it was hopeless for the opposing counsel, Ryan and Merton
confidently asserted, to expect that the high court, out of sympathy for
George, might refrain from applying the liability rule well established in
the state.

Ryan and Merton deemed the admission of evidence regarding the
Vosburgs' economic situation entirely proper. It was obvious to them that
"the son of a laboring man who ... [was] entirely without means to send
him to school long enough to finish his education" should recover higher

141. Id. at 15.
142. Id. at 18-19.
143. Br. Resp't 1, supra note 101, at 2-10.
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damages than "the son of a Gould or Vanderbilt" who would suffer no
such deprivation."

As to the appellant's second and third points, Ryan and Merton were
sure that George was answerable for the unintended injury resulting from
the intended wrongful act, the "assault rudely, purposely and willfully
committed." Since the law did not excuse an infant from responsibility
for a knowing, conscious act which was a wrong to another person, there
was no reason for not holding the infant for all the direct injury resulting
from his wrongful act, although such resulting injury could not have been
contemplated as the probable result of the act done. It was unnecessary
to search far in the records of the courts of last resort of English-speaking
countries to find the Indiana decision in Peterson v. Hafo-er" which
imposed liability upon a thirteen-year old boy who "in sport but wantonly
threw a piece of mortar at another boy, which accidentally hit a third boy
and injured his eye," or indeed, the down home Wisconsin case of
Huchting v. Engel." They discounted the legal significance of
Andrew's previous injury above the knee and reminded the justices that,
in any event, the issue of causation was for the jury, and the jury had
found for Andrew on the strength of ample evidence of his prior
soundness. Moreover, if a preexisting condition had aggravated or
prolonged the injury and correspondingly increased the damages, the jury
was allowed to include such increased or additional damages.

Finally, they turned to the question of the propriety of the
physicians' testimony on the causation issue. They brushed aside their
opponents' protestations regarding Judge Sloan's acceptance of the "wild
talk" and "random expert opinion" of Bacon and Philler. Certainly, law
sanctioned opinion testimony by men of science like these two medical
men, Ryan and Merton wrote. As attending physicians, they "knew
perfectly the nature and extent of the injury caused from the kick." Their
testimony, to be sure, was not conclusive but merely addressed the
question of whether or not the kick given by the defendant to the plaintiff
caused the result that followed or not. The question itself, was "fairly
submitted . . . to the jury." 47 Far from lending support to the
defendant's objection, Ryan and Merton insisted, Luning v. State,'" a
criminal case defendant's counsel had cited, confirmed the cogency of the
plaintiff's position. Theirs was not a strong point, however. In Luning,
the trial judge did not permit a local physician appearing as an expert for
the defense to answer the question whether, from all the evidence the

144. Id. at 3, 4.
145. 59 ind. 130 (1877).
146. 17 Wis. 237 (1863). See also text accompanying note 70.
147. Br. Resp't I, supra note 101, at 9.
148. 2 Pin. 215 (Wis. 1849).
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witness had heard given on the trial, the defendant's polluted mill-pond,
in the witness' opinion, had caused several cases of disease in the
community. The Supreme Court agreed with the trial judge and
explained the alternative ways of properly eliciting expert opinion in this
type of a situation: The facts, as given in evidence, might have been
stated to the witness; or he might have given his opinion upon a similar
case, hypothetically stated. Since Ryan and Merton had chosen neither
of these pre-approved routes, Luning should have been for them but a
source of small comfort.

On November 5, 1890, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin ordered the
judgment of the Circuit Court of Waukesha County reversed and the case
remanded with directions to award a new trial. Costs were taxed against
respondent Andrew Vosburg. Justice Orton wrote the opinion for a
unanimous court.149

Justice Harlow South Orton,'" born in the State of New York in
1817, was a man of great learning and vast practical experience in law,
in politics and on the bench. Soon after graduating from college in his
home state, Orton began reading law in Kentucky and, a year later, was
admitted to the Indiana bar. He moved to Milwaukee in 1847 to practice
law and from there to Madison in 1852. Orton served three terms in the
Wisconsin legislature, was elected mayor of Madison and, in 1876,
narrowly lost the race for the congressional seat from the second district.
In both the courtroom and the legislative arena he was a formidable
advocate-impassionate, magnetic and persuasive. He was said to have
few equals in winning verdicti. In 1859, Orton was chosen judge of the
Circuit Court for the Ninth Judicial District and served in that capacity
until 1865, when he declined renomination. From 1869 to 1874, he was
Dean of the University of Wisconsin law department and lecturer on the
law of property, insurance, agency, commercial law and other subjects.
The degree of LL.D. was conferred upon him during this period. When
in 1878 the number of justices of the Wisconsin Supreme Court was
raised from three to five, Orton was chosen associate justice. Although
a Republican majority was in control, Orton who was known as a strong
Democrat was nominated, without opposition, to run with Judge David
Taylor, a Republican, on the same ticket.

After a brief summary of the facts, Justice Orton went directly to
what for him, and possibly for the rest of the court as well, was the most
troubling aspect of the case. He quoted Judge Sloan's characterization of

149. Vosburg v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99 (Wis. 1890); Wisconsin Supreme Court
Journals, Nov. 5, 1890.

150. 14 DICTIONARY Op AMERICAN BiORAPHY 63-64 (Dumas Malone ed., 1934);
1 Wis. BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 213-30.
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the contest as peculiar and unfortunate, as one that ought to have been
settled. "We have much of the same feeling about the case," Orton went
on with a palpable lack of enthusiasm for the job ahead. "It is a very
strange and extraordinary case."

Orton entirely bypassed the appellant's strenuous denial of any
wrongfulness or fault in his conduct and went straight for the causation
issue, the only issue relating to liability on which he and his brethren
were inclined to comment. This was no easy matter either. "The cause
would seem to be very slight for so great and serious a consequence,"
Orton mused. And yet, given the peculiar circumstances, a slight blow
might, indeed, have caused the result, according to the medical testimony.
Yes, "great uncertainty" about causation could not be gainsaid. But then
again, "perfect certainty" was not required. It was sufficient in law that,
in the opinion of the medical witnesses, the kick might have produced the
serious injury under the peculiar circumstances and that the jury found,
from the evidence and reasonable inferences therefrom, that it did.

So far Orton's opinion seemed to be drifting toward reluctant
affirmance of the lower court's judgment. But the justices claimed to
have spotted two errors committed in the admission of testimony, "too
important and material to be overlooked."

It was clearly error, the court ultimately held, to permit Dr. Philler
to testify that "[u]nder the history... [he] learned at the time [of treating
Andrew] a certain traumatism-a certain injury received while at school,
from the foot of another classmate. . ., the blow upon the shin bone" had
been "the exciting cause of the condition of. . . [Andrew's] leg." The
court was branding Judge Sloan's ruling an error not because, as Haight
and Griswold had contended, the question put to the witness sought to
elicit a conclusion of fact which it was the province of the jury only to
find. Instead the court here was satisfied to confine its holding to a
narrower, technical ground-"the ground of the objection then stated and
found in the record." Sloan had ruled directly on defendant counsel's
objection that the foundation for such a question had not been sufficiently
laid. Dr. Philler's opinion at that juncture rested neither upon the
testimony of other witnesses in court nor upon a hypothetical statement
submitted to him. Thus, Orton wrote, no foundation recognized by any
authority had been laid for Dr. Philler's answer to a question in this form,
and he did not show himself competent to answer it.

Ryan and Merton's thesis that Philler, as an attending physician who
had taken his patient's history, including the kicking incident at school,
could properly express his opinion on the causal connection between the
kick and the injury evidently carried no weight with the court. But,
Orton's reliance on Luning was also flawed. In that case, the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin had deemed the witness' expected answer to be "an
opinion as to the general merits of the cause, the weighing of conflicting
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testimony, and swearing to a legal conclusion; in fact, usurping the
province of the jury." Thus, the Luning decision lent no direct support
to the court's explicit ruling on the narrower ground that foundation for
the question put to Dr. Philler had not been laid. Assuming the viability
of these distinctions, it might have been consistent with Luning to let Dr.
Philler's answer stand, provided that the question and answer taken
together did not amount to usurpation of the jury's province to the
defendant's prejudice.

Orton cited two other decisions of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin,
Noonan v. State"1 and Bennett v. State52 neither of them a compelling
authority on the question as he had chosen to define it. They, too, were
decisions in criminal cases. Moreover, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin
had reversed the lower court in both cases specifically for having allowed
a witness to usurp or trench upon the jury's province. The court had
added in Bennett that it was "unable to say, upon consideration of the
whole case, that this evidence did not prejudice the accused." 53

If any error in admitting Dr. Philler's testimony was committed in
the case below, it probably was a harmless one. The failure to lay a
foundation in the manner described in Luning was a technical error and,
"upon consideration of the whole case," could hardly have prejudiced the
defendant." The defendant had ample opportunity to and did attack
Dr. Philler's premises on cross-examination. Moreover, Haight himself
elicited from Dr. Philler the following:

It is my honest conviction, which I stated at the time I
operated, that the probable primary cause, or the primary
opening by which the microbes entered the leg of the boy was
the abrasion above the knee which he says he received sliding
down hill. It is my conviction that the inflammation would not
have ensued if it had not been for the kick. It is also my
impression that it might never have happened if it had not been
for the exciting cause. Some exciting cause is necessary. 55

A year-and-a-half later, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin passed on
the adequacy of a hypothetical question propounded by the prosecutor in
a criminal case for murder. The question had been objected to on the
ground that it did not contain a statement of all the facts. The Court
upheld the trial judge who had overruled the objection. It deemed this

151. 12 N.W. 379 (Wis. 1882).
152. 14 N.W. 912 (Wis. 1883).
153. Id. at 920.
154. Cf. Wright v. Hardy, 22 Wis. 334 (1867).
155. Record I, supra note 8, at 20.
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case clearly distinguishable from Vosburg v. Putney. "The course and
result of the cross-examination were such as to remove all ground for
claiming that there was material error in this ruling prejudicial to the
defendant." 1

The second "important and material" error warranting reversal was,
according to Justice Orton, admission of Seth Vosburgs' testimony
concerning the economic circumstances of the Vosburg family. Judge
Sloan's ruling on this matter had been the appellant's first assignment of
error, and Orton thought that the mere fact that Sloan did not affirmative-
ly tell the jury that the plaintiff family's economic situation was a relevant
factor in assessing damages did not vitiate the erroneousness of his prior
ruling. Besides, Orton went on, the court "[could] not but think that the
verdict would have been for a less amount if this evidence had not been
ruled in expressly in order to affect the damages." He relied on Hare v.

156. Zoldoske v. State, 82 Wis. 580 (1892). "We do not think the case is within
the ruling relied upon by the defense in Vosburg v. Putney, 80 Wis. 523, nor that there
was omitted from the hypothetical question any fact absolutely essential to enable the
doctor to form an intelligent opinion. The course and result of cross examination were
such as to remove all ground for claiming that there was material error in this ruling
prejudicial to the defendant." Id. at 607. Wigmore, who wrote his renowned treatise on
evidence about a decade later, understood the theory behind the hypothetical question and
explained it well. Having surveyed the pertinent judicial output both before and after
Vosburg, Wigmore concluded that it was entirely proper, for instance, to ask a physician
whether he had examined the body and, upon an answer in the affirmative, to request him
to state his opinion of the cause of death. To Wigmore, it was only an academic nicety,
not a practical necessity, to ask that the expert first state in detail the facts of his personal
observation, as premises. "[0on cross-examination each and every detail of the
appearances he observed will be brought out and thus associated with his general
conclusion as the grounds for it, and the tribunal will understand that the rejection of these
data will destroy the validity of his opinion." 1 JOHN HENRY WIGMORE, A TREATISE ON
THE SYSTEM OF EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW 766-67, 771 (1904). He also
attacked the "bugbear" of "usurping the province of the jury" which, as a false theory,
had "done much to befog bench and bar." Whether a case was tried to a jury or a judge
sitting without a jury the question was the same, namely, how good was the expert's
knowledge. "Whatever the tribunal, it must separate premises from conclusions, and it
must wait till the end of the trial and all the evidence on both sides is in, before it
determines what premises are proved and therefore which opinions have a proper basis."
Id. at 770. By the time of the second edition of his treatise, Wigmore's disillusionment
with the hypothetical question, as administered by the courts, was complete: "The
Hypothetical Question must go, as a requirement. Its abuses have become so obstructive
and nauseous that no remedy short of extirpation will suffice. It is a logical necessity, but
a practical incubus .... The hypothetical question, misused by the clumsy and abused
by the clever, has in practice led to intolerable obstruction of truth." I JOHN HENRY
WIGMORE, A TREATISE ON THE SYSTEM OF EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW 1094

(2d ed., 1923). Today these views are reflected in the Federal Rules of Evidence 703-704
and Wisconsin Rules of Evidence, WIS. STAT. §§ 907.03-907.05 (1989-90).
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Marsh57 in which the Supreme Court of Wisconsin had disallowed
instructions which let the jury consider defendant's economic situation
absent any claim for exemplary damages. This led Orton to conclude
that, if on a claim for compensatory damages "it would not have been
proper even to prove the defendant rich or poor," proof of the plaintiff's
or his father's pecuniary circumstances was all the more improper.'

Justice Orton's premise did not dictate his conclusion. While
plaintiff's family circumstances may have nothing to do with some items
of compensatory damages the plaintiff demands, they are entirely relevant
to the assessment of other items. A victim's economic losses ordinarily
include certain out-of-pocket expenses, lost earnings and the loss of future
earnings by reason of diminished earning capacity. His actual economic
losses will vary with the extent to which some source other than the
injurer has repaired or will repair them. In the instant case, it was Seth
Vosburg, not his minor son Andrew, who either incurred the obligation
to pay or paid for Andrew's treatment. Thus, the past medical expenses
had no adverse financial impact on Andrew. Similarly, anything that
Andrew might have earned from doing chores for neighbors and used to
satisfy his needs was to the benefit of his parents who were obligated to
support their son. A loss of these past earnings was the parents' loss.
Prospective loss of Andrew's earnings as well as expenses in treating
Andrew, until he reached adulthood, also redounded to his parents'
damage.

On the foregoing analysis, parental obligation and not parental wealth
affects (in this instance, excludes) the minor victim's actual economic
loss. This changes, however, when we consider his future medical
expenses and diminished earning capacity after the victim has attained
adulthood. A minor "son of a Gould or a Vanderbilt" is apt to receive,
both before and after the trial, medical and rehabilitative treatment far
superior to anything the minor "son of a laboring man" can hope for.
And a son born to wealthy parents is likely to be provided with all the
education and training needed to overcome or minimize any adverse effect
of residual disability on his future earning power. The lack of parental
means, by contrast, augments the handicap of the laborer's son and, by
the same token, magnifies the chance of additional medical expenses down
the road and the probable diminution of future earnings. Seth Vosburg's
ability to "take care of and provide for [Andrew] and educate, fit him for
professional work," to borrow another phrase from Ryan and Merton,
was limited. Judge Sloan let the testimony on the Vosburgs' economic

157. 61 Wis. 435 (1884).
158. Vosburg v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99, 100 (Wis. 1890). The Northwestern

Reporter refers to the plaintiff as "Vosberg".
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situation in because he, apparently, understood or intuited the point the
plaintiff's counsel were trying to make. Judge Sloan's charge to the jury
contained no language directing, encouraging or expressly allowing the
jury to merely transfer wealth from the Putneys to the Vosburgs. He only
reminded them to "get the situation of the parties, the age, the surround-
ings in life, the nature and extent of the injury" before making up their
minds on what a fair compensation might be. Haight and Griswold did
not specifically challenge this formulation in their exceptions to the
charge. 9

Justice Orton correctly noted that the evidence on Seth's employment
and the number of children in the Vosburg family had been offered and
ruled in "to affect the damages." That is the very purpose of evidence on
the issue of damages. Thus, if the offer had a rational basis, its effect per
se could not taint the evidence. Furthermore, even if the Supreme Court
was unable to find authority for admitting testimony of this nature, which
incidentally was freely available south of the Illinois state line,"W it was
doubtful that Judge Sloan's ruling had resulted in an excessive award. A
sum of $2,500 for serious impairment of the function of a leg (with
amputation considered likely) and, thus, a serious lifelong disability and
for pain and suffering, could have hardly been an excessive amount in the
eyes of a court which six years earlier, in a decision by Justice Taylor,
had upheld an award of $1,200 in a spitting case. 6 '

Newspaper reports of what they now labeled "a peculiar suit"
explained the reversal in terms of several errors the trial judge had made,

159. Record 1, supra note 8, at 37, 38.
160. See McNamara v. King, 2 Gilm. 432 (111. 1845). "It may be readily

supposed that the consequences of a severe personal injury would be more disastrous to
a person destitute of pecuniary resources and dependent wholly on his manual exertions
for the support of himself and family, than to an individual differently situated in life."
Id. at 437. The Supreme Court of Illinois reconfirmed its reasoning in another case of
assault and battery ten years later: "[His wife's] pain and suffering may be much greater
where, from his pecuniary condition, the husband is unable to furnish medical aid,
remedies, apartments and nursing, such as ample means would afford, and, therefore,
tended to show the extent of the injury to the wife." Cochran v. Ammon, 16 111. 315, 317
(1855). In Gaither v. Blowers, 11 Md. 546 (1857), the decision in McNamara was cited
with approval. Several months before the Putney appeal came to the Supreme Court of
Wisconsin, the Supreme Court of Mississippi had found "no difficulty . . . upon both
principle and authority" in supporting a trial judge's charge that recognized the jury's
"right to take into consideration, in estimating the damages, the pecuniary condition of
both the plaintiff and defendant." The court cited McNamara and Gaither. Eltringham
v. Earhart, 7 So. 346, 346-47 (Miss. 1890).

161. Draper v. Baker, 21 N.W. 527 (Wis. 1884) (the award may have included
a sum for punitive damages).
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including one when he "admitted evidence showing that the plaintiff was
poor, as a reason for giving the plaintiff larger damages."'12

VIII. ANDREW VOSBuRG V. GEORGE PrTNEY. SECOND TRIAL

On November 14, 1890, Ryan and Merton noticed the case for retrial
during the December term. 1" Plaintiff subpoenaed eight witnesses,
including Elizabeth More who was in Alabama attending a wedding. The
parties stipulated that, in the event More did not get back in time to
testify, her testimony given at the first trial, as well as her testimony in
the justice court, would be (as, indeed, it subsequently was) read into the
record."t Defendant subpoenaed eleven witnesses, all of whom were to
appear and testify. Haight and Griswold, now with Joseph Quarles, of
counsel, were to represent George Putney.

Milwaukee attorney Joseph Very Quarles" was a trial attorney and
a Republican politician of statewide fame. Born in 1843, in Kenosha
(then called Southport), to a couple of early Wisconsin settlers, Quarles,
like Seth Vosburg, enlisted in the 39th Wisconsin Infantry Regiment as
a one-hundred-day volunteer during the Civil War. Following his
discharge, he attended the University of Michigan. In 1866, he received
his baccalaureate and was chosen the orator of the graduating class. After
a year at Michigan's law department and upon examination, the Circuit
Judge of Kenosha County, William Lyon, admitted him to the bar.
Thereafter, Quarles practiced law in association with other attorneys,
first, in Waukesha, later on, in Racine and, since 1888, in Milwaukee
under the name of Quarles, Spence and Quarles. He occupied various
public offices over the years: district attorney for Kenosha County (1870-
1875), mayor of the City of Kenosha (1876), president of the board of
education in Kenosha County (1877-1878), Wisconsin state representative
(1879), and Wisconsin state senator (1880-1881). He was also one of the
founders of the State Bar Association of Wisconsin. Quarles was a man
of fine literary tastes, and his private library was said to be among the
vastest and choicest in the state. According to Quarles' contemporaries,

162. A Peculiar Suit: A Damage Suit the Result of a Boyish Prank, Wis. STATE
J., Nov. 5, 1890, at 4; Vosberg [sic] vs. Putney, WAUKESHA COUNTY DEMOCRAT, Nov.
15, 1890, at 3.

163. Original record, Notice of Trial, Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. 403 (Wis.
1891) (copy of the record in author's possession) [hereinafter Orig. Record I].

164. Record I!, supra note 4, at 15.
165. DICTIONARY OF WISCONSIN BIOGRAPHY, supra note 57, at 295; 2 MEMOIRS

OF MILWAUKEE COUNTY 866-68 (. Watrous ed., 1909); MEN OF PROORESS, supra note
44, at 548, 565; 1 Wis. BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 314, 320, 578-81; Letter
from Arthur H. Laun, partner at Quarles and Brady (Sept. 3, 1987).
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his preparation for each trial was most meticulous. Quarles not only
carefully framed a statement of facts and a summary of the anticipated
testimony of each witness but also drew up memoranda on the character,
experience and the ethnic and religious background of each witness and
juror. Many of the most important, interesting and difficult civil and
criminal cases in the state bore the imprint of his intellect and professional
skills. His oratorical gifts, too, were almost legendary. He was a "stage
idol" of many a courtroom habitue. His appearances drew capacity
crowds. At the end of October 1890, only a few weeks before the retrial
in which he was to take part, Quarles had regaled a Republican gathering
with a speech that

showed an ability as varied as it was signal. Long, rolling,
impassioned sentences which held the attention of every listener
and kept him silent for a space before allowing him to ap-
plaud-then alternated with short argumentative passages in an
almost perfect legal style, clear, cogent, marching irresistibly
toward a definite conclusion. The remarkable and abundant
learning which Mr. Quarles allowed to escape rather than
displayed, was not added as ornament, but was woven into the
firm texture of the speech. Again and again, when the applause
had so nearly ended that he felt safe in going on with his
argument, the crowd would get its second appreciation of the
hit, the murmur would swell to an outbreak, and he would have
to stop once more.'"

When Timothy Ryan made his opening statement on Thursday,
December 4, 1890, "[a] good many persons were at the Circuit
Court,"'67 attracted by both the high visibility of the case and the star
presence of Quarles. As before, Judge Andrew Scott Sloan was on the
bench.

At the first trial, we shall recall, the two sides had fairly agreed
about the incident itself, its aftermath, and even the previous injury
received in the sledding mishap. The story was pieced together almost
entirely from the Vosburg family's testimony and Elizabeth More's
classroom "tableau."'" Some of the pieces of evidence were rough at
the edges, to be sure, and the defendant's counsel on cross-examination
brought out instances of perchance faulty observation or clouded memory.

166. Mr. J. Y. Quarles Introduced, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Oct. 30, 1890, at 2.
See also The Convention Meets, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Sept. 9, 1886, at 1.

167. The Vosburg-Putney Case, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Dec. 6, 1890, at 10.
168. See supra notes 99-100 and accompanying text.
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But the real contest centered on two questions of interpretation of the
more or less shared version of the events: whether the incident as such
came within a recognized liability rule and, if so, whether the resulting
harm could properly be attributed to the incident. The Putney side called
only two witnesses-George to describe the moral purity of his classroom
behavior and Mrs. Shultis to relate her random sightings of Andrew's
walking with a limp. And, apart from the advocates' intimation that the
two boys might have been coached before trial, neither side accused the
other of dishonesty.

It soon became obvious that, although the issues remained the same,
the tone of the second trial would be considerably less genteel. In a
striking departure from their strategy at the first trial, the Putneys brought
out their family and friends with testimony to contradict the Vosburgs'
description of the events in several important particulars and, above all,
to attack the credibility of Andrew's mother Janet. George's father,
mother, his eldest sister Hattie, and uncle Aaron, none of whom had
taken the stand at the previous trial, presently remembered conversations
with Janet in which she, on several separate occasions, had spoken about
Andrew's constant lameness before February 20 and discounted George's
connection with Andrew's plight. Henry Putney's brother-in-law, J.R.
Love, came forward to deny under oath his having made disparaging
remarks about George's temper. And although he conceded having come
across many a boy walking with a limp, Mr. Love now distinctly
remembered Andrew trudging in a "peculiar way" one morning "about
February 1st in front of the Park Hotel." He rejected the insinuation that
his kinship to the Putneys was aiding his recall. The defense also put on
the Putneys' friend Mary Shultis to retell her sighting of the lame
Andrew. She was as certain as could be that their encounter had taken
place on "26th of January-Thursday about 3:00." She was off the mark,
however; January 26 was Saturday, a fact subsequently put into evidence
on plaintiff's motion. Her son Herbert was no less positive that Andrew
had been walking with a limp throughout January and February of 1889.
In fact, Andrew had been walking with a limp ever since Herbert knew
him; had been "lame and pretty bad off for three years." The only two
witnesses who were strangers to the Putneys, Alice Stuart and her
daughter Blanche, both testified having seen Andrew lame sometime
during the winter of 1888-89. Yet, Mrs. Stuart allowed on cross-
examination that she knew "nothing of dates," and Blanche could not say
whether her observation came before or after February 20, 1889."w

The defense also tried to work the theme of "children at play." If
George had entertained no ill feeling toward Andrew, why then had he

169. Record II, supra note 4, at 53, 55-59, 61-63, 64-65, 93.
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"reached across the aisle and touched Andrew with [his] foot," his
attorneys wondered. Neither the plaintiffs counsel nor the judge liked
the form of the question: the examiner was leading the witness and
introducing "touching" when the incident had hitherto been treated as a
"kick." But George got the cue. He had, he replied, reached his foot
across the aisle and touched Andrew "on the calf of the leg" to attract
Andrew's attention for a slate pencil. Ryan brought out on cross-
examination that George had, in his previous testimony, said he merely
wanted Andrew to turn around. "I am going further than I did before,"
George conceded."

In comparison with the expanded defendant's case, the plaintiff s case
pretty much tracked the first trial. Indeed, Ryan even tried to get the
Vosburgs' relative poverty before the jury once again, though the judge
promptly squelched the maneuver. As before, the plaintiffs counsel did
not pretend that Andrew's claim was for anything but compensatory
damages, while sticking to the position that George had inflicted "a
conscious, knowing kick." But they exploited the fact that passage of
time had more fully revealed the gravity and permanence of Andrew's
injury and asked that the jury be allowed to examine the diseased limb.
To defendant's counsel, the request was "only for the purpose of bringing
a spectacle into the case to affect the jury by way of prejudice." Judge
Sloan, however, overruled the objection and directed Drs. Philler and
Bacon to strip the limb, which they did.'

In order to refute the allegations of Andrew's lameness before the
incident, the Vosburgs called two of their neighbors. Sam Boyd testified
to having seen Andrew quite often walk without a limp right past Boyd's
barn on his way to school in January and February, 1889, but when
pressed by defendant's counsel, was unsure of the range of his opportuni-
ty to observe. The other witness was more certain of what he had seen
but, in the end, turned out to be somewhat of an embarrassment to the
plaintiff's cause for another reason. James Hardy, who lived but two
doors down from the Vosburg lot, insisted he had observed Andrew
generally every school day during January and February 1889, and had
"[n]ever . . . [seen] him limp from the 3d of January to the 20th of
February." But this testimony perhaps lost some of its weight after the
counsel for the defendant had extracted the following from Mr. Hardy on
cross-examination:

I sat as a juror here in the trial of this very case, but I don't
know anything about the case. I told you I hadn't seen the

170. Id. at 50-53.
171. Id. at 6, 7, 10.
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wound dressed; I told you I was a neighbor of this boy; I told
you all I thought I had occasion to tell; I wasn't prejudiced at
that time, and ain't prejudiced now; I was doing my solemn
duty as a juror in this country. 72

As the trial progressed, the clashing stories of Janet Vosburg and the
Putney contingent raised suspicions of outright perjury, on the one hand,
and offered displays of astonishing recall and equally astonishing loss of
memory, on the other hand. The clash was over alleged out-of-court
conversations between Janet and some of the Putneys regarding the events
of February 20 and Andrew's condition before and after that date.
Having for whatever reason withheld this information from the first trial,
the Putneys now came forward with successive accounts of Janet's
statements in which she had, for all practical purposes, explained away
George's connection with Andrew's illness and disability. While Henry,
Ellen, Hattie and Aaron stood their ground during cross-examination,
Janet for her part did not hold up very well on the stand. When
confronted with the Putneys' testimony concerning the alleged conversa-
tions, Janet repeatedly professed being unable to remember.

The absence of Elizabeth More left one wondering whether she might
have been able to add some new element to her previous testimony in the
justice court and at the first trial, as the following exchange during the
redirect examination of Janet Vosburg intimated:

Q. Did Miss More, Andrew's teacher, come to visit him
Saturday after he was hurt? (Objected to. Objection overruled.
Exception.)
A. I am not sure whether it was Saturday or whether it was

Tuesday evening, not certain. She came there shortly
after he was hurt, within a very few days.

Q. Did she have a conversation with you?
(Objection.)

A. She told me-
Court. No, that won't do.

(Exception.)
A. She had a conversation with me-with Andrew and me
both. I think he lay on the bed; I was by. She didn't have a
conversation with Mr. Vosburg, but did with Drs. Philler and
Bacon.

172. Id. at 91-92.
173. Id. at 20-21.
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Counsel. This is all objected to.'

The Putneys had not only beefed up their lineup of lay witnesses but
also subpoenaed two physicians to confront Drs. Bacon and Philler who,
apart from Haight's penetrating cross-examination and virtuoso displays
of medical cant, had heretofore defined the scientific perspective on the
causation issue. Although the medical experts were, of course, address-
ing the basic issues identified and to a considerable extent developed on
the first trial, the new trial was by no means a faithful replay of the
former. The number of pages devoted to medical questions in the second
trial transcript exceeded that of the first by a factor of two-and-a-half.

Dr. Bacon and Dr. Philler again testified for the plaintiff. Dr. Bacon
led off. According to Dr. Bacon, Andrew's permanent injury rendered
his limb "useless for all time" and was the result of a disease that
presupposed the presence of pus-forming germs or microbes in the human
system. The microbes could find their way into the system through the
respiratory tract, the alimentary canal, or broken skin. A person "of
strumous or scrofulous habit," a "weak boy" was more apt to be afflicted
by these microbes or pus germs. Having entered the system, they might
remain in a latent condition for a number of years until "some devitalizing
cause . . . [produced] their development." A traumatic injury, like a
blow, could be one such cause."7 5

In cross-examining Dr. Bacon, the defendant's counsel tried to make
sure that the jury had distinctly heard and understood that a blow alone
could not produce the disease but was only another factor in producing or
accelerating it. Besides, a blow was not even necessary to bring about the
disease or hasten its progress; other causes were as sufficient. Dr. Bacon
listed three such causes: exposure to cold, like a local or general chill
from lying on the grass or wet ground; rapid bone growth in children of
Andrew's age; or great fatigue. Jurors familiar with Waukesha winters
did not have to stretch their imagination to think of ways in which a
fourteen-year old could expose his leg to a sudden chill. The possibility
of complications in bone growth also provided an attractive explanation
which placed the blame on nature's whim rather than human intervention.
Accordingly, the defendant's counsel took time to follow the rich vein of
this scenario. Dr. Bacon confirmed under Haight's questioning that
adolescent growth could have produced precisely this type of bone
inflammation "at that very point or spot." Yet, in the absence of any

174. Id. at 21.
175. Id. at 25, 31-32, 34, 35. In addition to the other illnesses already mentioned,

Andrew came down with typhoid fever in the interim between the first and the second trial
in his civil suit against George. Id. at 23.
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evidence of previous growing pains in the leg, Bacon was unwilling to
attribute the inflammation to this innocent cause. Finally, the kick had
not been the only recent blow on Andrew's right leg near the knee.
There was, of course, the abrasion received in the sledding mishap.
Could it not have been this traumatic incident that had set the process
going, Haight pressed. Dr. Bacon did not think so. Although there
might have been some inflammation and pus around the abrasion at some
time in the past, the wound had substantially healed by the time he made
his first house call on February 25. While germs could have entered
Andrew's system through the opening, Dr. Bacon was convinced there
had been no active process going on above the knee that might have
spread to the bone below the knee.176

The plaintiff's counsel twice put the ultimate fact question to Dr.
Bacon. But, because of one of the grounds for reversal of his first
judgment, Sloan was uneasy about the way the counsel worded the
question. After a brief exchange, the judge permitted the witness to
ascribe the observed result to a traumatic injury such as "[a] blow, or
hitting the leg against something-anything that might strike against it."
Later on, the counsel asked:

Q. Doctor, from hearing... [Andrew Vosburg's statement as
to how he received the kick], and if that is true, and from your
knowledge of the matter as you found it when you went to
attend him, what in your opinion was the exciting cause of this
difficulty.
(Objected to. Over-ruled. Exception taken)
A. I think the blow is the exciting cause. The blow or kick
I heard he received. I mean by the exciting cause, the immedi-
ate or the cause that causes rapid development."7

The plaintiff's counsel put a similar question to Dr. Philler at the end
of his direct examination, after the witness had confirmed his having
heard the testimonies of Andrew and teacher More in regard to how and
where Andrew received the kick on February 20 "from his playmate."

Q. After hearing that testimony and what you know of the case
of the boy, seeing it on the 8th day of March, what, in your
opinion, was the exciting cause that produced the inflammation
that you saw in that boy's leg on that day?

176. Id. at 26-30, 32-33, 35.
177. Id. at 23-24, 32.
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(Objected to on the ground-first, that there has not been a
sufficient foundation laid for answering such a question; and
second, it is usurping the province of the jury.)
Court. The foundation is the testimony of Miss More that he
heard read.
Counsel. If that testimony be true.
Court. That is implied.
(Objection overruled. Exception taken.)
A. The exciting cause was the injury received at that day by
the kick on the shinbone.7

During the cross-examination of Dr. Philler, Attorney Haight
attempted to get the witness to admit that an exciting cause, such as a
kick, for instance, could not produce periostitis, osteitis, osteomyelitis or
myelitis (inflammation of bone marrow) within just a few days. The
tactic backfired. Dr. Philler granted that he did not know of such a
development within twenty-four or forty-eight hours, but remembered
having read of bone inflammation within three to five days of the
traumatism. Referring to his own experience, Dr. Philler cited the case
of a Civil War soldier who allegedly had struck his shinbone on the step
of a railroad car. This traumatism led to inflammation and consequent
amputation of the soldier's leg within six days. Haight moved to strike
the answer because Dr. Philler had no firsthand knowledge of the
soldier's mishap. Judge Sloan was not persuaded because the unsought
illustration had popped out in response to Haight's own artful questions
to test the adverse witness. "He gives the explanation and you must take
it," the judge noted drily. "It, goes . .. , for what it is worth, to the
jury. 179

There was a nasty moment as the cross-examination of Dr. Philler
progressed. Since the trial transcript at this point only records witness'
answers but not the antecedent questions, the cross-examiner's phrasing
can only be inferred. It appears, however, that Haight and Dr. Philler
had confidentially discussed Andrew's case sometime in the past and that
Haight was now summoning fragments of the chat in order to contradict
Dr. Philler's statements on the stand. "I don't know if these questions are
fair, what private conversation I had with you," Dr. Philler snapped. "I
considered this entirely between man and man; a conversation without any
exposure of professional secrets. I admitted that I was fully imbued with
the idea that I had a case on hand of tuberculosis [sic]. I did not think of
that any more at all. I said that in justice court, and took it back." He

178. Id. at 37.
179. Id. at 40-41.
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stressed how difficult it was to make a positive diagnosis in this type of
a case without a microscope and allowed that he had been too quick back
then to bring up tuberculosis. Yes, with the information available to him
at the time, Dr. Philler went on, he had thought that scrofula was present
in Andrew's system. But he was of another opinion now. He differed
with Dr. Bacon who at one point in his testimony at the instant trial had
described Andrew's then state of health in these same terms. A scrofu-
lous or strumous diathesis (predisposition to disease), according to Dr.
Philler, was always exemplified by some glandular swelling. In another
display of his medical learning, Haight interposed whether the doctor had
noticed a certain kind of tumefaction. "I never... [was] called to attend
him for any swelling of that character," the doctor retorted, "I ain't able
to pronounce it.""8  In reporting on the proceedings, a Milwaukee
paper aptly noted that Theron Haight "dislocated the tongues of the
medical experts who tried to follow him in the pronunciation of medical
terms. "181

Dr. Philler disagreed with Dr. Bacon over the extent to which the
sled-related abrasion above Andrew's knee had healed by February 20.
Contrary to his colleague, Dr. Philler recalled the wound as indicating a
considerable loss of tissue. A wound as large as this, Dr. Philler
reasoned, would heal quite slowly, and the slow healing increased the
chances of inflammation. Inflammation would mean the presence of pus
germs which had entered from without. Yet, in this instance, the patient
reported no anterior symptoms such as chills or nausea. Therefore, Dr.
Philler concluded, the so-called pus infection must have taken place after
February 20. On his cross-examination, Dr. Philler had conceded that he
could not locate the starting point of the inflammation from personal
knowledge. On recross, however, he ventured that the bone destruction
had started as medullitis, that is; inflammation of the marrow. "We
generally look for the place of less resistance, and like this, through the
marrow being a line of less resistant part, I think it commenced
there. " 12

The defendant's first medical witness was Dr. Jacob who had
accompanied Drs. Bacon and Philler on their house call on March 15,
1889. His testimony covered three main points. First, if the sore above
the knee was, indeed, left without bandaging or other care for several
weeks and, during this period, the plaintiff regularly walked to school
situated about a mile from his home and, moreover, did chores around the

180. Id. at 42-44.
181. Doings in Waukesha: . . . Verdict in the Famous Vosburgh (sic]-Putney

Damage Suit, MILWAUKEE DAILY NEws, Dec. 10, 1890, at 1.
182. Record II, supra note 4, at 38, 45, 47.
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house, the risk of extending the infection would have been increased.
Proper care, on the other hand, would have practically obviated the
danger. Second, if the wound above the knee inflamed and continued
unhealed until nearly February 25, when medullitis in the upper portion
of the tibia was in progress, and Andrew received a kick on February 20
and on the same day "swelling of the tissue outside of the tibia connected
with . ..medullitis began," medullitis was probably the result of the
wound rather than the kick. That is, the wound above the knee was "the
main cause of the medullitis." If by contrast, the wound had scabbed
over, that would be some evidence that the microbes had "lessened their
hold." If the microbes were only "slightly at work and breaking off their
employment," a blow below the knee might have reactivated them. In the
absence of a blow, the microbes might have remained dormant, doing no
further injury. Dr. Jacob's third and final point was that, although a blow
of a sufficient force could break the periosteum, he could not recall a
single case of bone inflammation becoming painful and accompanied by
active inflammation of the surrounding tissues, within less than a week
from the occurrence of the traumatism that was supposed to have
triggered the inflammation."

During his cross-examination of Dr. Jacob, the plaintiff's counsel
tried to get the witness to concede that a blow on the shinbone strong
enough to bring forth inflammation centered on the mark of the blow
might have produced most any result before the inflammation was
terminated. The doctor insisted that the question was "absolutely
unintelligible." What the counsel seemed to be after was an authoritative
affirmation of his logic that the absence of medullitis in Andrew's leg at
the time of the incident enhanced the causal significance of George's kick.
But the counsel's rewording of the question ostensibly to clarify its import
still left Jacob baffled and continued to draw Haight's objections. These
questions only served "to befog the jury," he grumbled. To which Judge
Sloan commented: "[s]ometimes a cross-examination is for that pur-
pose. " '

The other defendant's expert was Dr. Albert J. Hodgson."8 Dr.
Hodgson was a thirty-two year old Waukesha County native. A graduate
of Rush Medical College in Chicago, he had practiced medicine in
Waukesha since 1886. When nine or ten years old, Albert Hodgson had
lost his left hand in a farm accident, yet despite this handicap, had
become an excellent surgeon who could adroitly make incisions and close

183. Id. at 66-73.
184. Id. at 76-78.
185. Waukesha Physicians, supra note 24, at "Hodgson" pages; About the State,

MILWAuKEE SENTiwEL, May 20, 1888, at 12.
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sutures with one hand. A tall and athletic man, Dr. Hodgson played
baseball on the local physicians' team and had the reputation of an expert
bicyclist. However, these admirable talents and skills did not entirely
keep the good doctor out of trouble. About two months after Andrew's
injury, a local newspaper reported that, in making a tight turn with his
bicycle on Main Street, Dr. Hodgson had "rather suddenly" laid low an
elderly citizen who immediately thereafter threatened the village with a
$5,000 lawsuit on grounds the paper did not reveal. Although healer by
profession, he also had brought injury to Miss Elizabeth More whom he
appears to have courted during his bachelor years. On May 13, 1888,
while the two were out for a Sunday afternoon ride, the buggy top had
become disarranged, according to the story, and the doctor had alighted
to fix it. It was then that the horse bolted and "the young lady took her
dangerous leap" out of the conveyance, breaking one of the small bones
of her ankle.

Dr. Hodgson's testimony did not significantly diverge from that of
his colleague, Dr. Jacob. If the abrasion above the knee did not heal
within a month's time or so, inflammation and secretion of pus were
certainly present. Daily straining of the leg under these circumstances,
Dr. Hodgson thought, would have increased the danger "of extending the
field of pus production, ... spreading the pus infection." The boy's
stoicism in face of pain would have pretty much determined whether he
appeared lame to others. Dr. Hodgson did not think that what had been
diagnosed as medullitis was the result of George's kick. He knew of no
case of traumatism-induced bone inflammation or inflammation of the
marrow, with active inflammation of the surrounding tissue, manifesting
itself within less than a week. Nor had he heard of a case of medullitis
produced by traumatism where the inflammation was brought to the
surface within twelve hours, or to the point of septicemia within three
days, from the time of the traumatism.1"

At the end of the plaintiffs case, the defense rose to challenge
plaintiff's implicit assumptions about the legal import of the causation
evidence which had once again begun plainly to dominate the proceed-
ings. The task fell on Joseph Quarles. Before calling defendant's first
witness, Quarles moved the court to strike from the record that part of
Andrew's testimony which had recounted "the so-called quarrel about the
books" because, according to Quarles, the evidence showed there had
been no quarrel or misunderstanding of any sort. Judge Sloan went along
and agreed to have any pertinent matter deleted from the record and to
tell the jury that there was "no question of that kind" in the case.

186. Record II, supra note 4, at 82-86.
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Quarles' stratagem became apparent moments later. With the record
cleansed of anything to support a finding that George had borne a grudge
toward Andrew and his kick had been an act of retribution or ill will,
Quarles immediately moved for a nonsuit. He argued that where there
was no evidence of wantonness or willfulness and, consequently, the
defendant's liability turned solely on the question of his lack of care, the
plaintiff was entitled to recover "only such damages as were the natural,
usual and ordinary result of the act, and such as might have been
naturally anticipated to follow from the act." He claimed that Kellogg v.
Chicago & Northwestern Railway Co.,"17 "notwithstanding two very bad
judicial essays that appear later on in the opinions of this state,"
established this rule in Wisconsin and presumed His Honor to be familiar
with it.'88

Quarles' reliance on the Kellogg case was not entirely misplaced, if
Andrew Vosburg's claim were seen as grounded solely in George's
ordinary negligence. In Kellogg, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin upheld
a farmer's claim for fire damage against a railroad company.' After
sparks from one of the railroad's engines had ignited some dry matter on
the railroad's right-of-way, the fire traveled a considerable distance over
a varied terrain, leapt across a brook and burned down several buildings
and stacks of hay and straw belonging to the plaintiff." In both his
initial opinion and the opinion denying a rehearing, altogether forty-six
pages, Chief Justice Dixon took an expansive view of the scope of
liability in negligence cases. If the fire produced by the cinder striking
the first combustible substance was a natural and proximate consequence
of the defendant's negligence, then the effect had to continue to be
proximate, as to everything the fire consumed in its direct course.'91

To this extent, Kellogg lent no support to Quarles' assertion. But there
was another side to Dixon's message. The court's reluctance expressly
to limit defendant's liability to foreseeable damages or to cut off the
extent of liability by an arbitrary rule, as in Ryan v. New York Central
Railroad Co., did not free the plaintiff from establishing a breach of
duty in relation to the plaintiff's interest injured. This would require
Andrew to show that some personal injury to him should have been
contemplated by the twelve-year-old George. The two "very bad judicial
essays," neither of which Quarles identified, probably were Brown v.

187. 26 Wis. 223 (1870).
188. Record II, supra note 4, at 48-49.
189. Kellogg, 26 Wis. at 241.
190. Id. at 228-30.
191. Id. at 240.
192. 35 N.Y. 210 (1866).
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Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co.'" and McNamara v.
Village of Clintonville.9 Both were negligence cases brought by
vulnerable plaintiffs (a pregnant woman, in the first case; a physician
predisposed to inflammatory rheumatism, in the other), and both took it
as clearly established that one who commits a trespass or other wrong is
liable for all the damage which legitimately and directly flows from it,
"whether such damages might have been foreseen by the wrong-doer or
not. "95

In any event, Judge Sloan showed little enthusiasm for Quarles'
disquisition on negligence. His impression was, he said again, that intent
in a case such as the one before him referred "more to the act itself than
to the consequences."

This has been argued in the Supreme Court [on the first
appeal], and I think from your briefs you must have argued the
question, as that involved the right of the plaintiff to recover; it
seems as though they would, and ought to have said something
about it.' 96

Moreover, he felt that, in the absence of a decision on facts similar
to those in the instant case, it was his duty to let the case go to the jury
with appropriate instructions. Having said this he denied the defendant's
motion."

The differences between the parties regarding their respective
assumptions about the liability rule, flared up again when, after the
closure of all testimony, the defendant requested a special verdict.

The counsel for plaintiff propounded five questions, two of
which-the first and the third-the counsel considered as having been
answered in the affirmative by uncontradicted evidence. That is to say,
it was not in dispute that George kicked Andrew on the shinbone
knowingly and consciously, or that Andrew had received an injury above
the knee during the month of January. With the kick as a given, the
second question was whether the kick had been the "exciting cause of the
injury to ... [Andrew's] leg." As to the previous injury, the plaintiff's
counsel wanted the jury to consider, in question four, whether there was
"any disease left in the boy's leg" by reason of the previous injury. The

193. 11 N.W. 356 (Wis. 1882).
194. 22 N.W. 472 (Wis. 1885).
195. 11 N.W. at 361 (citing Kellogg v. Northwestern Railway Co., 26 Wis. 223
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196. Record I1, supra note 4, at 49-50.
197. Id. at 50.
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remaining fifth question concerned the amount of damages.'" These
questions were straightforward and consistent with the Supreme Court's
past remarks about the case. "It is sufficient that it is the opinion of the
medical witnesses," the Supreme Court had written, "that such a cause
even might produce such a result under the peculiar circumstances, and
that the jury had the right to find, from the evidence and reasonable
inferences therefrom, that it did."199

The directed "yes" in answer to the first question, if accepted by the
judge, -would ipso facto have made plaintiff the prevailing party, with
costs chargeable to the defendant. An affirmative answer to the second
question would have entitled plaintiff to substantial compensatory
damages, possibly diminished, however, if the jury also responded to the
fourth question in the affirmative.

The defendant's proposed special-verdict questions were more
artfully crafted. The questions mainly sought to put three images before
the jury: Andrew's previous injury and lameness; the lawfulness of
George's conduct; and the extraordinary consequences of the incident.
The counsel had chosen their words with this imagery in mind, for
instance, taking pains to refer to preexisting "pus" and substituting
"touch" and "touching" for "kick." They also stated three of the
questions in the negative: "Was not the plaintiff lame . . . ?" "Had not
the tibia in the plaintiff's right leg become inflamed . . .? " "Was not
such touch employed by the defendant as a measure of attracting the
attention of the plaintiff?" Questions in this form could easily have
led to a squabble over the intelligibility of the jury's answers and to still
another retrial.

According to the press, the case had "excited more interest than any
other on the calendar." During the three days of testimony, the court-
room had been filled with spectators, "many ladies being among the
number." Judge Sloan scheduled an evening session on Monday,
December 8,. to hear the closing arguments. Ernst Merton led off. He
was followed by Joseph Quarles for the defendant. The news that Quarles
would speak "attracted a very large attendance, and each felt himself
amply repaid by the very fine, logical, forcible address which that
gentleman delivered." Timothy Ryan's speech in rebuttal on the following
morning was no less "eloquent, dramatic and impressive." Indeed,

198. Id. at 96.
199. Vosb[u]rg v. Putney, 47 N.W. 99, 99 (Wis. 1890).
200. Record I, supra note 4, at 97.
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Merton and Ryan received many compliments for "the masterly manner
in which they handled the subject.""o

Judge Sloan accepted neither set of questions the parties had
submitted. His own version borrowed heavily from the defendant's
language (without the negatives) regarding the antecedent injury and
lameness and took the exciting cause formula from the plaintiff. Sloan
also included a question asking whether "the defendant in touching the
plaintiff with his foot intend[ed] to do him any harm," yet took it upon
himself to write in a "no",' consistent with his prior ruling.'

The judge confided his being quite pleased to instruct the jury on the
special verdict. It was "somewhat of a relief' to him, he said, not being
called upon to inform the jury whether this plaintiff could or could not
recover on a given set of facts. The jury was only to look at and weigh
the evidence relating to each of the seven questions and, in each instance,
enter its answer in the form of a yes or no, except for the seventh
question which required the entry of a monetary sum not in excess of
$5,000.20

Sloan's most specific instruction concerned the issue of damages and
was obviously fashioned to forestall a finding of error on appeal. The
two boys, he stressed, were the parties in this case, and the parents of
either boy had nothing to do with the case. In particular, the jury was not
to assess damages on account of any effect this misfortune might have had
on the plaintiff's mother or father. As to Andrew's own damages, Sloan
said,

[t]he law recognizes the suffering, the pain of feeling, and
anguish that he endured during those weary weeks, the effect it
has had upon him as to his general health, the effect that it will
have upon him in the future; because it is conceded in the case
or rather not disputed that it is permanent, incurable, that he is
to go through life unable to earn by his daily labor what he
might perhaps have earned were it not for this misfortune.

201. Current Events, JANESVILLE DAILY GAZET'rE, Dec. 10, 1890, at 3 ("$2,500
in favor of Andrew Vo'berg [sic] for injuries received in a fight at school"); Hurt by a
Kick: The Waukesha Case Decided in Favor of the Plaintiff, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Dec.
10, 1890, at 10; Judge and Jury: Both are Appealed to by Lawyers Weak and Strong,
WAUKESHA J., Dec. 13, 1890, at 1; A Long Struggle: The Vosburg-Putney Trial Again
Attracts interest, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec. 11, 1890, at 1; Proceedings in Circuit
Court, WAUKESHA COUNTY DEMOCRAT,' Dec. 13, 1890, at 3; Wisconsin News,
MILWAUKEE J., Dec. 10, 1890, at 4.

202. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Charge 11.
203. Record II, supra note 4, at 48.
204. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Charge 2, 17.
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While no money can compensate for an injury of this kind, yet
you are to take this into consideration and give such reasonable,
moderate sum as under all the circumstances he has sustained by
reason of this injury; nothing by way of punishment to the
defendant.'

The jury which heard Judge Sloan's charge had been drawn from a
panel of seventeen. One of the panelists was promptly excused. It was
George Harding, a Democrat and head of a prominent Waukesha County
family. Harding's withdrawal adds to the suspicion that his son, George
Harding, Jr., might, indeed, have had some knowledge of the circum-
stances surrounding the incident in the classroom.' The plaintiff
struck John Tempero, a tenant farmer, and Henry Vettleson, a farmer in
the Town of Delafield where the Vosburgs had resided in the past. The
defendant, on his part, struck Sebina Barney, another highly regarded
Democrat and owner of 186 acres of land outside the village, and George
Pilkington, a village resident. David Johnston, owner of a single acre of
rural land, was excused after the beginning of the trial for unspecified
reasons. Of the remaining eleven men, eight were farmers, ranging from
Fred Stigler and William Gruenwald each of whom owned more than 200
acres, to Rudolph Holz, a tenant farmer. In contrast to the first trial,
there was nothing to suggest that any of the present set of jurors were,
had been, or aspired shortly to become, local government officials. Only
two residents of the Village of Waukesha were among them-Henry
Erredge, a drugstore clerk, and John Lau, a wagonmaker and painter.
One of the farmers, C.W. Denny, was elected foreman.'

The verdict came on December 9, 1890, after about eight hours of
deliberation. The jury found that the plaintiff had previously received a
pus-producing injury but that it had nearly healed by February; plaintiff's
tibia had not become diseased or the plaintiff lame before the incident in
the classroom; and although the defendant had intended no harm, his kick
was the exciting cause of injury to the plaintiff's leg. The jury set the
plaintiff's damages at $2,500.101

Defendant's counsel objected to the special verdict "for the reason
that it does not establish facts sufficient to form the basis of a judgment
by the court." They also excepted to most of the answers as unsupported

205. Id. at 16-17.
206. Cf. supra text accompanying notes 35, 56, 65 (regarding the Harding boy).
207. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Jury List. The data regarding the

prospective jurors were obtained from a variety of sources, including biographical
sketches, official records, newspaper articles, county directories, etc. Copies and
referenced notes are on file with the author.

208. Record I, supra note 4, at 98.
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by the evidence and internally inconsistent and, of course, because the
judge had rejected the questions the defendant had proffered. The court
denied their motion to set aside the verdict and award a new trial.
Plaintiff's counsel thereupon moved for judgment on the special verdict
for the sum of $2,500 with costs. The court took the plaintiff's motion
under advisement and postponed the further consideration of the case until
February 5, 1891.1

On Monday, January 12, 1891, the Waukesha County Bar gave a
banquet in honor of Judge Sloan. Upward of thirty men representing the
legal and medical professions, the clergy and the press were gathered to
pay tribute to the judge "than who no more just, cultured or popular man
holds a similar position in the state." Attorney Merton was in the
toastmaster's chair, substituting for Judge Frank Putney who was
unavoidably absent. Ryan was present in a colleague's verse, though not
in person:

And Ryan with Apollo's mold,
With voice that Boreas' envy'd claim,
With confidence and presence bold,
And hand outstretched to clutch at Fame.

Haight, Griswold and Drs. Jacob and Philler were among the
speakers. "The law learns a great deal from medicine," Dr. Philler
reminded the gathering. "One of my friends learned all about the
microbes, so that it took about twenty pounds of sulphur to clear the court
house after the last trial." And a good time was had by all.21

On February 5, Griswold and Haight, with Quarles, of counsel, filed
a written motion upon the special verdict for judgment in favor of
defendant. On the same day, Judge Sloan overruled the motion and
rendered judgment for the plaintiff for the sum of $2,500 in damages and
$141.21 in costs and disbursements (including those of the first trial).
The judgment was docketed on February 6, 1891.1"

IX. ANDREW VOSBURG v. GEORGE PuTnEr. SECOND APPEAL

On March 14, 1891, Henry D. Putney and Aaron S. Putney cosigned
an undertaking on appeal. The records were filed in the Supreme Court

209. Id. at 98-99.
210. Honored by Friends: Judge Sloan Banqueted on Monday Evening,

WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Jan. 15, 1891, at 1; Banquet given by the Waukesha County Bar
in honor of Judge A. Scott Sloan at the National Hotel, Waukesha, January 12, 1891
(copy on file with author).

211. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Judgment.
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on July 11, 1891. Haight, with Quarles, of counsel, submitted a brief for
the appellant George Putney. In addition, Quarles filed a separate brief.
Ryan and Merton were on respondent Andrew Vosburg's brief.212

Haight, Quarles and Ryan argued the case before Chief Justice
Orsamus Cole and Associate Justices William Lyon, Harlow Orton, John
Casoday and John Winslow, on October 26, 1891.21 It was the same
court, except for Winslow. Winslow, a former circuit judge and
erstwhile law partner of Joseph Quarles, had succeeded David Taylor
upon the latter's death in the spring of 1891.214

Since the second trial had largely retold the story developed the first
time around, the parties' statements of fact and legal arguments differed
from their previous appellate essays only in structure and emphasis. The
appellant's main brief admitted that, at the time of the incident on
February 20, 1889, the school had been called to order. The incident
itself, however, was insignificant. It was, according to the appellant,
nothing worse than George's reaching across from his desk and touching
Andrew's leg "with his toe," without any wrongful intent. Although the
record was silent as to how much force was applied, the appellant deemed
it significant that Miss More who "saw the movement" did not regard it
sufficiently indecorous at the time to address either boy until Andrew
began to cry. In trying to paint this innocuous incident as "the exciting
cause," the counsel for plaintiff-respondent had extracted from their
medical experts opinion evidence that lacked a properly laid foundation.
The trial judge, over the defendant-appellant's objections, had neverthe-
less let the answers in.215

In any event, supposing the testimony was taken to establish a
reasonable inference "that the alleged kick was in any way the cause of
the plaintiff's misfortune," the Haight and Quarles' argument went on, the
kick was, "as among boys, . . . an unavoidable accident." Or, supposing
it was not an unavoidable accident, the kick was excusable because of "an
implied license for ... [defendant's] hitting plaintiff with his foot." But
even if the kick was neither accidental nor excusable, an action of trespass
against the infant defendant did not lie in the absence of any showing of
the infant defendant's evil intent. One could prevail against an eleven-

212. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Undertaking on Appeal and Judgment
Roll; Brief for Appellant, Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891) [hereinafter Br.
Appellant II]; Separate Brief for Appellant, Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891)
[hereinafter Separate Br. Appellant 1I]; Brief for Respondent, Vosburg v. Putney, 50
N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891) [hereinafter Br. Resp't I].

213. Wisconsin Supreme Court Journals, Oct. 26, 1891.
214. " DICTIONARY OF WISCONSIN BIOoRAPHY, supra note 57, at 378-79; 1 Wis.

BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 246-50.
215. Br. Appellant II, supra note 212, at 1-2, 6-7.
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year old boy only upon a showing of the boy's negligence. This
requirement, in turn, limited the extent of the infant's liability. The
Supreme Court of Wisconsin had repeatedly held, Haight and Quarles
wrote, that in order to warrant a finding that negligence, or an act not
amounting to a wanton wrong, was the proximate cause of an injury, it
had to appear that the injury had been the natural and probable conse-
quence of the wrongful conduct and that it ought to have been foreseen
under the circumstances. Here, the bone inflammation which the plaintiff
was straining to attribute to the kick was neither a natural nor a probable
consequence of the kick. Therefore, the kick could not be treated as the
proximate cause of the injury, and the trial court's decision to the
contrary was fatally flawed.

Furthermore, since negligence was the only possible basis of
recovery, the question of Andrew's contributory negligence or that of his
parents in either treating or procuring treatment was relevant and should
have been submitted to the jury. Just because Andrew might have been
incapable of personal discretion did not mean that he was "above all law."
Andrew belonged to his parents to whom discretion regarding the care of
his person had been confided. His parents were his keepers and agents
for this purpose. Both their acts and neglect were imputable to Andrew,
as in Hartfield v. Roper."6 These reasons, separately and cumulatively,
fortified by Judge Sloan's directed finding that, in touching Andrew with
his foot, George intended no harm, had required the granting of the
defendant's motion for nonsuit, the counsel concluded." 7

It was precisely the need to keep the court focused on Sloan's
directed finding that prompted Quarles to write a separate brief in which
he sought to enlarge upon the question of the proper liability rule. Since
Andrew Vosburg had commenced his case by alleging that George Putney
("a mere child," Quarles noted) had assaulted him, his claim had to be
backed by evidence of trespass for the circuit court's judgment to stand.
Yet the record was devoid of any evidence that the defendant had
committed trespass "upon his little playmate, the plaintiff." It was a well
known proposition that intention to do harm was essential for an assault,
something that Sloan had ruled out as a matter of law. In a case of
assault and battery which, Quarles seemed to imply, might have been a
more accurate characterization of the incident, the plaintiff still had to
come forward with evidence to show either that the defendant's intention
was unlawful or that the defendant was at fault. The plaintiff had done
neither.

216. 21 Wend. 615 (N.Y. 1839).
217. Br. Appellant 11, supra note 212, at 9-11, 14-15.
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Laying hands on others was, indeed, battery. But there was nothing
unlawful about touching another merely to attract his attention. Friendly
everyday contacts were not unlawful. As to them, law recognized an
implied license. Quarles was emphatic that, especially among "children
who are playmates, neighbors and friends," there was no blame for such
contacts and therefore no tort. "The friendly scuffles, the trials of
strength among school children ... were indispensable to their physical
growth and development." The verdict conclusively established the
innocence of the defendant's purpose. The touch by the defendant of his
"play fellow" for the purpose of attracting his attention (according to the
defendant's uncontroverted testimony) was precisely what happened "in
every school throughout this broad land nearly every school day in the
year.

As to the defendant's negligence, the trial court had received no
proof and made no finding. The burden on this issue was on the plaintiff;
the trial court had no power to presume the defendant's negligence.
Furthermore, no reasonable and prudent person, least of all a boy of
George's tender years, would under the circumstances have foreseen that
an injury to Andrew might follow his act. "The law . . was not so cruel
and arbitrary as to . . .require the little boy to anticipate harm from a
combination of circumstances wholly unknown to him at the time." In
other words, even if the jury had found negligence upon evidence
presented and the Supreme Court of Wisconsin had been asked to sustain
the finding, Quarles was confident the Court could not and would not
have sustained it.218

Quarles concluded his argument on a portentous policy note:

The affirmance of this judgment will render every school
boy in Wisconsin guilty of assault and battery a dozen times
every day. What has heretofore been esteemed healthful sport
will take in the sombre complexion of tort. All friendly
exercise which involves "any touching of the person," must be
abandoned as a wrong. The pastimes of childhood will be
visited with penalties and the exuberance of youth repressed by
the frowning menace of the law.219

The summary of facts in Ryan and Merton's brief differed from that
of their adversaries in two respects. According to Ryan and Merton, the
incident was a great deal more serious. There was no "so-called kick" in
their vocabulary. As they saw it, George "stood up in the aisle and

218. Separate Br. Appellant II, supra note 212, at 1-10.
219. Id. at 11.
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kicked across at ... [Andrew] and hit him a severe blow with the toe of
his shoe directly upon the shin bone (or tibia)." As for the quality of
Andrew's medical care, he was "attended by able physicians who finally
thought it necessary to have a surgical operation."

Their legal argument was also brief. In no more than four pages,
Ryan and Merton brushed aside the multiple assignments or error to the
substantiation of which the opposing counsel had devoted twenty-three
pages.

It was entirely competent, they wrote, for Dr. Bacon to state that,
upon his examination of Andrew's leg, it was his opinion that a blow or
the hitting of the leg against something had caused the injury. Dr.
Philler's situation was no different. It was no less proper for him to
testify that, in his opinion, the kick was the exciting cause. After all, he
too had examined Andrew's leg and heard teacher More, an eyewitness,
testify regarding the kick.

Ryan and Merton disposed of the substantive law issues with like
dispatch. The rule was well established, in fact, elementary, they argued,
that infants were liable for actions arising ex delicto, certainly when
founded on positive wrongs like trespass. Another rule followed in
Wisconsin held one who had committed a trespass, or other wrongful act,
liable for "all the direct injury resulting from such act," although such
resulting injury could not have been contemplated as the probable result
of the act. Since it was undisputed that the defendant stood in the aisle
at school and knowingly, consciously and deliberately kicked the plaintiff
thereby injuring him, the trial judge had properly denied the defendant's
motion for a nonsuit. Besides, Ryan and Merton concluded, the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin had settled the substantive law of this case on the
former appeal. '

Three weeks after the oral argument, on November 17, 1891, the
court reversed the judgment, with costs in the sum, of $189.00 taxed
against the respondent, and ordered the case, which had by now become
"one of the most interesting in the annals of . . . [Waukesha] county,"
remanded for a new trial. Associate Justice Lyon wrote the decision of
the Court."z

William Penn Lyon' was born to Quaker parents in 1822. In
William's nineteenth year, the Lyons left upstate New York and came to
Walworth County, Wisconsin. Lyon was self-educated, apart from about
a year's worth of formal schooling. He studied Blackstone's and Kent's

220. Br. Resp't II, supra note 212, at 1-2, 4-8.
221. Wisconsin Supreme Court Journals, Nov. 17, 1891; Vosburg v. Putney, 50

N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891).
222. 11 DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOORAPHY, supra note 150, at 536; 1 WIS.

BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 159-66.
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Commentaries before entering the office of a local judge as a law
apprentice in 1844. In 1846, he was admitted to the practice of law.
After moving to Racine, Lyon held the office of district attorney for some
years. His involvement in Republican politics led to his election to the
state legislature in 1859, where he was at once made the Assembly
Speaker. He served as an officer in the Civil War from 1861, until
mustered out as brevetted brigadier-general in 1865. During the
immediate postwar years, Lyon was judge of the First Judicial Circuit
comprising five counties in the state's southeast corner. Following
Lyon's unsuccessful candidacy for Congress in 1870, Governor Fairchild
chose him to fill a vacancy on the Supreme Court of Wisconsin. Three
months later, he was elected for the unexpired term and subsequently re-
elected. He lectured at the University of Wisconsin Law School from
1871 to 1873. In 1872, the University conferred upon him the honorary
degree of LL.D.

Although the appellant had assigned eleven errors, 'Lyon's opinion
addressed only three.

Lyon agreed entirely with Ryan and Merton's view of the applicable
liability rule. In a case like this, the plaintiff, certainly, had to show
either that the defendant's intention was unlawful, or that the defendant
had been at fault. But if the intended act, the kicking, was an unlawful
act, the intention to kick was necessarily unlawful as well. Here, the
defendant's act occurred after the teacher had called the school to order
and "after the regular exercises of the school had commenced." The act,
thus, violated the order and decorum of the school and was, therefore,
unlawful. The incident did not occur on a playground to warrant a
finding of an implied license to engage, without malice, wantonness, or
negligence, in the usual boyish sports.' Justice Lyon also unhesitat-
ingly accepted the expansive principle to govern the extent of the
recoverable damages on which the plaintiff had relied. "The rule of
damages in actions for torts ... [holds] the wrongdoer ... liable for all
injuries resulting directly from the wrongful act, whether they could or
could not have been foreseen by him."'

However, the promise of Andrew Vosburg's victory soon shattered
against what the court once again considered an erroneous ruling on
admissibility of evidence.' Again, the handling of Dr. Philler's
testimony led to the defeat. Andrew's own story, Lyon reasoned, had
confirmed both the above-the-knee abrasion and the injury at the spot on
which George's kick had landed. Naturally, the litigants had disagreed

223. Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. at 403-04.
224. Id. at 404.
225. Id.
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as to which of these two loci the resulting harm was to be traced.
Defendant, of course, claimed that the upper wound had proximately
caused the disease and that the kick, at most, had somewhat hastened its
progress. Even one of plaintiffs experts, Dr. Bacon, seemed to concede
that much on cross-examination, Lyon noted. But despite the conflicting
evidence, the plaintiff's counsel, in seeking Dr. Philler's opinion on the
causation issue, had so structured his question as to prevent the witness
from expressing his views regarding each of the two possibilities. The
question put to Dr. Philler asked him to state, solely on the basis of
Andrew's description of how he had received the kick and Philler's
reading of More's eyewitness testimony regarding the same incident, what
had causally excited the inflammation in Andrew's leg on the day of the
incident. The question in this form excluded one of the two probable
causes from Dr. Philler's consideration.2

[T]he witness had but one fact upon which to base his opinion,
to wit, the fact that defendant kicked plaintiff on the shin-bone.
Based, as it necessarily was, on that fact alone, the opinion of
Dr. Philler that the kick caused the injury was inevitable, when,
had the proper hypothesis been submitted to him, his opinion
might have been different. The answer of Dr. Philler ... may
have had, probably did have, a controlling influence with the
jury, for they found by their verdict that his opinion was
correct. 27

The trial judge, Justice Lyon wrote, should have sustained the
objection to the question. The error in permitting Dr. Philler to answer
the question was "material, and necessarily fatal to the judgment. " '

X. SETH VOSBURG V. GEORGE PUTNEY: TRIAL

In October 1889, George Putney was successively served with
summons and complaint in two separate actions, one brought by Andrew,
the other by Seth Vosburg. After relating Andrew's crippling injury and
how George had brought it about, Seth's complaint alleged that he, Seth,
had been "compelled to pay out large sums of money for Doctor bills
medicine bills, nurse bills, etc.;" that both he and his wife, Andrew's
mother Janet, had been compelled to devote a great deal of "time and
attention to the care and nursing" of Andrew; that Andrew had been "a

226. Id.
227. Id.
228. Id.
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strong healthy boy and able to render assistance to . . [Seth] in helping
to support himself and brothers and sisters [sic];" and that, because of
Andrew's permanent injury, Seth was and remained "deprived of the
services" that Andrew would have been able to render during his
minority. In conclusion, Seth asked for a judgment of $2,500 in
damages, with costs and disbursements. George Putney's answer was a
general denial.'

While Andrew's case was bouncing back and forth between
Waukesha and Madison, his father's action was continued from term to
term. But now, after the Supreme Court of Wisconsin had remanded
Andrew's case to the circuit court for, possibly, a third trial, the
Vosburgs' attorneys redirected their energies to advancing the other
cause. On November 19, 1891, just two days after the adverse ruling in
Madison, Ryan and Merton served the third notice of trial in Seth
Vosburg v. George Putney on attorney Haight, who henceforth handled
the litigation on behalf of the Putneys by himself. The notice was given
for the circuit court's regular December term.' The case was called
on Wednesday, December 9. In the absence of Judge Sloan, who had
been assigned to try the so-called "saloon" or "liquor cases" in Racine,
Judge Fish of the First Judicial Circuit presided in a courtroom filled with
attentive spectators. 231

Frank Marson Fish 32 had been recently appointed to the bench to
fill the vacancy created by the elevation of John Winslow to the
Wisconsin Supreme Court. When appointed in May 1891, Fish, then 32
years old, was the youngest judge in the state. He was born in Illinois,
in 1858, a year before his parents moved to Southeastern Wisconsin. He
studied briefly at the Academy of John G. McMynn and the University
of Wisconsin. In 1876 young Fish began reading law systematically
under the direction of his father, a well known attorney. Three years
later, he was admitted to the bar and entered law practice in Racine. He
was a Republican and had served a two-year term as Racine County
District Attorney before assuming the judgeship.

229. See supra note 79; Record III, supra note 4, at 2-4.
230. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Notice of Trial.
231. Circuit Court Record, Judge M. Fish Presiding, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec.

10, 1891, at 1; Proceedings in Circuit Court, WAUKESHA COUNTY DEMOCRAT, Dec. 12,
1891, at 3.

232. 1 Wis. BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 357-58; PORTRArr AND
BIOGRAPHICAL ALBUM OF RACINE AND KENOSHA COUNTIES, WISCONSIN 551 (1892).
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Since Seth's claim was derivative, the familiar story had to be told
for the third time. The plaintiff led off with the boys' teacher who had,
in the meantime, got married to Frederick Garland Short.z33

Mrs. Short's testimony reconstructed the somewhat hazy "tableau"
still haunting her memory. Yes, the large school bell had been rung.
No, she hadn't called the class to order. Yes, she saw George kick
Andrew. No, she couldn't remember whether Andrew had been lame
before the kick. Yes, Andrew had attended school "right along that
winter," but she had no recollection of whether he had been occasionally
absent or not.?

In examining Andrew at the preceding two trials, his counsel had
avoided bringing up Andrew's previous injuries. But since by now these
matters had been spread over the transcripts of the previous trials anyway,
they invited Andrew, on this occasion, to tell his side of the sledding
accident and its aftermath. 5 The opposing counsel, Haight, as might
have been expected, dwelt on the same during cross-examination and
broadened the inquiry to include Andrew's other previous mishaps and
ailments: the axe cut on his left knee, his bouts with scarlet fever,
measles and mumps, and his having been flung against a faucet. Haight
also pressed Andrew on sundry details in order to cast doubts into the
jury's collective mind regarding Andrew's truthfulness and the reliability
of his memory. On what day, exactly, did the sledding accident occur?
How did he know that the pain came one or two minutes after the initial
numbness which, as Andrew claimed, the kick had produced? Had he
ever tried to measure the length of a minute or five minutes with a clock
or a watch? What were the design and placement of the student's desks?
What was he wearing on his leg that morning?'

Andrew's answer regarding his dress on the baleful day cut both
ways. On the one hand, it suggested that Andrew had been in a habit of
bundling up and, thus, had not lightly exposed his limb to the winter
cold. On the other hand, three layers of heavy clothing seemed like
ample protection against a light kick, a sort of shin-guard that precocious

233. Record III, supra note 4, at 5; 6 Marriage Records, Waukesha County,
Wisconsin 20; Frederick Short was a member of the just created Wisconsin Dairy and
Food Commission and formerly a teacher of agricultural chemistry at the University of
Wisconsin and a researcher peripherally involved in developing the important "Babcock
test" for fat content in milk. 2 MERLE CURTI & VERNON CARSTENSEN, THE UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN 387-90 (1949); Fraud in Foods, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, July 21, 1889,
at 14.

234. Record III, supra note 4, at 5-7; see also supra note 99 and accompanying
text.

235. Record 111, supra note 4, at 7.
236. Id. at 10-13.
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kids driven by the imperatives of economic efficiency might choose to
wear."3 The exchange between Haight and Andrew concerning the
desks also related to the kick's potency to do serious harm. Andrew
thought the width of the aisle separating him from George was "a little
over two feet" and remembered that the "seats were on hinges, but when
down one could not stand in them." 38 The implications of this layout
became more obvious when Austin Hill, a carpenter who had recently
installed the desks and was called by the Putneys to testify, confirmed that
the "aisles were 24 inches in the clear" and gave other measurements,
verbally and by a drawing submitted as an exhibit, which portrayed a
cramped seating arrangement offering little space within which to move
about or execute a powerful kick.'

Precise dating of the sledding accident was also a matter of conse-
quence. Past testimony had not been entirely harmonious regarding the
rate at which the abrasion was healing, and one could expect continuing
disagreement among the same witnesses. Yet the condition of the wound
above the knee was very much relevant to the question of whether
advanced disease might have been present in the leg. An inordinately
long interval between the injury and formation of granulation tissue
supported an inference that this, indeed, was the case.

At the first trial, Andrew placed the sledding accident "about the first
of January [1889]." He had been out of town for New Year's day,
returned to Waukesha on January 2, and had hurt his leg very soon
thereafter, he testified then.' At the second trial, he thought the
accident had happened "towards middle or last of that January.""4 He
was no more certain about the'dates when questioned at the present trial.
It seemed to him that there had not been enough snow in the early part of
the month; it had been thawing and freezing, instead. Thereafter, it had
not been snowing steadily; just a little flurry now and then, enough for
intermittent sledding, to the best of his recollection. "It might have been
the first week in January, on Thursday or Friday night," he ventured. "It
was possibly during the first half of the month."2 In the course of
presenting the defendant's case, Haight put Alfred Van Brunt Dey on the
stand. Mr. Dey, a direct descendant of Dirck Hansen Dey who had come
to New Amsterdam (New York) with the Dutch West India Company in
1639, was a volunteer observer in Waukesha for the weather bureau. His

237. Id. at 12; see also supra note 16 and accompanying text; infra notes 352 and
362 and accompanying text.

238. Record III, supra note 4, at 12.
239. Id. at 59; Orig. Record 111, supra note 79, at Exhibit.
240. Record I, supra note 8, at 6-7.
241. Record II, supra note 4, at 8-9.
242. Record III, supra note 4, at 10-11.
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testimony gave a day-by-day account of the temperature and snow and
wind conditions. According to him, Thursday, January 10, had been the
first day of sleighing that month. A thaw followed, and all snow was
gone by the 16th. Light snow fell on January 20, 27 and 30. As to the
daily temperature readings for the month before February 20, Dey's
entries showed them to have been on the cold side.'

Discrepancies turned up in George Putney's description of his actions
as well. His latest account did not quite jibe with what he had recounted
at the two previous trials. George was sure he had been sitting at the
time and, thus, could have but reached rather than kicked across. After
asking Andrew for his pen or knife he merely "touched" Andrew "on the
back and calf of the leg." He could not remember having previously
denied any recollection of whether he had been sitting or standing at the
time of the incident. But passage of time had improved George's memory
in another respect. He revealed for the first time that Andrew's leg had
been bandaged. "I knew it when I kicked him, but didn't think of it,"
George told the jury. In fact, he had known about it a month before that
but did not know if it was bandaged that day.'

Henry Putney recalled for the first time that Andrew "had walked
quite lame" when he occasionally came into the Putney Bros. store during
January and February 1889. 5 Mrs. Stewart's memory was as hazy as
at the previous trial. Although she swore she had seen Andrew "during
the cold weather. . . limping considerably," she would not swear whether
it had been "after or before the holidays. "I The Vosburgs' neighbor,
A.W. Smith, whom the Putneys subpoenaed for the first time, had seen
"quite a sore" on the upper part of Andrew's right kneecap and, more
than once, noticed Andrew walking with a limp in December and
January. Some of Smith's statements that found their way into the record
were bordering on opinion. From the looks of the sore, "there was proud
flesh started in it," Smith volunteered. It seemed to him that Andrew had
"got cold in it." 7 His son Ellis confirmed having observed Andrew
limping either before or after the holidays and heard Andrew say that he
had fallen "on the asphalt walk and hurt his knee."' Mrs. Schultis'
son Herbert who, at the previous trial, had portrayed Andrew as
perpetually lame, was more restrained. He had seen Andrew limping two

243. Id. at 59-60; A. V.B. Dey Expires-Was 91 Years Old. Was Resident of
Locality for Nearly Fi#y Years and Active in Affairs. Was Weather Observer, WAUKESHA

FREEMAN, Mar. 9, 1916, at 8.
244. Record III, supra note 4, at 52-54.
245. Id. at 58-59.
246. Id. at 57.
247. Id. at 57.
248. Id. at 58.
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or three times over the two-to-three-week period just before mid-
February. 9 Finally, the defendant called Mrs. Shultis to retell her
encounter with lame Andrew sometime "between the middle of January
1889 and February 20." Having been tripped up by Merton at the
previous trial for her faulty memory of the date of the sighting, Mrs.
Shultis admitted she had gotten the date wrong in the past but was "surer"
now. Lawyers, Mrs. Shultis informed the courtroom crowd, were "apt
to rattle people." She had "tried not to be rattled, but the lawyer [had]
made... [her] angry."'

Having been stung by the Supreme Court of Wisconsin twice before,
Ryan and Merton worded their opinion questions with greater care. They
not only referred their well-used experts, Drs. Bacon and Philler, to
Andrew's testimony regarding the incident but also reminded them to take
into account his previous illnesses and the sledding injury. Over Haight's
objection that the questions as propounded, nonetheless, invaded the
province of the jury, Judge Fish permitted each doctor to respond. Both
physicians quite predictably reaffirmed their opinions that the exciting
cause of the disease was the application of some force (a kick or a blow)
to Andrew's leg. 5

Although Dr. Bacon did not revise his general conclusion regarding
causation in the course of Haight's vigorous cross-examination, he made
several statements which, if the jury picked up on them, weakened the
suppositions on which Seth's case rested. He chose to characterize the
wound above Andrew's knee as unhealthy and posited the presence of pus
sometime between January 16 and February 20. Bacon also conceded that
bone growth between the epiphysis and diaphysis in Andrew's injured leg
"was an amply sufficient cause for the production of the osteomyelitis
there, beginning as periostitis or otherwise." In fact, bruises or contu-
sions were not, according to Bacon, the most common cause of osteomy-
elitis and allied inflammations. Bruises had no greater influence in
producing such conditions than bone growth. "If I had been called to see
this boy and heard of no traumatism but found the osteomyelitis," Bacon
continued, "I would have thought the inflammation was growing out of
what is . . .called juxta-epiphyseal action." Andrew's medical history
indicated a lower than normal "constitutional power of resistance to
infection"; for instance, boys seldom contracted measles more than
once." The doctor was also uneasy about the rate at which the disease
had progressed:

249. Id. at 58.
250. Id. at 54-57. f. Record II, supra note 4, at 53-55.
251. Record III, supra note 4, at 22-25, 42-43.
252. Id. at 27-29.
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If the swelling began February 20 and was badly swelled,
involving the knee joint, on February 25, I should think its
course extraordinarily rapid if there was no disease or trouble
or inflammation before the 20th. According to statements made
by surgeons of experience I judge there was some sort of
suppurative inflammation of the bone or its tissue in progress
before noon of Feb. 20 .... There is no authority that I know
of which indicates that swelling from inflammation of the bone
begins in less than three or four days at the very least from the
time of the injury.'

Haight seemed astonished and wondered aloud why the doctor
would, in response to an ultimate fact question, call the kick inflicted "at
26 minutes after one of that day.., the exciting cause of the inflamma-
tion" if there was "a suppurative, bone inflammation in that leg on the
morning, or before noon, of the 20th day of February, 1889."' To
this Dr. Bacon had no satisfactory answer, except to allow on the redirect
that Andrew would not have been able to walk around with a fully
developed case of osteomyelitis and that, in any event, he actually had
seen no evidence of osteomyelitis before the 20th. 5

Dr. Philler's testimony was more positive. He agreed with Bacon
that Andrew's medical history indicated heightened susceptibility to
infectious diseases. He had no quarrel with the generally accepted view
that a number of factors could precipitate osteomyelitis. Yet Dr. Philler
had spotted nothing to persuade him that Andrew would have developed
osteomyelitis whether or not force had been applied. He was not entirely
in accord with his colleague regarding the origin of the disease. In his
opinion, the disease began as osteomyelitis, that is, within the bone
marrow, and not as periostitis in the covering of the bone. He was
convinced that the infectious material traveled to the tibia from the
inadequately treated and poorly healing wound above the knee. But
because Andrew had attended school regularly from the day of that injury
until February 20, Dr. Philler refused to believe that "any such disastrous
results should have occurred without a secondary traumatism." He
dismissed the hypothesis of osteomyelitis brought about by bone growth
as unsupported by any symptoms in Andrew's medical history, such as
complaints of chronic growing pains.'

253. Id. at 36.
254. Id. at 36.
255. Id. at 37-38.
256. Id. at 39-52.
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On the Putney side, Dr. Jacob reiterated his contrary conviction that
the disease in Andrew's leg had begun before February 20. He felt
confident there were no reported cases of osteomyelitis in which the
whole of the upper third of the tibia and the knee were involved in a large
swelling with shiny surface over the skin within five days from the onset
of the disease."' Yet, the plaintiff's counsel got Jacob to acknowledge
that the kick "might have been the secondary cause, possibly," "the pus
microbes in the system ... [being] the primary cause."2'

Dr. Hodgson's thinking ran pretty much along the same lines. A
blow alone could not, of course, cause inflammation; there had to be
some infection present. Dr. Hodgson also returned to the fact that, in
January and February of 1889, Andrew was a growing boy in his
fifteenth year and that it was worth noting that the bone destruction
occurred in the upper juxta-epiphyseal region. According to what he
called the best authorities, the initial phase of a seated case of osteomyeli-
tis in a young boy like Andrew could take a week to ten days. Thus, it
was possible for the disease to progress for the first few days without a
sensation, so that the boy could very well have managed to attend school
during this phase.'5

Perhaps swayed by the past success of the plaintiff's physician
witnesses with the jury, the Putneys, who had eschewed the assistance of
experts until the third trial, now went for numerical advantage. By
adding Drs. Malone and Mackie to their preyious contingent, the Putney
side achieved a two-to-one superiority in medical oath-helpers in this,
hopefully final, quest for the scientific truth about Andrew Vosburg's leg.

Dr. Edward William Malone,' an 1885 graduate of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago, was another hometown physician.
Although Dr. Malone had only six years of practice behind him, the
opposing counsel let his expertise pass unchallenged. Malone's testimony
covered the same main points. Some cause was necessary to localize
osteomyelitis, he testified. Traumatism per se, however, was not a
necessary cause, even though it quite often led to osteomyelitis. Bone
growth was the most common cause.26

The expert last called, Dr. William Mackie, 2 stood out. Born in
Scotland, Mackie was Dr. Malone's age at the time of the trial. Here the

257. Id. at 61, 64.
258. Id. at 64.
259. Id. at 66-68.
260. Waukesha Physicians, supra note 24, at "Malone" pages.
261. Record IIl, supra note 4, at 64-66.
262. BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY AND PORTRAIT GALLERY OF REPRESENTATIVE

MEN OF CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE AND THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN ExPOsrION 839-40

(1892).
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similarity between the two ended, however. Dr. Mackie had received
rigorous medical education in Great Britain. His practice spanned twelve
years and two continents. After immigrating to the United States and
settling in Milwaukee in 1881, he had became assistant to the famous
surgeon Dr. N. Senn whose work' the other experts were repeatedly
invoking during the Vosburg and Putney litigation. A contemporary
biography of Dr. Mackie noted that, under Dr. Senn's preceptorship, he
had enjoyed professional opportunities seldom accorded so young a
physician. By the time of the instant trial, Dr. Mackie had succeeded to
Dr. Senn as head of the Passavant Hospital in Milwaukee.

Haight undoubtedly regarded Dr. Mackie as his big gun. Having
established his star witness' impressive credentials, Haight put to him a
432-word hypothetical question. He asked whether, given the facts as
testified to by the plaintiff's side and herein summarized for the witness,
it was the doctor's opinion that "the said osteomyelitis or any other
suppurative bone inflammation, or some other suppurative, inflammatory
disease ... [was] in progress in said tibia before the hour of one o'clock
P.M. of said February 20th. "2w The most impressive witness was,

263. See, e.g., Record I, supra note 8, at 12; Record II, supra note 4, at 39, 40;
Record III, supra note 4, at 44; Senn, supra note 109.

264. Haight's hypothetical question, if asked within Wigmore's earshot, might have
accelerated the abandonment of this horrendous device:

Q. Doctor, if acute, infectious osteomyelitis located near the epiphyseal
region of the tibia of a boy in the 15th year of his age is treated by an incision
on March 8th of a given year, and a quantity of bloody pus then escaping, and
on March 15th following by a second and deeper incision by which a very
considerable quantity of bloody pus is released and escapes, and it is then
found that destruction of the bone by disintegration, from the marrow clear
to the periosteum has taken place in said tibia, below and near the epiphyseal
cartilage, including a portion of the marrow, and the history of the case shows
the following features, to-wit; that some time in the next preceding month, not
later than January 16th, said boy suffered a laceration of the cuticle just at the
upper edge of the patella of the same leg which bled somewhat at that time,
but was bandaged for that night but not afterwards, and received no further
attention although it was not completely healed over on March 15th of the
same year but was then more or less covered with a scab; that between one
and one-thirty o'clock P.M. of Feb. 20th, of the same year, said boy was
kicked by a lad about twelve years of age on the same leg at or near the
epiphyseal region next below the knee, that on the reception of said kick no
pain was immediately felt, but after the lapse of a perceptible interval of time
great suffering began to be experienced in that region and continued for at
least an hour, so that he could not resume his studies, which produced
suffering during his walk home from school between four and five o'clock of
the same afternoon; that on the same evening there was a reddish appearance
of the skin about said region, and swelling of the tissues, which said swelling
with accompanying pain and discoloration increased from day to day thence
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without doubt, expected to give the most compelling opinion. The tactic
backfired, however. After some bickering with the other side over the
accuracy with which he had summarized the relevant testimony, Haight
felt compelled to offer a few deletions and substitutions?' Next, Dr.
Mackie balked at the idea of having to give an unequivocal "yes" or "no"
answer to the rephrased question. There were so many facts, he said,
that he needed to address them singly. Thereupon the following colloquy
took place:

Q. Haven't I given you sufficient data?
A. Once reading it over, I can't give an opinion. If you will
allow me read that over.
Q. Say it [that is, the wound above Andrew's knee] was
bandaged for that night and received no further attention, is it
the seat of osteomyelitis or some other suppurative inflammato-
ry disease?
A. I believe on February 20, there was no osteomyelitis
present, and I believe that the swelling was due [sic] or the
result of the blow, and the inflammatory action had started up
from the history of the swelling, and the pain was commenced
in the periosteum. In my opinion, according to the question, the

thereafter until about March 8th; that on the 23d day of Feb. or thereabouts
said boy had a chilly feeling and nausea; that the cicatrix resulting from said
laceration above the knee was visible; that the area of depression was only of
the extent of that of a silver half dollar coin more than two and one half years
[two and one half months must have been meant but not transcribed] after the
reception of said injury; was the said osteomyelitis or any other suppurative
bone inflammation, or some other suppurative, inflammatory disease in your
opinion in progress in said tibia before the hour of one o'clock P.M. of said
Feb. 20th.

Record III, supra note 4, at 69-70.
265. It was objected that the question was not founded upon the facts in this case:

The Court-I would like to have you point them out.
Counsel-He says the injury was bandaged the night of the injury but not
afterwards; the boy swore he kept it bandaged some time; second instance he
says he walked home from school that evening, suffering pain while walking;
in fact the evidence shows that he rode home, and the next night he rode with
David Boyd. That is all. Two instances, there were some other I don't
recollect just now.
The Court-My recollection of it is that that is true as to the bandaging and
as to the riding, that he kept it bandaged some time afterwards.
Counsel-I will withdraw from the question the statement that the leg was not
bandaged afterwards, and also the statement that he walked home from school
that night of Feb. 20th, substitute the word rode for walked, that he suffered
during the ride home the night of Feb. 20th.

Id. at 70-71.
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swelling in the periosteum was not present before the blow.'

Dr. Mackie had no doubt that there had been suppurative inflamma-
tion in the wound above the knee, and that the germs had probably spread
from there to below the knee. But this had been admitted by plaintiff's
experts and thus did little to strengthen the defendant's case. Further-
more, during cross-examination, Dr. Mackie identified traumatism as one
of the exciting causes for localizing pus germs. This statement in and of
itself was not at variance with the testimony of any of the other three
defendant's experts. What was different was Dr. Mackie's opinion that,
in light of the history of the case, it was, indeed, the blow that localized
the osteomyelitis?. 7 This was the last bit of testimony the jury heard

266. Id. at 71.
267. Id. at 71-72. Haight's hypothetical question (including the substitution of

"months" for "years" and the exchange between the counsel and the court) was sent to
twenty-three Wisconsin orthopedic surgeons in 1991. The letter did not identify the case
but explained that it involved a protracted dispute between two Wisconsin small-town
families a century ago. The letter went on to say: "Assuming that you were summoned
as an expert witness in this case today, how would you (from the vantage point of
TODAY'S medical science) answer the question?" Five replies were received; one not
directly responsive to the hypothetical question. The answers of the other four surgeons
supported the Vosburgs' theory.
Dr. A responded:

Quite likely ... he had at least a localized source of infection. When he was
kicked on February 20th, this area probably became inflamed and the infection
from the knee region was carried to this inflamed region by hematogenous
spread. Thus, I do not think that there was a pre-existing osteomyelitis in the
region where he was kicked .... Further, had he not been kicked there wasprobably no reason to expect him to develop osteomyelitis in this region since
this region of the upper tibia was otherwise apparently unremarkable.

Dr. B responded:
Infection could have spread from the laceration above the knee within seven
days. The kick probably altered blood flow enabling the bacteria to become
colonized.

Dr. C responded:
In my view, a bone infection was not present on February 20. The kicking
incident probably caused a transient bacteremia from the pocket of pus
beneath the scab. These organisms lodged beneath the upper growth plate of
the tibia and the bone infection then developed.

Dr. D responded:
I believe that this child did have a superficial inflammatory reaction to his
knee at the time of the injury on February 20th but did not have a suppurative
bony infection until after he was struck in the knee on February 20th. I think
the major predisposing factor in this case is when the child was kicked in the
knee.

The author's own summary of the undisputed evidence was sent to the offices of the State
Medical Association of Wisconsin which forwarded the summary and the question to an
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before the defendant rested.
The extent of Seth Vosburg's loss resulting from his minor son's

illness and continuing disability was an issue, of course, first litigated in
this case. The plaintiff offered both his own and his physicians'
testimony.

Seth put into record Dr. Bacon's bill for $125 and that of Dr. Philler
for $250. He testified that the cost of drugs and medicines he had bought
for Andrew probably exceeded $50. He also described how Andrew had
helped him with the chores before the incident and how, with the onset
of the illness, Seth and Janet both had constantly taken care of their boy,
especially during the first eight weeks.'

Ryan and Merton did not ask Janet to take the stand. Although her
testimony was not essential, it might nonetheless have expanded on the
parental involvement in seeing Andrew through his crisis and convales-
cence. But since the defendant's counsel had given her a rough time at
the second trial, Ryan and Merton might have feared a replay of Haight's
merciless cross-examination which had attempted to impeach her for
inconsistencies between statements in court and statements she allegedly
had made out of court. In Janet's absence, Haight targeted Seth, grilling
him about allegations that, years ago, Seth had circulated false reports
about one of his neighbors in Delafield and subsequently signed a
statement declaring the earlier reports untrue. This attempt to impugn
Seth's character also seemed to miscarry. Seth's uncontradicted testimony
told a story not of dishonesty or ill will but of self-defense against
victimization. The outcome of the attack on his veracity appeared to
enhance rather than diminish his credibility as a witness.'

Drs. Bacon and Philler likened the quality of care and attention the
family members had given Andrew to that provided by an "unskilled
nurse." They set the value of the parents' services at between $5 and $10
per week. The higher figure, they thought, was a closer approximation
of the value of care rendered during the first two months of Andrew's
illness when he was confined to bed and entirely helpless to care for
himself.'

orthopedic surgeon it chose. The surgeon's reply was consistent with the opinions
expressed by the other four:

Despite the long pants and stockings, it would appear that the kick was
sufficiently powerful to result in discoloration of the skin noted several hours
after the injury. I would therefore surmise that there was a significant amount
of underlying muscle tissue damage and bleeding. The blood collected
beneath the skin (hematoma) then likely became infected.

268. Record III, supra note 4, at 14-16.
269. Id. at 17-18.
270. Id. at 21-22, 41-42.
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After the closing of testimony neither party demanded a special
verdict, and Haight asked the court to instruct the jury along these lines:
(1) Defendant was impliedly licensed to touch or kick plaintiff, if (a) the
school had not yet been called to order and (b) the force was not greater
"than is ordinarily used among schoolboys of about 12 years of age
without injurious consequences." (2) Plaintiff could not recover, if the
disease which caused Andrew to lose the use of his right leg was in
existence previous to the touch or kick and the touch or kick was not "the
originating cause" but "merely served to accelerate progress" of the
disease or "to locate the point of suppuration." (3) Defendant was not
liable, if the presence of pus germs which had gained entrance by way of
the wound at the upper edge of the patella was "the proximate cause of
the inflammation." (4) Defendant was not liable, if "the neglect of the
plaintiff contributed to fix the disease in the right leg of Andrew Vosburg
by which he suffered the loss of the use thereof. "271

The original of defendant's requested instructions in the case file
contains the draft of a fifth instruction to advise the jury that, "as a rule
of law, other things being equal, the positive testimony of a witness that
he noticed lameness in a boy at a certain time, will outweigh the negative
testimony of two witnesses who testify that they did not notice the same
facts, though this rule may be modified by taking into consideration the
relative means or opportunity of the different witnesses for observation in
the case." In any event, Judge Fish refused to give the instructions
Haight had composed. 2"

It was not disputed, Judge Fish said in his charge, that "the defendant
[knowingly and consciously] kicked across the aisle in school and hit
Albert Vosberg [sic] somewhere on the leg below the knee." This being
so, the law was settled on defendant's liability for all injuries "directly
and naturally" flowing from the act, unless George had an implied license
to do the act. There might have been an implied license if the school or
the children had not been called to order by the ringing of the large bell
and the two boys were engaged in mutual play. Under those circumstanc-
es, plaintiff's consent to the kick could be presumed from the course of
the piay. This was for the jury to determine "from all the facts and
circumstances in the case." As to causation, if the kick was "the exciting
cause of the injury," then George was liable for all damages caused by
that injury. The condition of the leg before the kick was immaterial; the
defendant was liable "although the physical condition of Albert Vosberg
[sic] was such as to aggravate the result." This was a pure question of

271. id. at 73-74.
272. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Instructions to Jury Requested by

Defendant; Record III, supra note 4, at 74.
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fact, the judge added. If the jury saw no implied license to kick and
found that the kick was the exciting cause of the injury, that is, the
"injury was the natural and direct cause [sic] of the kick," it had to assess
damages to compensate the plaintiff for physicians' bills incurred by him
and for the care and nursing of his son both by himself and his wife. The
jury was to award a further sum for the value of any services of the boy
until he comes of age, as Seth might have lost by reason of the injury
inflicted and his son's crippled condition. "This [latter] element of
damage cannot be estimated with entire accuracy, but must rest in your
sound discretion and judgment, taking into consideration the age of the
son, the situation of the parties, and their surroundings in life ... .,,

Defendant's attorney Haight filed exceptions to the entire charge.'
The twelve jurors were drawn from a panel of twenty-two. The

court excused eight prospective jurors, and the plaintiff challenged
two-Joseph Snyder and H.S. Tuthill-both of whom owned medium-size
farms. The defendant made no challenges. Six jurors were farmers,
ranging from tenants to the owner of a 355-acre spread. Foreman Harvey
Nickerman was a resident of the City of Oconomowoc and employee of
a Milwaukee livery stable. Occupations of the rest could not be
ascertained.275

The jury got the case at 10 a.m. on December 11, 1891 and returned
a plaintiffs verdict at 3:30 p.m. It awarded to Seth Vosburg damages in
the amount of $1,200.6 Haight at once moved the court to set aside
the verdict and grant a new trial upon written exceptions to the charge
and .upon minutes of the court.' 7 Judge Fish denied the motion, in
writing, on January 14, 1892 and ordered entry of judgment on the
verdict for $1,261.41, including $61.41 in costs and disbursements."
The judgment was docketed on January 27, 1892. On the same day,

273. Record III, supra note 4, at 74-76.
274. Id. at 76-78.
275. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Jury List. The data regarding the

prospective jurors were obtained from a variety of sources, including biographical
sketches, official records, newspaper articles, county directories, etc. Copies and
referenced notes are on file with the author.

276. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Verdict; All About the State: Verdict in
the Vosburg Putney Case, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Dec. 12, 1891, at 10.

277. Record III, supra note 4, at 78-80; Proceedings in the Court, WAUKESHA
COUNTY DEMOCRAT, Dec. 19, 1891, at 3.

278. Record III, supra note 4, at 80; Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Order
Denying Defendant's Motion for a New Trial, and Judgment.
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Haight, but not the plaintiff's counsel, appeared before the clerk of court
for taxing costs.'

Several newspapers both in and outside of Waukesha again noted the
case.' A couple of weeks after the entry of judgment, an editorial
expressed concern about the rise in litigiousness:

If Waukesha has grown large, handsome and wealthy,
during the past decade, it has just as certainly developed an
increased tendency to law contests, for where three or four
attorneys did practically all the legal business of the town at a
comparatively recent date, double the number now find remu-
nerative practice, while justices, constables and other peace
officers find the fees growing out of the court cases sufficiently
large to render an election to one or the other positions quite to
be desired.

Naturally enough a great majority of the cases brought into
the petty courts, are mere farces arising from drunken sprees,
some personal dislike and a desire to cause some one a little
expense; yet they all contribute in no small degree to the public
tax burden ....

It would be a great deal better for everyone if the contes-
tants in these cases had the manhood to settle their insignificant
troubles among themselves, and not be thrusting their metaphor-
ical sore heads before the public continually."

On February 3, 1892, Judge Sloan ordered that execution of
judgment be stayed, and the time for service of bill of exceptions
extended as the parties had stipulated. Subsequently, Ryan and Merton
consented to two further stays of the service of the bill, July 1, 1892
being the last stipulated date.3

On May 15, 1893, while the parties were getting ready for their third
trip to the high court, Haight gave notice to Ryan and Merton that, at the

279. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Judgment; Theron W. Haight Papers, box
3, pocket diary (Jan.- Oct. 1892) (available at the archives of the State Historical Society
of Wisconsin).

280. All About the State: Verdict in the Vosburg-Putney Case, MILWAUKEE
SENTINEL, Dec. 12, 1891, at 10; General Wisconsin News, MILWAUKEE DAILY J., Dec.
12, 1891, at 6; Judge Sloan's Court A Number of Cases Disposed of, WAUKESHA
FREEMAN, Dec. 24, 1891, at 1; Proceedings in the Circuit Court, WAUKESHA COUNTY
DEMOCRAT, Dec. 19, 1891, at 3.

281. The Tendency to "Law" It, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec. 31, 1891, at 4.
282. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Stipulations of Feb. 3, 1892, Apr. 23,

1892, May 23, 1892.
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circuit court's next term, he would move dismissal of the complaint in the
action of Andrew Vosburg v. George Putney and vacation of the
judgments rendered on February 4, 1890, and February 6, 1891. In
support of his motion Haight cited reversal of both judgments by the
Supreme Court of Wisconsin and the plaintiff's failure to pay the taxable
costs on the last reversal within one year therefrom or to procure
remission of the cause to the Waukesha County Circuit Court for retrial,
as required by statute.'

On September 12, 1893, Judge Sloan granted the motion and ordered
the complaint dismissed and the previous two judgments vacated and
wholly set aside. The order further stated that the defendant recover from
Seth Vosburg, guardian ad litem of plaintiff Andrew Vosburg, the sum
of $370.82, that is, the defendant's costs and disbursements in Andrew's
action.2"

XI. SETH VOSBURG v. GEORGE PUrNEY: APPEAL

On July 1, 1893, Henry and Aaron Putney executed an undertaking
on appeal, and Haight gave notice of appeal from the judgment in Seth
Vosburg v. George Putney.'

For the appellant, there was a brief by Haight and, for the respon-
dent, one by Ryan and Merton. On October 3, 1893, a week after the
death of his eldest son Henry,' Haight argued the case for George
Putney, and Ryan argued the case for Seth Vosburg, before Chief Justice
William Lyon and Associate Justices Harlow Orton, John Cassoday, John
Winslow, and Silas Pinney, who had succeeded the retiring Chief Justice
Cole the year before.'

Everyone was commendably to the point. The written argument in
each party's brief was a mere four pages long. The Court took a page-
and-half of the Wisconsin Reports for its opinion.

283. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Notice of Motion to Dismiss. Section
3072 of the Wisconsin Statutes provided: "It shall be the duty of the plaintiff in any
action ...when a judgment . . . in his favor therein is reversed by the supreme
court... to pay the taxable costs on such reversal... and bring the cause to trial within
one year after such reversal. . ., and if he fail to do so the complaint shall be dismissed."
WIS. STAT. ANN. § 3072 (1889).

284. Orig. Record II, supra note 163, at Order of Dismissal.
285. Orig. Record III, supra note 79, at Undertaking on Appeal.
286. Henry died after a long illness. The day after Theron Haight's return from

Madison, his son Walter became seriously ill with diphtheria. Haight's father-in-law, Dr.
Youmans, died on the same day. Theron W. Haight Papers, box 3, pocket diary (Jan.-
Oct. 1893) (available at the archives of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin).

287. Wisconsin Supreme Court Journals, Oct. 3, 1893.
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Haight's brief contended that the circuit court should have granted
his motion for a nonsuit. Since, according to plaintiff's own witnesses,
the abrasion above Andrew's knee was the primary cause of the disease,
there had been nothing for the jury to weigh. It was particularly so
because plaintiff's own negligence in not properly attending to the sore
above the knee had set off the progress of the disease. The plaintiff'smedical witnesses called the bruise below Andrew's knee the "exciting
cause" simply because the bruise had been brought to their attention as
part of the case history. Haight also asserted that Judge Fish had, by
choosing to instruct the jury according to his own version and not as
Haight had requested, invaded the jury's province. For instance,
testimony about the nature of the contact was at odds, yet the judge had
treated the kick as undisputed. Likewise, contrary to the judge's charge,
which Haight read as having incorporated and treated a disputed fact as
given, the evidence provided no clear answer to the question of whether
the teacher had called the class to order. It was also an error, he went
on, for the judge to tell the jury that the alleged kick could be character-
ized as the proximate cause of Andrew's injury even if his leg had been
in a diseased state at the time. Finally, Haight found fault with the
court's treatment of the plaintiffs expert testimony. Once it was shown
that the inflammation could have been localized in a number of ways and,
in fact, even in the absence of any bruise, the surgeons' opinion about the
"exciting cause" was in no way superior to a determination made "by any
person of ordinary reasoning powers." After all, these surgeons, in
effect, admitted that their purportedly expert judgment was based on what
was technically styled as "the history of the case," which was nothing
more than "the loose talk of friends of the patient, heard at some of the
early visits." Having formed their judgment, Haight contended, they
were reluctant to revise it. Thus, Dr. Bacon testified: "My judgment is
not changed from what it was at the time from information then received
rather than the information received since coming into court. "8

The brief by Ryan and Merton noted that there was no legally
significant difference between "touch" and "kick" and that, at any rate,
George had admitted more than mere touching when he declared having
known about Andrew's "bandaged up" leg at the time he "kicked"
Andrew. In short, George Putney committed a wrong and had to pay for
all the harm caused, Seth's counsel insisted, citing the Wisconsin Supreme
Court dtecisions on the first two appeals. As for the "exciting cause," it
was not just the plaintiff's experts who had used the term. So had

288. Brief for Appellant 4-8, Vosburg v. Putney, 56 N.W. 480 (Wis. 1893)
[hereinafter Br. Appellant III].
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defendant's expert Dr. Mackie in a segment of testimony especially
satisfying to Ryan and Merton.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court affirmed the circuit court's judgment
in Seth Vosburg v. George Putney on October 17, 1893, With costs
against the appellant taxed at $46.75.1,

Chief Justice Lyon summarily disposed of every assigned error. The
proofs in the present case, Lyon began, were substantially the same as in
Andrew's case against George which the Supreme Court had twice held
sufficient to support a verdict for Andrew. Manifestly the same proofs
supported a verdict for Andrew's father whose action was predicated upon
the same occurrence. Thus, it would have been entirely improper for the
trial judge to direct a verdict for defendant. The trial judge committed no
error in rejecting defendant's proposed instruction on implied license, and
although Judge Fish gave his own instruction on this issue, no testimony
supported a finding of such a license. Indeed, Lyon said, had the jury
determined the issue of implied license against theplaintiff, it would have
been reversible error. Because of the nature of the liability rule on which
Seth's claim rested, an instruction asking the jury to take into account
Seth's alleged negligence in caring for his son's leg would similarly have
been without any basis in law. Lyon found no fault with the trial judge's
premise that, if the kick was the exciting cause of the injury (which,
incidentally, "was a proper subject for expert testimony"), defendant
George was liable for such injury, provided that it was "the natural
consequence of the kick." Finally, Justice Lyon did not think the
difference between "kick" and "touch" significant enough to justify the
reversal of a judgment "in a case where the former has been employed as
the equivalent of the latter.""

XII. FINAL RECKONING

The "long continued and expensive case . . . [known to have]
awakened much general interest"' was finally over. Though the press
coverage had never been entirely accurate, it seemed to get worse as time
went by. The readers now variously learned that this was "the fourth
time the case has been before the supreme court in one form or another";
"[t]he case has been to the supreme court once before"; the alleged assault

289. Brief for Respondent 3-7, Vosburg v. Putney, 56 N.W. 480 (Wis. 1893)
[hereinafter Br. Resp't III].

290. Wisconsin Supreme Court Journals, Oct. 17, 1893, Vosburg v. Putney, 56
N.W. 480 (Wis. 1893).

291. Vosburg v. Putney, 56 N.W. 480 (Wis. 1893)
292. Vernon Wreck Cases. Final Decision in the' Vosburg-Putney Case,

WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Oct. 19, 1893, at 1.
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was "a kick in the knee resulting in a white swelling and amputation of
the leg"; and that Seth Vosburg had demanded "damages, to the extent of
$25,000."1 One story, in particular, offered a remarkable melange of
garbled history and commentary on the merits of the case:

The case of Vosberg [sic] against Putney, from this village, is
now in all probability at an end. The circuit court gave the
defendant, who had been kicked in the knee by the Putney boy,
thereby necessitating amputation, a judgment for $1,200, and
this is affirmed by the supreme court. The case has been in the
courts for two years and has attracted great attention. It seems
the boys were engaged in a quarrel at the time the injury was
inflicted. The decision of the supreme court is but right, and if
anything the boy should have had more, as he is disabled for
life and the Putney boy has enough in his own right to pay
Vosberg [sic] doubly the amount of the judgment.2

Despite his overall confusion about the case, it is conceivable that the
writer had knowledge of what George Putney, who was by now going on
seventeen, had "in his own right." According to a general rule, execution
of a judgment holding a minor liable in tort could issue against the
minor's property as in the case of a judgment against an adult. 5

Since, however, Seth Vosburg's attorneys did not move to execute the
judgment upon its affirmance and the Vosburgs never collected anything
on the award, the assertion in the story was probably false.

Both parties had run up considerable costs and fees and seen them
taxed and shifted depending on their fortunes in the ongoing contest. It
might be useful to review and pull together what we know about this
aspect of the litigation at this point.

In State of Wisconsin v. George Putney, Justice Alonzo Tyler
assessed court costs and officers' fees against George in the amount of
$18.19. The clerk's fees in George's successful appeal to the circuit
court were $4.00. Upon reversal of the conviction, the total of $22.19

293. See Casesfrom Waukesha County, WAUKESHA COUNTY DEMOCRAT, Oct. 21,
1893, at 8; The High Tribunal, Wis. STATE J., Oct. 17, 1893, at 4; The Highest Court,
MADISON DEMOCRAT, Oct. 18, 1893, at 4; Putney Must Pay Up, MILWAUKEE J., Oct.
17, 1893, at 3. But cf Supreme Court Decisions: The State's Highest Tribunal Hands
Down a Number of Opinions, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Oct. 18, 1893, at 8.

294. What the Court Says, a clipping from an unidentified and undated Waukesha
newspaper (copy on file with author).

295. Albee v. Winterink, 7 N.W. 497 (Iowa 1880); Dillon v. Burnham, 22 P.
1016 (Kan. 1890); ABRAHAM C. FREEMAN, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF EXECUTIONS
IN CIVIL CASES § 22 (1879).
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was charged to the county, there being no claim that the complainant,
Seth Vosburg, had filed his complaint willfully, maliciously and without
a probable cause.'

The sum total of costs and fees in Andrew Vosburg v. George Putney
was enormous, relative to the size of the ephemeral damage awards in the
two trials. Plaintiff's disbursements in the circuit court came to $141.21,
of which $73.52 was chargeable to the first trial and $67.69 to the
second. Additional fees in the amount of $14.00 were paid to the
Supreme Court-of Wisconsin, for a total of $155.21. The defendant's
disbursements were higher still. The circuit court allowed $370.82 to be
taxed against Seth Vosburg, the losing party's guardian-ad-litem; the
Supreme Court-$189.00, over and above the amount in the court below.
Thus, in this case alone, Seth's expenses, including those already paid as
well as those still owed the defendant, added up to $715.03.

The circuit court's record of Seth Vosburg v. George Putney contains
no account of defendant's disbursements. If the experience of the
previous trial is any guide, one can safely assume they were at least as
large as the plaintiff's. In this case, the plaintiff had paid out and was
allowed against George Putney $61.41. The Supreme Court allowed an
additional amount of $46.75. Thus, Seth Vosburg was awarded the sum
of $108.16, and we can reasonably posit the overall costs and fees in this
contest (i.e., defendant's as well as plaintiff's) at double that figure, that
is, $216.32.

In summary, the total of the direct costs in the three cases was
$953.54, of which $22.19 was absorbed by Waukesha County, $715.03
fell on Andrew and Seth Vosburg, Andrew's guardian-ad-litem, and
$216.32 on George and Henry Putney, George's guardian-ad-litem. The
evidence is persuasive that neither child owned property. As a conse-
quence, collection of the taxed costs was a matter between the warring
fathers who had stood in for their sons during the four-year contest. A
payment of $451.66 ($370.82 plus $189.00 less $108.16) by Seth
Vosburg to Henry Putney would have put the matter to rest. Yet this
amount was roughly equal to Seth's annual income and, thus, probably
beyond his means. Furthermore, we have no evidence whatsoever of any
money having changed hands to compensate the other party for costs.

Attorneys fees were a separate matter. As arrangements entirely
between the client and his counsel, professional fees, whether merely
agreed upon or actually collected, leave tracks only in private files where
passage of time typically erases them faster than notations in the public
record. Because of this, we can only speculate about this potentially large
cost item in the series of judicial proceedings that George Putney had

296. Cf. BRYANT, supra note 52, at § 1298.
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kicked off. But there are some guides to what the lawyers generally
expected in those days and, thus, what the parties and their counsel might
have arranged. The Milwaukee Bar Association's "formal fee bill"
adopted in 1858 suggested $10 for managing a case in police court or
litigating one before a justice of the peace. It set a $50 retaining fee in
all litigated tort cases, $10 per day for services of counsel in litigated
cases, and $75 for arguing a case in the supreme court.2 Forty years
later, from the vantage point of a prosperous town in which lawyers were
said not to lack for clients, these figures did not seem high. Comparable
fees were being charged elsewhere,' and attorney Joseph Quarles had
just assured a Wisconsin audience that no one would think of hiring a
good lawyer for less than $25 a day.' Treating each team of lawyers
as a single unit-"an attorney"-and assuming $10 for the services in the
criminal case, a single retaining fee of $50 and a fee of $25 for each of
the eleven days of civil trials in the circuit court, and $75 for each
argument in the supreme court, the statement of fees for each side would
have come to $560 ($10 plus $50 plus eleven times $25 plus three times
$75). This is a conservative estimate which, in addition to the assump-
tions just stated, excludes items such as appearances on various motions
in the circuit court and Quarles' separate appellate brief.

Leaving aside any "courtesy discount" that Ryan and Merton might
have chosen to extend, the Vosburgs' attorney fees, if calculated on
"piecework" basis, would have been the same as the fees Haight,
Griswold and Quarles charged the Putneys, that is, about $560; their
economic impact on the less pecunious Vosburg household, however,
more painful. His resources depleted by the expenses of Andrew's
treatment, Seth Vosburg was unlikely to hire lawyers whose initial
retainer fee alone roughly equaled his wage for eight weeks of labor. It
seems fair to assume that his counselors had explained the uncertainties
in the pursuit of a money judgment against the twelve-year-old George
Putney. Seth had his needs and his pride but was not contentious,
reckless or morbidly obstinate a man. Even allowing for the original
decision to go ahead with the criminal complaint and then the original
civil trial in Andrew's name, it would have been uncharacteristic of Seth
to push on after the initial reversals. It would be at variance with what
we know about his personality to run up lawyers' bills in litigating against
a financially stronger and increasingly more determined adversary, in
pursuit of a money judgment of dubious collectibility. From Seth's point

297. 1 Wis. BENCH AND BAR, supra note 44, at 341.
298. See, e.g., J.W. Donovan, Fees and Practice, 23 CENT. L. J. 338 (1886).
299. Joseph V. Quarles, The School Teacher and His Mission, 18 Wis. J. EDUC.

423, 426 (1888) (address).
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of view, a fee contingent on the outcome might have been more accept-
able, since it left him with only the burden of current disbursements and
the risk of responsibility for the costs and fees of the opponent, if the
latter prevailed.

The courts, the bar and the public had not yet universally accepted
agreements providing for the attorney to receive certain parts or
proportions of the sum or subject matter of a lawsuit in the event of a
recovery, and nothing otherwise. A segment of the legal profession and
the law of a number of states held such agreements void as champertous
and against public policy. Some critics of the proportional-fee agreement
distinguished it from a general understanding between an indigent person
unable to pay at all and an attorney where the attorney would be liberally
compensated in case of success." However, by the time this question
could come up between Seth Vosburg and Ryan and Merton, the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin had put the state into the column of jurisdictions that,
in principle, saw nothing objectionable about the contingent fee as it is
generally understood today. 1

On the surface, going after George Putney did not seem the best way
to enhance a law partnership's cash flow. However, Ryan and Merton
might have had entirely sound reasons for accepting the case on a
contingent fee. The applicable law (as they saw it and as it turned out to
be) was simple and favored Andrew Vosburg. Both partners were
accomplished courtroom performers whose instincts told them the story
would play well in Waukesha. Although not threatened with liability
himself, George's father, who served as deacon of the Waukesha
Congregational Church and had a good reputation in the community, had
been willing to talk settlement. With a judgment against his minor son,
prospects for reviving the abandoned negotiations were good. A
settlement for up to a half of the expected damage award was not too
fanciful to contemplate. We know in hindsight that the first jury returned
a $2,800 verdict on a $5,000 claim and that the verdict on retrial was
only a few hundred dollars lower. For experienced lawyers and savvy
members of the community to anticipate figures in this range and to hope
that the parties' minds might meet at, say, the $1,000 to $1,400 level was
not to exceed the bounds of reason. Even the lower figure assured the
Vosburgs not only of the $700 they had previously demanded but also

300. EDWARD P. WEEKs, ATrORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW § 350 (2d ed.
1892). As for rates of the contingent fee, figures of 20% to 50% were hypothetically
mentioned, albeit not with unqualified approval. See, e.g., P. Bliss, Contingent and
Exorbitant Fees, 22 AM. L. REv. 390, 398-401 (1888).

301. Allard v. Lamirande, 29 Wis. 502 (1872). Four years later, the Supreme
Court of the United States concluded that the validity of a contingent fee was "beyond
legitimate controversy." Stanton v. Embrey, 93 U.S. 548, 556 (1876).
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provided for generous compensation for Ryan and Merton. In return, the
Putneys would have their boy redeemed from the dread of growing into
adulthood as a judgment debtor.

Perhaps the champions of the Vosburg cause had not anticipated the
defendant's appeals to the Supreme Court of Wisconsin. If so, the
Supreme Court's reversal of both decisions of the famous Judge Sloan
must have come as a still greater surprise to them. Thus, when the notice
of the first appeal was served upon them on July 11, 1890, elements of
overconfidence, ambition and partisan politics may have entered into their
calculus and made abandonment of the action against the Putneys
especially unattractive. Just three months earlier Ryan and Merton,
appearing for a respondent, had bested Haight in another case before
the Supreme Court of Wisconsin. Furthermore, the partners were active
in the Democratic Party. Ryan's current political aspirations and hot
temper, in particular, were well known. One can surmise that he was in
a combative mood, not predisposed to conciliation or compromise.'

It should be said, before leaving the subject of politics, that there is
not a shred of evidence that Seth Vosburg's maintenance of the lawsuits
was a string of suicidal sorties against the class enemy. In fact, the,
evidence indicates the contrary. Vosburg Republicanism was unshakable,
and the family bore no animus towards the Putneys. It might be said that,

302. Wheeler v. Wheeler, 48 N.W. 858 (Wis. 1890).
303. In 1888, the Democratic Party had nominated Ryan for State Attorney

General. The Labor Party, too, had initially turned to Ryan, but subsequently removed
him from the ticket because of his refusal unqualifiedly to endorse the party's platform.
Although he lost the election to his Republican rival, the race was a proof of Ryan's
popularity. In the same election that put Benjamin Harrison into the White House and
Republicans into every Waukesha County office, Ryan outscored his Republican opponent
in the county. WISCONSIN LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU, STATE OF WISCONSIN 1889
BLUE BOOK 195; The County Redeemed, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Nov. 8, 1888, at 1; Ryan
Is Cut Off, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Sept. 8, 1888, at 1. The local Republicans, with the
Putney clan, Haight and Griswold among the staunchest in their ranks, were jubilant over
their party's overall success and the evident ineffectiveness of the other major party. As
Ryan saw it, only the ouster of the entrenched Democratic leadership, "the old fossils"
in Ryan's phrase, could lead to a reversal of fortune. This stance drew Ryan into a verbal
free-for-all with his former law partner and the weightiest of the fossils, Patrick Carney,
who until Cleveland's electoral defeat had held the office of postmaster, the plumpest
patronage plum in Waukesha. The gripping fracas erupted three weeks after Haight and
Griswold had filed their notice of appeal in Andrew Vosburg v. George Putney. At the
same time, as part of his challenge to the old guard, Ryan was actively seeking his party's
nomination for the second congressional district seat in the rapidly approaching fall
elections of 1890. Carney Replies to Ryan, MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Aug. 16, 1890, at
1; A Fossilized Dictator, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Aug. 14, 1890, at 1; Ryan and Carney,
MILWAUKEE SENTINEL, Aug. 10, 1890, at 1; Ryan Means Business, MILWAUKEE
SENTINEL, Aug. 3, 1890, at 16.
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in truth, there was a subliminal class struggle afoot and that Seth was
merely dwelling in a state of false consciousness. But the point is not
germane to the present narrative and is better left to adherents to Critical
Legal Studies who know how to explore this sort of thing with exquisite
fulsomeness.

Assuming, then, that Ryan and Merton took the Vosburgs' civil
actions on a contingent fee, we can construct a summary showing the
approximate financial results of the four-year contest and compare them
with the terms of the settlement proposed in the late summer of 1889.
Two sets of calculations may suffice to illustrate the contest's ultimate
futility in purely monetary terms. One variant posits actual transfer of
money in satisfaction of awards of damages and costs and in fulfillment
of agreements for reasonable attorney fees; the other-uncollected awards,
no fees for Ryan and Merton and reasonable fees for Haight, Griswold
and Quarles.

According to the first variant, it would have cost the Vosburgs $955
to collect $1,200 in damages. The cost figure includes a modest 20% of
the recovery, or $240, for the contingent fee. Had the agreement, in the
event of a recovery, called for a fee based on the kind and quantity of
service performed (i.e., $560) the Vosburgs' total litigation expenses
would have exceeded the amount of damages awarded by $75. The
Putneys, on their part, would have spent $776 for the privilege of
transferring $1,200 to the Vosburgs, that is, for an ultimate loss of nearly
$2,000.

The other variant, which probably approximates what actually
transpired, changes the figures but not the message. The Vosburgs would
have incurred costs in the amount of $263 in order to get nothing.
Although the Putneys paid nothing to the Vosburgs, they would have
given $560 to their attorneys and absorbed their own costs which added
up to $667, for a combined expenditure of $1,227.

These figures tell that litigation, under the first set of assumptions,
neither appreciably improved nor worsened the Vosburgs' financial
situation compared with what it would have been had they accepted the
Putneys' $250 settlement offer. The Putneys would, of course, have been
far better off by responding positively to the Vosburgs' demand for $700
in settlement of their claims. The preferability of the attempted settlement
stands out even more starkly against the backdrop of the second variant.
The Vosburgs would have been spared an expenditure of $263 on costs
and received, as a minimum, $250, for a total gain of $513. Payment of
the $700 which the Vosburgs had demanded would have yielded the
Putneys a net gain of $527. Any settlement figure between $250 and
$700 would have further improved the position of both parties.

Although this arithmetic is not without evidentiary support, the
motives and calculations of the parties and their counsel that actually
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shaped their choices elude us in the crowd of figures. It is a weak
foundation for a categorical statement regarding the anatomy of this case
and still weaker for magisterial generalizations beyond it. The surviving
record of the judicial decision makers is only concerned with legitimizing
the outcome. Their rulings, verdicts and opinions leave one with
intriguing questions unanswered. Did the evident outcome of the
litigation ("plaintiff and defendant take nothing") vindicate Judge Sloan
and Justice Orton's initial discomfort in having the case come before them
at all? Did the probable financial futility of the lawsuits motivate the
Supreme Court of Wisconsin twice to reverse plaintiff's judgments for
purported prejudicial errors in the admission of evidence and thereby to
send a message of discouragement to the Vosburgs and others with like
grievances? Indeed, what is to be made of the fact that the premier trial
judge in the state was repeatedly making rulings on admission of
evidence, which the five justices of the higher court collectively deemed
clearly erroneous and prejudicial? Did the court, in effect, align itself
with the opinion in the contemporary press that the public burden of
litigation all too often exceeded the good it served? Were the supreme
arbiters of the law in Madison deep down willing to charge George with
the accident loss only if he was "at fault"; only if the risk associated with
his conduct outweighed utility of the conduct? Despite the justices' talk
about the absence of an "implied license of the playground," did the
incident in the classroom exemplify to them "children at play" after all?
Did they agree sub rosa that no court, though adhering to liability for
intentional trespass, should summon the "frowning menace of the law" to
repress "the exuberance of youth," as attorney Quarles had put it,'
in the circumstances of this case? Granting that the result of the third
appeal was not the same, can it nonetheless be squared with the explana-
tions the previous questions intimate? Committed to the formal liability
rule for battery and confronted with a trial record unblemished by easy-to-
spot "prejudicial errors," did the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, having
twice sent an important latent message concerning judicial public policy,
finally feel constrained to yield to its own patent logic? In other words,
had the justices reached a point at which they, to paraphrase Benjamin
Cardozo, recognized that, though they were free, they were still not
wholly free? 5 By contrast,: are we to interpret the consistently pro-
plaintiff verdicts as stating that tie lay jurors, irrespective of their social
status, their politics or their economic situation, saw the issue of who
should bear the loss in strict liability terms, "expressed in the simple

304. See supra text accompanying note 219.
305. BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 141

(1960).
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transitive sentence, A hit B," or "George kicked Andrew," as in our
story." Or, did the jurors perceive George's intentional kick "as a
form of nonreciprocal risk" distinguishable from "the background risk"
of attending the Union School in Waukesha, which made it unfair to leave
the loss with Andrew and his family?' To put it somewhat different-
ly, did the trial judges and the jurors, all of whom had observed the
litigants at a close range, approach the case primarily in terms of
corrective justice, while the appellate judges, removed from impressions
that immediacy engenders, felt more comfortable with dispensing
distributive justice? Were Andrew's and his witnesses' accounts of his
pre-existing condition, together with the analyses of the microbial
progress by plaintiff's medical experts, decisive to the three juries on the
causation issue? Or, were the lay jurors disposed to perceive a causal
link simply because the victim was fragile? Finally, should anything be
made of the circumstance that the jurors in each case awarded to the
plaintiff an amount which was almost exactly a half the amount demand-
ed?

XIII. RECEPTION OF VOSBURG V. PUTNEY

The four-year litigation was authoritatively summed up in sixteen
pages of Wisconsin Reports. Whatever could be extracted from the three
exiguous texts was, by convention, the contribution of the "case" to
American common law. Quite naturally, the texts have meant different
things to different people, depending on their proclivities and needs and
on the temper of the times. Quotable phrases and whole sentences as well
as unstated holdings and reasons, or other tacit messages have been
garnered, molded and put to uses dictated by the occasion.

This section traces the influence of the three opinions in Vosburg v.
Putney on teaching the law of evidence, the law of damages, and the law
of torts.

Much as we think of the case as a torts case, the action brought in
Andrew's name ultimately turned on and failed because of the reviewing
court's obeisance to a technical rule on the proper submission of expert
opinion evidence? 8 . As we noted before, at issue is whether such
deference was warranted in this instance; whether on the entire record the
trial judge's purported error in ruling on admissibility was not, in
fairness, a harmless one. It would seem, however, that the question can

306. Cf. RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, A THEORY OF STRICT LIABILrrY: TOWARD
REFORMATION OF TORT LAW 22-25 (1980).

307. Cf George P. Fletcher, Fairness and Utility in Tort Theory, 85 HARV. L.
REV. 537, 550 (1972) (citing Vosburg v. Putney, 50 N.W. 403 (Wis. 1891)).

308. See supra notes 151-56, 225-28 and accompanying text.
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be profitably debated only with the help of extensive excerpts from the
trial transcript. The self-serving snippets that the reviewing court
extracted from the transcript frustrate any attempt to explore the question
solely by reference to the appellate statement. In short, there is nothing
in either of the first two Vosburg v. Putney opinions especially to
recommend it as a pedagogical tool for this purpose, and neither appears
to have been selected.

. Vosburg v. Putney offered somewhat greater possibilities to the
teachers of damages. As early as 1895, Joseph Beale chose an excerpt
from the second opinion for inclusion into a sequence of "egg-shell-
skull" cases, starting with the liability of the hapless ferryman in Kenrig
v. Eggleston,31 who during a tempest jettisoned a box belonging to the
plaintiff and, unbeknownst to the ferryman, laden with jewels. Beale
carried the selection over into the second edition of A Collection of Cases
on the Measure of Damages which appeared in 1909.11 In the same
year, Floyd Mechem and Barry Gilbert adopted a slightly different
portion of the same opinion to make the identical point. 2 In 1923,
Ralph Bauer chose still another extract to raise the issue of causation in
presence of a pre-existing disease."'

One of the two reversible errors at the first trial, as the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin saw it, was Judge Sloan's ruling to allow the jury to
hear testimony concerning the Vosburg family's circumstances. Although
there was some authority holding the proffered evidence admissible, the
Court took the contrary position to be self-evident. A different logic of
how the family circumstances of a minor plaintiff might affect the
calculation of his loss of future earnings underlies each position. The
underlying logic can be explored and critiqued even though the ruling
court has chosen not explicitly to address the issue. Thus, the first
opinion of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, just by being there, invites
one to reflect on the "thin-skulled plaintiff" in the economically fragile
family, but no casebook on damages, apparently, has accepted the
invitation. However, the opinion has been cited in .treatises, from early
on, to buttress the arid rule that the financial condition of the parent

309. JOSEPH BEALE, A COLLECTION OF CASES ON THE MEASURE OF DAMAGES

59 (1895).
310. Aleyn 93 (K.B. 1648).
311. JOSEPH HENRY BEALE, A COLLECTION OF CASES ON THE MEASURE OF

DAMAGES 76 (2d ed. 1909).
312. FLOYD R. MECHEM & BARRY GILBERT, CASES ON DAMAGES 173 (1909).
313. RALPH STANLEY BAUER, CASES ON THE LAW OF DAMAGES 180 (1923).
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should not be considered in an action to recover for an injury to a
minor'. 1

The very first torts casebook, James Barr Ames' 800-page collection
of cases upon trespass, conversion and defamation, under the title of
Select Cases on Torts, was published in 1874, that is, fifteen years before
the kick. The two-volume update by Ames and Jeremiah Smith, which
came out in 1893 and 1900 and, thus, allowed inclusion of, at least, the
first two opinions in Vosburg v. Putney, passed over them both. The
further editing and revision of the progeny of Ames and Smith's
pioneering works initially fell on Roscoe Pound and Joseph Beale. Beale
who was familiar with the case, having selected the second opinion for his
casebook on damages, may deserve credit for adding a truncated second
opinion to the 1929 edition, albeit for the very limited purpose of
"Justification of Offensive Force," near the end of the second vol-
ume.315 The opinion remained in the series after Edward Thurston and
Warren Seavey took over as editors in 1942. Henceforth, however, the
excerpt began with a different statement of facts (in the editors' para-
phrase) and included a paragraph on the requisite intent. Relocated to the
opening pages and upgraded from 250 to 500 words,16 the second
opinion in Vosburg v. Putney began to gain ground as one of the premier
topics of conversation between the bewildered first-year law students and
their Socrates dujour, in their joint quest of the truth about battery. This
went on unchanged until 1983, when the enlarged revisionist team of Page
Keeton, Robert Keeton, Lewis Sargentich and Henry Steiner3 7 ousted
Andrew and George in favor of little Brian Dailey who had managed to
commit battery on Ruth Garratt by intentionally striking her with the
Earth. Still Vosburg v. Putney clung to immortality as the essential
authority for the decision in Garratt v. Dailey.1

George Chase's 1904 edition of the Leading Cases Upon the Law of
Torts may have been the first torts casebook to acknowledge Vosburg v.
Putney, albeit only in a note. It cites the second opinion with several
cases "holding that a wrong intent is not a necessary element to constitute

314. See, e.g., 1 JOSEPH A. JOYCE & HOWARD C. JOYCE, A TREATISE ON

DAMAGES § 263 (1903); 2 THEODORE SEDOWiCK, A TREATISE ON THE MEASURE OF
DAMAGES § 490 (9th ed. 1912).

315. 2 JAMES BARR AMES & JEREMIAH SMITH, A SELECTION OF CASES ON THE

LAW OF TORTS 1249 (Roscoe Pound ed.; J. Beale rev. 1929).
316. EDWARD S. THURSTON & WARREN A. SEAVEY, CASES ON TORTS 19 (1942);

WARREN A. SEAVEY ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 13 (1957); WARREN A.
SEAVEY ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 16 (2d ed. 1964).

317. PAGE KEETON ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORT AND ACCIDENT
LAW (1983).

318. 279 P.2d 1091, 1093, 1094 (Wash. 1955). The opinion in Garratt v. Dailey
had appeared alongside Vosburg v. Pitney in this casebook series since 1957.
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a tort."3 19 But it appears that no less than another ten years Were to
pass before the decision was received into the league of principal cases of
recognized pedagogical merit for courses on Torts. In 1915, Francis
Bohlen placed an abridgment of the second opinion in his book's section
on battery and, moreover, alerted the reader to the existence of the
previous opinion.' :  Fowler Harper, who was in charge of the fourth
edition in 1941,32 inexplicably threw Vosburg out, only to bring it back
for the next edition, in 1953, as the lead selection for the chapter on
"Intended Injuries to Person." 3 Furthermore, the generous three-and-
a-half-page selection began with Justice Orton's statement of facts,
reflections, and decision on the first appeal, emphasized the evidentiary
rulings on the second appeal, and, lastly, noted Seth Vosburg's separate
action and the Putneys' unsuccessful last trip to the Wisconsin Supreme
Court. It is a fair guess that Harper owed his discovery to his colleagues
at Yale, Harry Shulman and Fleming James, who had spotted and laid
hold on all three decisions in precisely this form in their 1942 and 1952
Cases and Materials on the Law of Torts.3" (The triad survives in the
third edition as well.)3' Shulman and James, having appreciated the
potential of the Vosburg experience, chose it for the book's central
chapter, "The Anatomy of Fault," rather than the chapter on "Assault and
Battery, . . . Etc.," which they had relegated to the back of the book.
The book was the most challenging one on the market in its day and a
source of some discomfort to those torts teachers who preferred the
security of casebooks of more conventional pattern.3" The series by
Seavey and Thurston and, later on, Prosser stood for such convention-
ality.

Young Smith and William Prosser entered the field in 1952, the year
of Shulman and James' second edition. Their Cases and Materials on

319. GEORGE CHASE, LEADING CASES UPON THE LAW OF TORTS 121 (1904).
320. FRANCIS H. BOHLEN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 46, 47 (1915). See also

FRANCIS H. BOHLEN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 17 (2d ed. 1925); FRANCIS H.
BOHLEN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 7 (3d ed. 1930).

321. FRANcIs H. BOHLEN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS (F. Harper ed., 4th ed.
1941).

322. FRANCIS H. BOHLEN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 49-52 (F. Harper ed.,
5th ed. 1953).

323. FLEMING JAMES & HARRY SHULMAN, CASES AND MATERIALS ON THE LAW

OF TORTS 237-41 (1942); FLEMING JAMES & HARRY SHULMAN, CASES AND MATERIALS
ON THE LAW OF TORTS 254-58 (2d ed. 1952).

324. HARRY SHULMAN ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 238-41 (3d ed.

1976).
325. See, e.g., John A. Bauman, Book Review, 5 J. LEG. EDUc. 555 (1953);

Philip Halpern, Book Review, 43 COLUM. L. REV. 552 (1943); Lyman P. Wilson, Book
Review, 31 GEO. L. J. 496 (1943).
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Torts included Vosburg v. Putney, in the form of a compressed paraphrase
of facts and a half of a page from the second opinion, to grace the chapter
on "Battery" at the head of the book.' The excerpt does not mention
the other two opinions. Dropped from the second edition, the case reap-
peared in the fifth, put out by Prosser and John Wade in 1971,11 and
all subsequent editions in a note. The note asks whether "one schoolboy
[who] during a class hour playfully kicked another" is liable for bat-
tery.32

We have assumed so far that credit for introducing Vosburg v.
Putney into torts casebooks as a principal case goes to Bohlen. However,
in that same year, that is 1915, Charles Hepburn, too, selected the second
opinion for his Cases on the Law of Torts?" His somewhat better
edited excerpt was part of the story on battery which Hepburn supposed
to be one of the "Torts Through Acts of Absolute Liability." The opinion
remained in the second edition." Furthermore, the less known Cases
of the Law of Torts by Lyman Wilson, published in 1928, may, in fact,
have been the first to blend Justice Orton's statement of facts in the first
opinion with a substantial chunk of Justice Lyon's opinion on the second
appeal. 31 Wilson kept the same selection for his second edition in
1939.332

In the meantime, Leon Green's 1927 well-known monograph on
proximate cause had deservedly drawn further attention to Vosburg v.
Putney as a case raising a straightforward issue of factual causation for
the jury, free of unnecessary complexities of "plural, concurrent and
intervening causes. 333  Furthermore, Green had found the second
opinion helpful in elucidating the judicial process regarding the sensitive
area of "Play, Practical Jokes, [and] Conduct with Reference to Women"
in his 1931 casebook on The Judicial Process in Tort Cases.3 With

326. WILLIAM PROSSER & YOUNG SMITH, CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 23

(1952).
327. W. PROSSER & JOHN W. WADE, CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS (5th ed.

1971).
328. E.g., id. at 33; W. PROSSER ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 31

(8th ed. 1988).
329. CHARLES HEPBURN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 76 (1915).
330. CHARLES M. HEPBURN, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 46 (William M.

Hepburn & Archibald H. Throckmorton eds., 2d ed. 1935).
331. LYMAN P. WILSON, CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 90 (1928).
332. LYMAN P. WILSON, CASES AND MATERIALS ON THE LAw OF TORTS 46 (2d

ed. 1939).
333. LEON GREEN, RATIONALE OF PROXIMATE CAUSE 142-44 (1927).
334. LEON GREEN, THE JUDICIAL PROCESS IN TORT CASES 109 (1931).
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the enlistment of a passel of co-editors that began in 1957, however,
Vosburg was demoted to a brief note in the context of child behavior 35

Vosburg v. Putney received its biggest boost in 1959 from Charles
Gregory and Harry Kalven's Cases and Materials on Torts, a book of
"contagious enthusiasm and searching open-mindedness.., necessary for
a full utilization of legal doctrines," 3" one "designed with the serious
student in mind. 33 7 Not only did the editors choose the second opinion
for the lead case on "Intentionally Inflicted Harm: The Prima Facie Case
and Defenses, " "' they also invoked it repeatedly to further their critical
inquiry into the coherence of tort doctrine. To begin with, the teacher
and student were asked to consider the consistency of Vosburg v. Putney
with Brown v. Kendall.33 In exploring the labyrinth of proximate
cause; they were urged to keep in mind Vosburg v. Putney as a salient
point of comparison' and, specifically, to compare Vosburg with the
Polemis case. 4 "What connection is there between the rule in Vosburg
v. Putney ... and the problems thus far discussed in... [the chapter on
"Limits to Legal Protection against Harm from Insult, Indignity, and
Shock"]" was , for the editors an obvious question to ask when halfway
into the chapter. 2 And lastly, given sufficient "impact," did the rule
of Vosburg v. Putney assure recovery for negligent infliction of emotional
distress, regardless of how idiosyncratic the reaction of the plaintiff may
be? 3 In fact, Vosburg v. Putney was the most frequently cited case in
the table of cases. The authors' memorandum for teachers accompanying
the book prompted the teacher to keep an eye on Vosburg which is a
"major case" that "teaches very well" and helps to sharpen one's thinking
about the "threshold tort" or, in other words, the minimum of proof to
warrant liability.' Kalven's class notes for the winter-spring semester

335. LEON GREEN ET AL., CASES ON THE LAW OF TORTS 78 (1957). This
remains unchanged in the latest edition in the series. LEON GREEN ET AL., CASES ON THE
LAW OF TORTS 75 (2d ed. 1977).

336. John David Stoner, Book Review, 110 U. PA. L..REv. 300, 300-301 (1961).
337. Wex S. Malone, Book Review, 28 U. CHI. L. REv. 391, 396 (1961).
338. CHARLES 0. GREGORY & HARRY KALVEN, CASES AND MATERIALS ON

TORTS 21 (1959).
339. 60 Mass. 292 (1850); see also GREGORY & KALVEN, supra note 338, at 57.
340. GREGORY & KALVEN, supra note 338, at 312.
341. In re Polemis and Furness, Withy & Co.,'3 K.B. 560 (1921); GREGORY &

KALVEN, supra note 338, at 326.
342. GREGORY & KALVEN, supra note 338, at 859-60.
343. id. at 863.
344. Memorandum Prepared by the Authors for Teachers Using Cases and

Materials on Torts by Charles 0. Gregory & Harry Kalven, Jr. 9, 26-27, (Little, Brown
& Co. 1960) (in Harry Kalven, Jr. Papers, available at the Department of Special
Collections, The Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago).
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of 1957, that is, while the book was still in draft form, referred to
Vosburg v. Putney as "my favorite case."30

The second edition of Gregory and Kalven added still more
references to Vosburg, including one in conjunction with the material on
false imprisonment.' For the third edition, ' 7 Richard Epstein re-
placed Kalven who had passed away in 1974. The new editor's decision
to move the first chapter, "Cause in Fact," to a more traditional position
in the vicinity of proximate cause and duty gave Vosburg v. Putney even
greater prominence. It thereby became the first case in the book,' on
which the new editor himself might have spent "as much as four or five
hours tracing out . .. [its] implications .. to their bitter end."3'9 In
preparing the fourth edition, Epstein commendably repaired a flaw in the
previously adopted version of Vosburg v. Putney by borrowing (as had
been done by many others before him) a more complete statement of facts
out of Orton's opinion on the first appeal. 3' "With the extended
statement of the facts," he wrote, "it might be useful to note the, difficult
causal questions that arise in trying to decide whether the harm to the
plaintiff's leg was attributable to the defendant's kick."351 In order to
alert the students to the relationship between the various theories of
liability early in the course, Epstein thought the teacher might well ask
how Vosburg v. Putney fares as a strict liability or negligence case.
Finally, the editor saw still other possible lines of inquiry, including some
apt to excite economic theorizers:

Assumption of risk becomes a question because of the decision
to attend class, and contributory negligence because of the

345. Harry Kalven, Jr. Papers (available at the Department of Special Collections,
The Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago). Gregory tells that Kalven had
at one time proposed to construct an entire torts course around Kalven's first experience
of attending a drive-in theater. Charles 0. Gregory, Harry Kalven: Scholar and Friend,
43 U. CHI. L. REV. 8, 10-11 (1975). So inventive a mind might well have meditated a
like project centered on Vosburg v. Putney.

346. CHARLES 0. GREGORY & HARRY KALVEN, CASES AND MATERIALS ON
TORTS 942 (2d ed. 1969).

347. CHARLES 0. GREGORY ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS (3d ed.
1977).

348. Id. at 4.
349. Richard A. Epstein, Torts: What I Teach, And How I Teach It, TORTS AND

RETORTS: AALS TORTS-COMPENSATION SECTION NEWSLETrER FOR TORTS PROFESSORS

1, 3 (Oct. 1977).
350. RICHARD A. EPSTEIN ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 4-6 (4th ed.

1984).
351. RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, TEACHER'S MANUAL: EPSTEIN, GREGORY, AND

KALVEN'S CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 1-1 (4th ed. 1984).
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failure (but where is the duty?) to wear the shinguard. Note
very early on it is possible to introduce the concept of the best
cost avoider, and through it to broaden the inquiry as to whether
liability might attach to the teacher or to the parents, in ways
consistent with the modern trends in the cases. 352

Epstein repeated the gist of the foregoing observation on the occasion
of the appearance of the fifth, and thus far the latest, edition of which he
is now the sole editor,353 and added:

Over the years I have come to think that the result in this case
is nutty. Better to avoid the costs of litigation and to have each
child report dangerous conditions to the school teachers so that
some informed decision about going back to the classroom can
be made.'

While the editor's intuition and the first part of his suggested cure
are splendid, there might be, I daresay, a touch of nuttiness about the
second.

Vosburg v. Putney also received top billing in James Henderson and
Richard Pearson's The Torts Process. It is the lead case (in the form of
a blend of the first and second opinions)355 and is cited in eighteen other
places in the book. Each of the three runners-up appears in only seven
other places. Vosburg retains its prominence in the second3" and third
... editions. According to the editors, they need "at least two days to
work through Vosburg."358 Again, one of Vosburg's many burdens is
to illuminate the economic approach. The editors are "almost certain"
that the recovery against the minor defendant in Vosburg was to have
been "satisfied from propert[y] owned individually by the minor[] and
therefore not likely to generate the dislocation costs that might otherwise
have been expected had the defendant[] been head[] of . . . [a house-

352. Id.
353. RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS (5th ed. 1990).
354. RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, TEACHER'S MANUAL'TO CASES AND MATERIALS ON

TORTS, 1-6 (5th ed. 1990).
355. JAMES A. HENDERSON & RICHARD N. PEARSON, THE TORTS PROCESS 16-18

(1975).
356. JAMES A. HENDERSON & RICHARD N. PEARSON, THE TORTS PROCESS 19-22

(2d ed. 1981).
357. JAMES A. HENDERSON & RICHARD N. PEARSON, THE TORTS PROCESS 22-24

(3d ed. 1988).
358. JAMES A. HENDERSON & RICHARD N. PEARSON, SUGGESTIONS FOR

TEACHERS USING THE TORTS PROCESS 3 (3d ed. 1988).
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hold]." 3' It is perhaps, as Tom Lehrer sang about the new math, more.
important to understand what you're doing rather than to get the right
answer.mo

The second opinion in Vosburg v. Putney also appears in the
"Intentional Torts" chapter of Richard Posner's Tort Law: Cases and
Economic Analysis"' where it is, quite predictably and more than once,
put under the lens of economic theory, for instance:

But why isn't the most efficient way to avoid injury to
someone with an eggshell skull for him rather than potential
injurers to take precautions? The law can induce him to do so
by refusing to compensate him for the full extent of his injury.
In Vosburg, for example, perhaps plaintiff should have worn a
shinguard. But this is not certain: the cost of the shinguard
must be compared with the cost to defendant of not kicking
plaintiff. The latter cost was presumably low-even negative.
(Why?) 2

(Joseph Quarles, for one, might not have hesitated to respond with a
challenge.)'

Posner, in collaboration with William Landes, continued the
foregoing reflections in a study' that introduced formal economic
models to explore the economic properties of the major doctrines of tort
law. The authors explained that, in a case like Vosburg, "the probability
that ... [Andrew, the eggshell-skull victim] would have escaped injury
unscathed but for the defendant's tort ... was high," that "[t]he adminis-
trative costs of determining the injury actually suffered . . [were] low,
because . . .[the victim was] already before the court," I and that "the
plaintiff was allowed to recover for the full consequences. "' There is
every reason to think that the explanation meets the specifications of the
appropriate formal model.

359. See supra note 355 at 83. See also supra note 356 at 109.
360. See New Math, in Too MANY SONGS BY TOM LEHRER: WITH NOT ENOUGH

DRAWINGS BY RONALD SEARLE 109 (1981).
361. RICHARD A. POSNER, TORT LAW: CASES AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 24-26

(1982).
362. Id. at 27.
363. See supra text accompanying note 219.
364. WILLIAM M. LANDES & RICHARD A. POSNER, THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

OF TORT LAW (1987).
365. Id. at 250.
366. Id. at 168, 250.
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Other well-known torts casebooks carry Vosburg v. Putney in one
form or another.6 7

In sum, Vosburg v. Putney has, upon years of dedicated service in
many capacities, achieved within the realm of torts a distinction it shares
with a small circle of other Anglo-American cases, such as Brown v.
Kendall,' Vincent v. Lake Erie Transportation Co.,' Martin v.
Herzog,' The T.J. Hooper,37" ' Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R., 2

Rylands v. Fletcher" and a few others. Though somewhat misunder-
stood, once in a while ill-used, repeatedly denied the opportunity to
display its full potential and, on occasion, almost forgotten, Vosburg v.
Putney belongs to the class of ruling cases, the nomenklatura of torts,
within which reassignment of position and responsibilities is practiced but
exclusion from which is rare.374

In Vosburg v. Putney, intentional tort, negligence and strict liability
are interfused like three adjacent colors in an aquarelle. We are quickly
brought face to face with the victim's choice between litigation and
acceptance of an unsatisfactory settlement offer, in an instance where the
loss is genuine and the liability rule favorable but the prospect of a
collectible award dim. The relation of the litigation process to "major
doctrines of tort law" and "formal theoretical models" is graphically
revealed. Here the prima facie case, or "threshold tort," nearly succumbs

367. See, e.g., MARC A. FRANKLIN & ROBERT L. RABIN, CASES AND MATERIALS
ON TORT LAW AND ALTERNATIVES 771 (3d ed. 1983) (note); MARC A. FRANKLIN &
ROBERT L. RABIN, CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORT LAW AND ALTERNATIVES 763 (4th
ed. 1987) (note); GEORGE C. CHRISTIE, CASES AND MATERIALS ON THE LAW OF TORTS

48 (1983) (note); GEORGE C. CHRISTIE & JAMES E. MEEKS, CASES AND MATERIALS ON
THE LAW OF TORTS 38 (2d ed. 1990) (note); MARSHALL S. SHAPO, TORT AND INJURY

LAW 27-29, 30, 31, 39, 98 (1990) (principal case and the third most frequently noted);
Shapo raises the point pressed by Quarles: "In his book On Aggression, Konrad Lorenz
argued that there is 'no legitimate outlet for aggressive behavior' in modem communities.
He referred to studies ... of Ute Indians, who were said to 'suffer more frequently from
neurosis than any other human group .... [The] cause of the trouble [is] undischarged

aggression.'.. . How do you view the Vosburg rule in light of Lorenz's conclusions?"
Id. at 31; cf supra text accompanying note 219; DAN B. DOBBS, TORTS AND
COMPENSATION: PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR INJURY
495 (1985) (note); JOSEPH W. LITTLE, TORTS: THE CIVIL LAW OF REPARATION OF
HARM DONE BY WRONGFUL ACT 594, 597 (1985) (note); DIX W. NOEL & JERRY J.
PHILLIPS, CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS AND RELATED LAW 123 (1980) (note).

368. 60 Mass. 292 (1850).
369. 124 N.W. 221 (Minn. 1910).
370. 126 N.E. 814 (N.Y. 1920).
371. 60 F.2d 737 (2d Cir. 1932).
372. 162 N.E. 99 (N.Y. 1928).
373. L.R. 3 H.L. 330 (1868).
374. Cf. MICHAEL VOSLENSKY, NOMENKLATURA: THE SOVIET RULING CLASS 81

(Eric Mosbacher, trans., 1984).
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to defenses that spring from its womb; a harmful battery seems to shade
into a dignitary tort. The case raises troubling questions about the extent
of liability for a tortious act and the effect of parents' conduct on their
child's claim. It invites consideration of punitive damages, and urges us
to rethink apportionment of compensatory damages between the parent
and his child and the calculation of the child's compensable loss. Its
compass is far more sweeping than the concerns of the two Waukesha
families a century ago. Marshall Shapo has said it well:

The Torts of the future will stress to an even greater degree, in
Dean Green's felicitous phrase, that the tort law is very much
public law peeking through the masks of the individual litigants
of yesteryear-the Vosburgs and Putneys of the world." 5

XIV. LivEs AFTER VOSBURO V. POWTNEY

While Judge Sloan's involvement in the Vosburg and Putney
litigation had ended with his 1893 order vacating and setting aside his two
judgments in Andrew Vosburg's civil case, he remained on the Thirteenth
Judicial Circuit bench and was reelected in 1894. Barely into his new
term, however, the judge caught pneumonia and died on April 8, 1895.
The Supreme Court of Wisconsin, upon receiving the somber news,
adjourned its session. Nearly the entire membership of the circuit bar
(including Haight, Griswold, Merton and Ryan) attended Sloan's funeral
in Beaver Dam where business establishments stayed closed out of respect
for the deceased.376

In the search for a successor to the late judge, Ernst Merton emerged
as one of the top choices. Although the judgeship went to someone else,
Merton remained involved in public affairs in other ways, alongside his
distinguished professional practice. In 1902, he won election on the
Democratic ticket to the Wisconsin State Senate where he subsequently
allied himself with the progressive forces of Robert LaFollette.
Overworked and in failing health, he died in December 1920.)"

Over the years, Timothy Ryan's law partnership with Merton grew
into a four-member firm. But neither the demands of the expanding

375. Marshall S. Shapo, Changing Frontiers in Torts: Vistas for the 70's, 22
STAN. L. REv. 330, 334-35 (1970).

376. A. Scott Sloan Papers, clipping file (available at the archives of the State
Historical Society of Wisconsin); IN CIRCUT COURT, THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
MEMORIAL ADDRESSES ON THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF JUDGE A. SCOTT SLOAN (.
Barney comp. 1895).

377. See supra note 376; Ernst Merton Dies in East Troy; Funeral Sunday,
WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec. 30, 1920, at 5.
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practice nor commitments to other enterprise softened Ryan's political
zeal. He ranked high in the councils of the Democratic Party and was a
delegate to four national conventions. He served on the Democratic
National Committee for eleven years, including a stretch on its executive
committee. President Cleveland, during his second term in office,
rewarded Ryan (as he had Ryan's sometime rival Carney) with the
Waukesha postmastership. Ryan also put in eight years with the
Waukesha School Board, five as its president. Yet state or federal office
forever eluded him. Heart failure struck him down during a business
meeting on July 13, 1911, when he was only fifty-two.37s

Ironically, Timothy Ryan's defeat for the highest office he sought in
his stormy political career came at the hands of Joseph Quarles, his
nemesis in the case of Andrew Vosburg v. George Putney. In 1899,
Ryan, the Democrat, was pitted against Quarles, the Republican, in the
contest for the United States Senate seat. The Wisconsin legislature chose
Quarles over Ryan by a wide margin. 79 Before moving to Washington,
Quarles severed his ties with his Milwaukee law firm of Quarles, Spence
and Quarles. His relative, Louis Quarles, left the firm for a new
partnership a few years later. This partnership bearing Quarles' name
metamorphosed into Quarles and Brady, today one of Wisconsin's largest
law firms. Joseph Quarles did not run for reelection, and his seat in the
United States Senate went to Robert LaFollette. At the end of the term,
President Theodore Roosevelt appointed him the United States District
Judge for the Eastern District of Wisconsin. Quarles held the judgeship
until his death in 1911. 380

Milton Griswold, who withdrew as counsel of record after Andrew's
case had come to an end, again announced for county judge and was
elected in 1893. Griswold served in that capacity until 1909. Upon the
founding of Waukesha County Bar association in 1899, Griswold was
elected its first president. Known as the "Grand Old Man" of Waukesha,
he died in 1921, at the age of eighty-two. His son Willard, also a
University of Wisconsin law graduate and attorney, was later recognized

378. T. E. Ryan Passes Away-Sudden Call to One of City's Most Prominent and
Beloved Sons, WAuKESHA FREEMAN, July 20, 1911, at 1.

379. WISCONSIN ASSEMBLY, JOURNAL 108-10 (Jan. 31, 1899); WISCONSIN
SENATE, JOURNAL 114-16 (Jan. 31, 1899).

380. 4 WISCONSIN IN THREE CENTURIES, 1634-1905 at 335-36 (Henry C.
Campbell et al. eds., 1906); In Memoriam: Joseph V. Quarles, 148 Wis. xxx (1912);
Letter from Arthur H. Laun, Jr., partner at Quarles & Brady, to Zigurds Zile (Sept. 3,
1987).
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by the American Association of State and Local History for his contribu-
tions to the preservation and appreciation of his hometown history.3"'

But the students of Waukesha history owe a special debt to Theron
Haight, a chronicler of the county and promoter of its historical society.
Indeed, his massive Waukesha County history,3" based on original
sources from the earliest times down to his day, was an indispensable
reference volume for this story. He also wrote a biographical work on
the Cushing brothers of Civil War fame,3 one of whom was chosen by
the Waukesha veterans of the Grand Army of the Republic as the
namesake for their local post. The post membership, incidentally,
included Haight himself. In 1902, Haight came out in vigorous support
of Governor Robert LaFollette in his conflict with public service
corporations. Over the next three years he wrote a series of articles
attacking their excessive power. The articles appeared in the Milwaukee
Free Press at roughly weeklong intervals and were judged a significant
factor in molding the public opinion in favor of LaFollette's reform
proposals. Upon death on October 9, 1913, Theron Haight was eulogized
far and wide. The Milwaukee Journal called him "one of the truly great
men of Wisconsin." 38

A Civil War veteran like Haight, Seth Vosburg, too, was affiliated
with the Win. B. Cushing Post No. 19 of the Grand Army of the
Republic. Other than that, the paths of the two did not converge. Seth
Vosburg continued to earn his living as a teamster and, intermittently, as
a day laborer, until his retirement in 1908, at the age of sixty-five. It was
his good fortune that the Vosburg household in Waukesha survived the
death of Janet, his wife, which occurred two years later. After Janet's
passing, Seth's daughter Jessie, his younger son John and John's wife
Annie remained with Seth under the same roof as a close-knit family.
Nor was Seth isolated from the community. The Win. B. Cushing Post
membership, which had honored Seth in the past by choosing him their
commander for 1902, chose him again for four successive years, 1915-

381. City Historian Griswold Dies, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec. 14, 1985, at 3 (on
file with author); City's "Grand Old Man" Passes to His Reward, WAUKESHA FREEMAN,

Nov. 10, 1927, at 1; County Bar Ass'n Founded in 1899, WAUKESHA DAILY FREEMAN
CENTENNIAL EDITION, § E-I at 7 (1959); Griswold Elected, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Apr.
6, 1893, at 1.

382. MEMOIRS OF WAUKESHA COUNTY (Theron W. Haight ed., 1907).
383. THERON WILBER HAIGHT, THREE WISCONSIN CUSHINGS. A SKETCH OF THE

LIvEs OF HOWARD B., ALONZO H. AND WILLIAM B. CUSHING, CHILDREN OF A PIONEER

FAMILY OF WAUKESHA COUNTY (1910).

384. Bar Holds Memorial, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Dec. 4, 1913, at 1; Death of
T. W. Haight. Prominent Lawyer, Writer and Literary Student, WAUKESHA FREEMAN,

Oct. 23, 1913, at 1; Farewell, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Oct. 23, 1913, at 4; Theron Wilber
Haight, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Oct. 23, 1913, at 4 (reprinted from MILWAUKEE J.).
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1918. He declined his companions' request to stand for another election
on account of failing health. Seth Vosburg died of pernicious anemia on
December 18, 1919, his seventy-sixth birthday."

Seth's daughter Jessie was only four at the time of the incident in the
Union School and nine when the litigation was finally over. Yet it is
largely to her merit that the Vosburg family story could be reconstructed
a hundred years later. It was the bright and energetic "Aunt Jessie" who
recorded and filed with the Waukesha County Museum bits and pieces
about the Vosburgs. In her younger years Jessie had been an honors
student at Waukesha High School. She later graduated from Milwaukee
Normal School and thereafter taught in Waukesha schools where George
Putney's kin were among her charges. While taking care of her father
during the last years of his life, she put her marriage off until after his
death. At thirty-five, she wed a man named Matthew Burow who lived
a few houses down the street from the Vosburg home. Jessie died
childless in 1968, at the age of eighty-four, having outlived her husband
by but a few hours. She was found slumped over the telephone after
receiving a call that had informed her of Matthew's death at the
Waukesha Memorial Hospital. True to her character to the last, Jessie
Isabelle Burow left a bequest of $1,000 to the Waukesha County
Historical Society.3"

After his marriage to Annie Lynch in 1900, Seth's younger son John
went to work for The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company.
He retired after forty-seven years of commuting from Waukesha to his job
as line-keeper and, later on, motorman with the company. John Vosburg
died in Waukesha in 1970, at the age of ninety-one.387

Despite the gloomy medical prognosis which took Andrew's handicap
to be permanent and allowed for the possibility that his right leg might
have to be surgically removed, Andrew resumed his education. After
leaving school, he was briefly employed as an office worker, either as a
bookkeeper or stenographer. In 1900, he took a job of a utility trainman

385. 1900 U.S. CENSUS, Wis., WAUKESHA COUNTY, WAUKESHA CITY, vol. 30,
enumeration district 142, sheet 14; 1895 WIs. STATE CENSUS, WAUKESHA COUNTY,
VILLAGE OF WAUKESHA 34; 15 Death Records, Waukesha County, Wis. 692; Pioneer
Notebooks, supra note 3, at "Vosburg" pages; Waukesha Village and City directories;

Personal War Sketches, Wm. B. Cushing Post No. 19, Waukesha County, Wisconsin,
Grand Army of the Republic 53 (available at Waukesha County Museum).

386. UNION SCHOOL OF WAUKESHA, EXAMINATION STANDINGS, Nov. 1903 (on

file with author); Hears of Husband's Death, She Dies, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Oct. 30,
1968, at 3 (on file with author); Relatives Share in $60,000 Estate, WAUKESHA FREEMAN,
Nov. 19, 1968, at 3 (on file with author); Pioneer Notebooks, supra note 3, at "Vosburg"
pages; Waukesha City directories (available at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin).

387. John H. Vosburg, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, May 25, 1970, at 3; Pioneer

Notebooks, supra note 3, at "Vosburg" pages; Waukesha City directories.
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with The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company in Milwaukee,
just ahead of his younger brother John. He was made assistant yard
foreman in 1903 and promoted to foreman in 1906. During the early
phase of his Milwaukee job, Andrew continued to live with his parents
and siblings in Waukesha. Around 1908, however, he moved to
Milwaukee and, on August 10, 1909, married Kathryn Louise Kimbel.
She blessed him with a daughter, Florence Kathryn, and two sons,
Andrew Clarence and Warren Harding, the latter born on November 2,
1920-the fifty-fifth birthday and the day of the landslide victory of his
namesake. Andrew and his wife frequently changed their residence, as
it was their wont to buy and resell houses they had refurbished in the
interim. Much of this work fell on Kathryn because Andrew's leg, on
which he wore a laced leather brace, was too weak for climbing ladders.
This went on until about 1930, when the Vosburgs bought a more
permanent home on the city's northwest side. Here, their daughter
Florence, a physician's assistant, died at the age of twenty-one. Here,
Andrew lived out the remainder of his life vexed by worsening hyperten-
sion nd asthma. He died on October 4, 1938, at sixty-four, a respected
member of his company's supervisory staff. He left to his wife real
property valued at $9,000 and a $1,000 insurance policy on his life.
Andrew Vosburg was buried in the Prairie Home Cemetery of
Waukesha.38

388. 200 Register in Probate, Milwaukee County, Wis. 100; Letters from Neil H.
Palmer, Senior Legislative Representative-Local Relations, Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
(June 13, 1988 and July 8, 1988) with enclosures-from company's records and RAIL AND

WIRE, a magazine of the Employee' Mutual Benefit Association at The Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light Co.; Pioneer Notebooks, supra note 3, at "Vosburg" pages;
Waukesha City directories; Milwaukee City directories; Andrew H. Vosburg obituary,
Obituary Notebooks, Waukesha County, Wisconsin (available at Waukesha County
Museum); Interview with Andrew Clarence Vosburg and Priscilla Vosburg, in Waukesha
(Feb. 25, 1988); Interview with Warren Harding Vosburg, in Ft. Myers Beach, Florida
(Mar. 30, 1988).

According to Warren Harding Vosburg, his father Andrew had suffered a serious
workplace accident sometime before Warren's birth, i.e., before Nov. 2, 1920. While
working on a cement mixer, the story goes, Andrew had reached to shut it off, slipped
and had his foot drawn into the machine. Though amputation of the mangled foot initially
seemed necessary, a Chicago surgeon managed to save. and reconstruct it. The
interviewee could not recall whether the limb in this accident was the previously injured
one. He did say, however, that his father wore only one brace. This recollected event
could not be independently verified. Inquiries at both Wisconsin state agencies (state
archives and the State Industrial Commission) and Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
(successor to The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Co.) yielded no record of the
described accident. Some circumstantial evidence lends credence to the story. The March
1921 issue of RAIL AND WIRE,.at 445, carries the following brief item: "Brother Vosburg
is on his vacation but we are sorry to say that he is acting as a nurse. We hope that by
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Henry Putney, the Vosburgs' main adversary, and his brother Aaron
carried on the Putney Bros. store for several more years. On January 1,
1914, they sold the business to one George Fleury, and Henry Putney
retired. Three years later, Mr. Fleury resold what was still "generally
considered the leading store in Waukesha." As a result of this transfer
of ownership, the store's name was changed from Putney Bros. to McCoy
Department Store. Henry Putney died on April 17, 1915, when the
Putney name still graced the family establishment. He was seventy-five.
Judge Milton Griswold delivered the graveside eulogy in which he
characterized the departed as "one of God's noblemen." By his will,
drawn on May 10, 1911, Henry left his entire estate, both real and
personal, to his widow Mary Ellen for life and the remainder to his
daughters, Hattie, Nellie and Mary, and son, George, share and share
alike. His daughter Nettie had died as a result of a traffic accident in the
Chicago area, in 1909. The executrix's inventory showed real estate
valued at $6,000 and the adjusted residue of personal estate in the amount
of $15,322.19.89

George Putney continued at Union School and went on to Carroll
College from which he graduated in the spring of 1896. In the fall, he
enrolled in the Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of
Wisconsin in Madison. George left the University either during or at the
end of his sophomore year and returned to Waukesha to take a clerk's job
in the Putney Bros. store. In 1903, he and Alice Dwinnell were joined
in marriage. About 1906, the young couple moved to Milwaukee where,
for the next several years, George worked as a salesman with Hurley-
Reilly Co., men's furnishers, clothiers, hatters and shirtmakers. Two
children were bornto George and Alice: a boy, Bryant, and a girl, Ann.
George's stepmother, Mary Ellen Putney, died of pneumonia in 1924,
leaving a $15,000 estate that consisted entirely of personal property. The
administrator of her estate was credited with disbursements almost equal

the time Rail and Wire is issued that Brother Vosburg's family are all well again." The
September 1921 issue at 226-27, picks up the story: "Brother Vosburg is again with the
Cold Spring yard crew. No doubt the boys will be smoking good cigars during the
coming months. Jim was the first one to greet Andy and this is what he said: 'By golly,
Mr. Vosburg, you are looking tip top.'" If the first reference is to John Vosburg, the two
items are consistent with the latter-day account of the accident. Since the mishap is
supposed to have occurred shortly before Warren Harding Vosburg's birth, Andrew's first
opportunity to pass out cigars came only after-his own recovery.

389. Forty-Five Years Ago-1917, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Mar. 20, 1962, at 6;
H. 0. Putney PassesAway, WAUKESHA DISPATCH, Apr. 17, 1915; Henry 0. Putney Taken
By Death, WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Apr. 22, 1915, at 4; Forty-Five Years Ago-1917,
WAUKESHA FREEMAN, Jan. 15, 1962, at 6; Forty-Five Years Ago-1917, WAUKESHA
FREEMAN, Feb. 3, 1962, at 10; Pioneer Notebooks, supra note 3, at "Putney" pages; 91
Wills, Waukesha County, Wis. 305.
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to the inventory figure, to wit, $13,603.98. The largest disbursement
item was $8,804.65 identified, without further explanation, as "loss in
loans." The $1,396.02 residue of the estate represented the undepleted
remainder interest of Mary Ellen's three stepchildren and her daughter.
Thus, in the final distribution, George Putney received $349 as the visible
transfer of a piece of what remained of the Putney patrimony. About a
year before his stepmother's death, George had switched to selling cars,
a line of work he pursued in Milwaukee until the end of his days. His
first and longest association was with Edwards Motor Company, a Dodge
and Plymouth dealer. He remained with Edwards until the early 1930's.
Over the next seven years, George frequently changed his salesman's job,
moving from dealership to dealership. The first three in this sequence
were also dealers in Chrysler automobiles; the fourth, Stein Motor Co.,
might or might not have been a used car dealer. Here, he worked from
1939 until his death on June 13, 1940. George Putney was buried in
Prairie Home Cemetery of Waukesha.'

Waukesha of the 1990's bears little resemblance to Waukesha of a
century ago. The City of Waukesha was finally incorporated in
1895,391 as the spring era was declining. The era that had given a
distinctive character to the place was over by the end of World War I.
Scientists' emphatic reports that the "miraculous waters" were not what
they were reputed to be and the growing preference for less formal
vacations encouraged by the automobile brought to a close a period in
Waukesha which had seen its greatest claim to fame. Foundries and
motor works moved in as bottling plants, spas and fashionable hotels
closed. The population grew from 6,321, in the village of 1890, to
56,958, in the city of 1990." Today's Waukesha is joined to Milwau-
kee by the malformed connective tissue of urban sprawl. Part bedroom

390. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, DIRECTORY OF OFFICERS AND STUDENTS 45
(Nov. 1897); UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, DIRECTORY OF OFFICERS AND STUDENTS 39
(Nov. 1896); Program-Carroll Commencement, THE CARROLL ECHO, June 23, 1896,
at 2-3; Geo. S. Putney Dies,- Was 63, WAUKESHA DAILY FREEMAN, June 14, 1940, at 1;
19 Deaths, Waukesha County, Wis. 533; Letter from James E. Van Ess, Carroll College
Reference Librarian and Archivist (Nov. 15, 1991); 6 Marriage Records, Waukesha
County, Wis. 546; Waukesha City Directories; Milwaukee City Directories; 91 Wills,
Waukesha County, Wis. 621.

391. WISCONSIN LEGISLATIVEREFERENCEBUREAU, STATEOF WISCONSIN 1989-90
BLUE BOOK 769.

392. CHARLES CAUSIER, SPRINO CITY'S PAST: A THEMATIC. HISTORY OF
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SURVEY 26-28 (Dorothy Steele Architectural Historian, 1982); STATE AND
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DAILY FREEMAN, May 1934, at 120.
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community and part modest administrative and commercial hub in its own
right, it seems ambivalent about its identity.

The Waukesha County Court House is a bland utilitarian structure on
open grounds, nearly a mile from the old town center. The much
smaller, yet prouder forum of the Vosburg and Putney contest was razed
in 1893 on a $190 bid to make way for its much larger and stately
sandstone successor which was completed and furnished a year later at a
total cost of $69,100. It has, in turn, become the "Old Court House" that
houses the Waukesha County Historical Museum and its research library.
The Union School building, too, fell to the wrecking ball years ago.
Civic spirit, however, has preserved a few islands of the past, including
the Downtown Historic District with the renowned Putney Block and the
New Putney Building. Five Points, the sledding terminus of Lizzie More
and her reckless after-hours companions, is also within the district and
incorporated into a pedestrian mall. Sadly, the route the sleds took is
obvious no more. Though still associated with the few surviving
landmarks, the Putney name, once on most every tongue in Waukesha,
is not to be found in the current street or telephone directories. Four
Vosburg entries remain.

A visitor to Waukesha Municipal, once Prairie Home, Cemetery may
come upon a plain gravestone that bears the names of both Vosburg and
Putney. The stone marks the Kimbel family plot. The names carved in
the stone are A[ndrew]. H[ibbard]. Vosburg and Carrie Putney.
Andrew's marriage to Kathryn Kimbel connected him to the Kimbels and,
through them, to the Putneys as well. In June 1889, while Andrew was
still recuperating from George's kick, Kathryn's older sister Carrie
married Henry Putney's cousin Elmer Elsworth Putney. George Putney
was Elmer's second cousin. Regrettably, Elmer and Carrie divorced
before Andrew's marriage to Kathryn so that Elmer and Andrew were
never actually brothers-in-law and Andrew and George were not truly
related by marriage. Yet chance and choice have linked the Vosburgs and
the Putneys not only in the perennial debate about the meaning of the
fragmentary accounts of their inconclusive earthly strife but also in the
same symbol of silent commemoration of intertwined lives.

393. Jean Penn Loerke, Early Waukesha: A Walking Tour of Architectural and
Historic Sites (1973) (pamphlet available at Waukesha County Museum); Brown, supra
note 95 at 15-26.
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